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Abstract
Cyanobacterial blooms in lakes impact human health, the economy, and
ecosystem health. It is predicted that climate change will promote and increase the
frequency and intensity of cyanobacterial blooms due to unique physiological adaptions
that allow cyanobacteria to exploit warm stable water bodies. Key cyanobacteria
physiological adaptions include nitrogen fixation, buoyancy regulation and higher
optimum growth temperatures. The largest uncertainty of predicting the effect of
climate change is in understanding how the interactions among species will change.
Adding to the ambiguity, cyanobacteria physiological adaptions can vary based on lake‐
specific ecotypes and can have different sensitivities to temperature. It is critical to
understand how cyanobacterial physiological adaptions impact species interactions in
order to improve and devise adaptable, short‐term management methods for bloom
control. This study investigated how weather patterns and algal buoyancy regulation
influence the competition and accumulation of two bloom‐forming buoyant
cyanobacteria species (Aphanizomenon flos‐aquae (APFA) and toxin‐forming Microcystis
aeruginosa (MSAE)) in Upper Klamath Lake (UKL), Oregon. The focus was confirming the
buoyancy rate of the APFA in Upper Klamath Lake and exploring whether short‐term
weather conditions could lead to dangerous accumulations of APFA or MSAE. A
sensitivity analysis was conducted on the model’s buoyancy terms and growth curves to
see if the outcome of competition was influenced by these parameters.

i

UKL specific buoyancy rates were measured on APFA from samples taken directly
from the lake in the summer of 2015. Tracking software was used to measure APFA
movement through water, and individual colony movement was averaged to obtain a
single buoyancy rate. There was a high degree of agreement between the calculated
APFA buoyancy rate in UKL (0.89 +/‐ 0.34 m hr‐1) with the rate published by Walsby
(1995; 0.9 +/‐ 0.5 m hr‐1).
This study investigated how weather patterns and buoyancy regulation
influenced the outcome of competition between APFA and MSAE. Weather and water
column temperature data were collected from UKL in the summer of 2016. A one‐
dimensional hydrodynamic model was used to calculate the lake’s thermal and
turbulence structure on days with contrasting weather patterns (hot/cool and
windy/calm). A competition model was used to calculate the accumulation of APFA and
MSAE cells in regular intervals through the water column under the various weather
scenarios. MSAE accumulation was significantly influenced by the thermal and
turbulence regimes, but APFA maintained high accumulations under every regime and
was the better competitor under every thermal and turbulence regime. MSAE was more
negatively impacted by high turbulence than low temperatures.
APFA’s optimum temperature growth curve was found to be important in
determining the outcome of competition between APFA and MSAE. Surprisingly,
competition was not sensitive to changes in buoyancy rates. Buoyancy was not found to
be a function of algal accumulation under any thermal and turbulence regime.
ii

The impacts of climate change and human‐induced enrichment has the potential
to change existing patterns of species interactions in lentic systems. Restoration and
management efforts should consider the significance of cascading ecological responses
to climate change. Understanding how key physiological adaptions operate is the first
step to assessing the scope of this impact. While buoyancy might not play a large role in
competition in UKL, it might be possible to use mixing to suppress MSAE because it is
negatively impacted by high turbulence. If MSAE hot spots become a reoccurring
problem in UKL, lakes managers might be able to use localized mixing to suppress MSAE
blooms in these problem areas.
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Chapter 1.

Background information

Introduction
Cyanobacterial blooms in lakes are a major cause for concern due to impacts on
human health, the economy, and the ecological health of water bodies. Cyanobacterial
blooms can produce cyanotoxins that are harmful to fish, birds, livestock, and humans
(Carmichael et al. 1985). The presence of cyanotoxins negatively impacts the health of
waters used for recreational and drinking purposes, rendering them unusable while the
bloom persists (Fogg 1969; Codd 1995; Paerl et al. 2001). The decomposition of blooms
requires oxygen, which causes anoxia and increased mortality rates of local fish,
shellfish and invertebrates (Codd 1995; Paerl and Huisman 2009). Cyanobacterial
blooms are most often managed by limiting nitrogen and/or phosphorous nutrient
inputs (Paerl et al. 2001; Paerl and Otten 2013). Some managers have reported success
in managing blooms through hydrologic manipulations (McDonald and Lehman 2013)
and mechanical mixing of the water column (Joehnk et al. 2008) when nutrient
management is not possible. It is generally believed that climate change will promote
and increase the frequency and intensity of cyanobacterial blooms due to their unique
physiological adaptions (Paerl and Huisman 2008; Adrian et al. 2009; Paerl and Huisman
2009; Paerl et al. 2011; Carey et al. 2012; O’Neil et al. 2012), which will add more
challenges to preventing and controlling blooms. To improve and devise new
management methods for bloom control, it is critical to understand how cyanobacterial
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physiological adaptions interact with and are impacted by lake morphology, geology,
climate, and a lake’s physical and chemical properties (Figure 1‐1).

Impact of lake morphology and watershed geology on cyanobacteria physiology
Many key physical and chemical characteristics of a lake are influenced by a
lake’s morphology and surrounding geology. The turbulence of a large shallow lake is
more strongly influenced by wind waves than for deep lakes (Cardoso and Marques
2009), in part because it takes less energy to completely mix a shallow water column
than a deeper water column. Unlike deep dimictic lakes, shallow polymictic lakes can
occasionally stratify during warm days, but will normally not develop strong summer‐
time thermal stratification due to the water column becoming completely mixed with
very little wind.
The success of phytoplankton species is strongly influenced by the thermal
stratification’s impact on vertical mixing because this determines the physical location
of a phytoplankton relative to nutrients and light (Winder and Hunter 2008). Many
genera of cyanobacteria can exploit stratified conditions through the formation of gas
vesicles and ballast, which allows them to control their position in the euphotic zone
(Kromkamp and Walsby 1990; Ibelings et al. 1991; Paerl and Huisman 2008), but they
lose this competitive advantage if they are entrained under turbulent conditions.
There is a wide range in naturally occurring nutrient concentrations, with some
lakes having little phosphorous and others situated on apatite bedrocks, which can be
2

high in phosphorous. Cultural eutrophication from human‐induced environmental
changes can over‐enrich lakes (particularly with nitrogen and phosphorous; Paerl and
Huisman 2009). Cyanobacteria have physiological adaptions that allow them to exploit
both high and low nutrient scenarios. Cyanobacteria with heterocysts have the ability to
fix atmospheric nitrogen and have a high affinity for, and ability to store, phosphorous
(Carey et al. 2012).
The morphology and watershed geology of a lake affects the annual mixing
patterns, light environment, and naturally occurring nutrient concentrations, which will
influence the phytoplankton community composition within a lake. While lake
morphology and geology creates the baseline physical and chemical conditions, climate
exerts additional influence on a lake’s physical and chemical properties, and thus
community composition.

Impact of climate on cyanobacteria physiology
Climate strongly influences the physical, chemical and biological properties of
lakes. Meteorological variables largely determine the physical forcing in a lake, and its
tendencies to stratify or mix via heat exchange and wind action (Winder and Hunter
2008). High summer‐time temperatures and lack of precipitation can cause strong
stratification and increased evaporative losses of water, which can increase total
nitrogen and ion solutes in a lake (Schindler 1990). Precipitation, and the resulting run‐
off, delivers nutrients into lakes. Increases or decreases in precipitation impact the
3

salinity and volume of lakes (Pham et al. 2008). Wind patterns impact lake turbulence
and stratification (Cardoso and Marques 2009). Climate regulates lake temperature and
density gradients, nutrient concentration, and mixing rates, which selects for
phytoplankton with certain physiological traits that can exploit these conditions.
Cyanobacteria physiological traits, such as phosphorous storage, nitrogen
fixation, and buoyancy regulation, have evolved to exploit nutrient rich and stagnate
conditions (Paerl and Huisman 2008; Carey et al. 2012). Climate change threatens to
alter existing precipitation, temperature, and wind patterns, in ways which would
promote more frequent and intense cyanobacteria blooms.

Impact of climate change on lake hydrodynamics and chemical properties
General climate change scenarios for temperate areas predict: increase air
temperatures (particularly minimum nighttime temperature), altered wind patterns,
and change in both the timing and volume of run‐off into water bodies (Livingstone
2003; Moore et al. 2008; Joehnk et al. 2008; Paerl and Huisman 2008; Carey et al. 2012).
Alteration of meteorological and hydrological variables has the potential to modify the
existing thermal stability of a lake by decreasing convective cooling, and reducing
turbulent eddy diffusivity (Livingstone, 2003; Joehnk et al. 2008), as well as increasing
total nutrient loading and residence time by altering patterns of precipitation and
drought (Paerl and Huisman 2008; Carey et al. 2012). This has the potential to increase
water column stability, causing more intense and longer periods of lake stratification
4

(Livingstone 2003; Carey et al. 2012), resulting in intensified stratification, which could
amplify harmful cyanobacteria species due to several physiological traits, including:
optimal growth rates at higher temperatures (Moore et al. 2008; Paerl and Huisman
2008 & 2009), and buoyancy regulation via creation of gas vesicles and ballast (Reynolds
et al. 1987; Walsby 1994; Joehnk et al. 2008; Winder and Hunter 2008; Carey et al.
2012).

Key cyanobacteria physiological adaptions
Cyanobacteria are well positioned to exploit the physical and chemical changes
in lakes due to climate change because of their unique physiological adaptions (O’Neil et
al. 2012; Paerl and Otten 2013). Many species of cyanobacteria have an optimal growth
rate at water temperatures greater than 25 °C (Paerl and Huisman 2009), while diatoms
and greens generally have optimal growth rates between 17‐20 °C (Joehnk et al. 2008).
During blooms, cyanobacteria may further increase water temperatures through
increased absorption of light, creating a positive feedback loop where surface blooms
increase water temperature, further promoting blooms (Paerl and Huisman 2008).
Under conditions of decreased turbulent mixing (and stratification),
cyanobacteria have another competitive advantage by formation of gas vesicles (Joehnk
et al. 2008; Paerl and Huisman 2008). Gas vesicles are hollow ridged internal structures
that are impermeable to water and are filled with air (Walsby 1994). Cell buoyancy is
impacted by carbohydrate accumulation and the ability of the gas vesicle to withstand
5

pressure, which varies among cyanobacteria species (Walsby 1994). Gas vesicles allow
for buoyancy regulation across steep density gradients (Reynolds and Walsby 1975;
Joehnk et al. 2008). In addition, as water temperature increases the viscosity of water
decreases, resulting in faster flotation velocities for buoyant cyanobacteria and faster
sinking velocities for non‐buoyant species. Thus, cyanobacteria are better able to shade
out competitors during blooms because of their superior position in the water column
(Joehnk et al. 2008).
Because of these physiological traits, cyanobacteria species are expected to out‐
compete other phytoplankton species under enhanced stratification and nutrient
enrichment, with the outcome of increased frequency and duration of harmful algal
bloom events (Joehnk et al. 2008; Paerl and Huisman 2009; Carey et al. 2012; O’Neil et
al. 2012). However, the underlying mechanisms that give one buoyant cyanobacteria
species a competitive edge over another buoyant species are poorly understood.

Gaps in current knowledge
The competition and succession between different cyanobacteria genera is
understudied and poorly understood (Wu et al. 2015), however some mechanisms have
been proposed. All phytoplankton are impacted by the availability of light, but buoyant
species can regulate their position in the water column, and thus influence the light
environment of the water column via shading (Huisman et al. 2004). It has been shown
that a buoyant light‐limited phytoplankton that can control its position in the upper
6

layer during stratification in a shallow turbid lake will have a significantly greater
potential for growth than neutrally buoyant phytoplankton with similar specific growth
rates (Sherman and Webster 1994). From this, it follows that buoyancy regulation has
been suggested as a competition mechanism between buoyant cyanobacteria and
neutrally buoyant phytoplankton (Bonnet and Poulin 2002).
Researchers have uncovered varying mechanisms for succession between
Aphanizomenon flos‐aquae (APFA) and Microcystis aeruginosa (MSAE). Wu et al. (2015)
suggested temperature was the most important factor governing succession between
APFA and MSAE in Dianchi Lake, while total nitrogen (TN) and/or total nitrogen: total
phosphorous (TN:TP) ratio might influence population dynamics. Lehman et al (2009)
found the dynamics of APFA and MSAE succession was driven by NO‐3 concentrations in
Lake Ford. An obvious mechanism to explain competition between cyanobacteria is the
ability in some species to fix atmospheric nitrogen. The assumed dynamic is that
nitrogen‐fixing species (e.g. APFA dominate when nitrogen is limiting and non‐N2 fixing
species (e.g. MSAE) dominate when there is excess nitrogen, however this is often not
observed in temperate lakes since MSAE often dominates in late summer when nitrogen
concentrations are at their lowest (Paerl and Otten 2016). Yamamoto (2009) said
nutrient concentrations and pH had no clear impact on APFA concentration, but the
presence of MSAE and the progress of lake eutrophication are likely factors in
determining the growth of APFA. Paerl and Otten (2016) noted a lack of detectable
increase in nitrogen before, during and after APFA blooms. They suggest the
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competitive dominance of MSAE in late summer is due to superior nutrient uptake
and/or higher growth rates at warmer temperatures rather than the concentration of
TN. However, the sensitivity of cyanobacteria to temperature probably varies with
regional ecotypes (Paerl and Otten 2016) and competitive advantage is only exploited at
the upper and lower end of a cyanobacteria’s tolerance. Thus, the underlying
mechanisms of competition between buoyant cyanobacteria are dependent on what
species are present, the cyanobacteria ecotype and on lake trophic state.
The interaction between climate warming and eutrophication is expected to
promote cyanobacteria, however this proliferation is dependent on lake trophic state,
cyanobacteria taxa, and the cyanobacteria’s ecotype (i.e. sub‐populations). The pattern
of primary productivity in hypereutrophic lakes can change with changes in nutrients or
higher temperatures because some taxa such as MSAE are more sensitive to
temperature and others, such as APFA, are more sensitive to changes in nutrients
(Rigosi et al. 2014).

Cyanobacteria ecotype and physiology in the system of study
The system of study in this thesis is the hypereutrophic Upper Klamath Lake
(UKL) and Agency Lake, which are in southern central Oregon (see Study Site section for
more details). The dominant cyanobacterium since European American settlement and
20th century eutrophication has been APFA (Eilers et al. 2004), and there are no reports
that the APFA present in UKL produces toxins (Eldridge et al. 2013). The microcystin‐
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producing MSAE is also present in the lake, and can increase following a decline in an
earlier APFA bloom due to an increase in phosphorous and nitrogen availability
(Lindenberg et al. 2009). A key to understanding how competition between these two
buoyant cyanobacteria could change under climate change is to understand how
weather currently impacts algal productivity in UKL and how the lake specific ecotypes
of the cyanobacteria is impacted by warm weather.
Productivity in UKL and Agency Lake is high, and is often favorably and quickly
impacted by weather. USGS continuously monitored water‐quality variables (pH, DO,
specific conductance and water temperature) and found significant variability on time
scales of 6‐7 days (Eldridge et al. 2014). They concluded that photosynthetically driven
water quality variables are highly influenced by weather. Eldridge et al. (2014) also
found increases in blooms were positively correlated with increases in air temperature
and decreases in wind speed within 1‐4 days. Blooms increased when the water column
was stable during the day and mixed overnight within 1‐2 days. These findings
underscore the importance of short‐term weather patterns on cyanobacteria bloom
production in UKL. The algal ecotypes present in Upper Klamath Lake are well adapted
to warm weather, and climate change could exacerbate the problem of high
productivity.
The sensitivity of cyanobacteria to temperature varies with regional ecotypes
(Paerl and Otten 2016) and competitive advantage is only exploited at the upper and
lower end of a cyanobacteria’s tolerance. Paerl and Otten (2016) analyzed a 14‐year
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dataset (collected as part of the Klamath Hydroelectric Settlement Agreement) and
found the APFA in UKL reached peak dominance at water temperatures of around 24°C,
while the MSAE population showed no indication of peaking at the maximum water
temperature that was observed (26.5°C). For comparison, Wu et al. (2015) observed
rapidly forming APFA blooms in Dianchi Lake, China at 15°C, and MSAE blooming at
around 18°C. Reynolds (2006) recorded the temperature of maximum replication rates
for APFA at 20°C and at 28°C for MSAE. If climate change results in warmer
temperatures around UKL, the existing cyanobacterial ecotypes are well situated to
exploit the altered hydrodynamics of the lake (see Figure 1‐2 for summary of
hydrodynamic changes).
The effects of climate change will be regionally variable, which require local‐
scale downcasting of climate change models to sharpen our understanding of the
meteorological impacts on specific lakes, such as UKL. Climate change predictions for
the Klamath Basin include increases in air temperature and decrease in summer
precipitation (Barr et al. 2010). There is a high degree of uncertainty in forecasting the
effects of climate change on species interactions (Winder and Schindler 2004), which
compounds the difficulty of predicting the competition between buoyant cyanobacteria
species in UKL. It is important to consider a physiological approach to investigating
competition mechanisms between species. In general, plankton physiological adaptions
can confound water quality improvement and algal management efforts in impaired
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hypereutrophic lakes, especially when taking into consideration the ecosystem’s
response to climate change.
In hypereutrophic lakes, nutrient reduction is an essential, long‐term
management strategy for reducing algal biovolume in lakes (Paerl et al. 2001; Paerl et al.
2001; Paerl and Otten 2016). In over‐enriched lakes, cyanobacteria often dominate the
algal community because cyanobacteria have exhibited several physiological strategies
that improve their nutrient absorption and assimilation (Fogg 1969; Reynolds 1987).
Nutrient enrichment is a known problem in UKL, and there are several management
techniques (such as wetland creation and restoration and sediment removal) that are
currently being explored which are focused on long‐term nutrient reductions to reduce
cyanobacteria growth (Stillwater Sciences Technical Memo 2013). In contrast, short‐
term management techniques, such as mechanical aeration and hydrologic
manipulation focus on short‐term suppression of blooms and have an immediate impact
on algae biovolume (Bailey‐Watts et al. 1987; Huisman et al. 2004; Lehman et al. 2009).
Physical mixing can suppress and disperse cyanobacteria accumulations within a water
column by decreasing the influence of the physiological adaption of buoyancy regulation
(Reynolds and Walsby 1975; Paerl et al. 2001; Morento‐Ostos et al. 2009). The focus of
this thesis will be on how mixing and buoyancy influence algal community composition
(instead of biovolume), and how this might suggest some new short‐term management
strategies.
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Thesis objectives
The objective of this study is to model how weather patterns and algal buoyancy
regulation influence the competition and growth of two bloom‐forming buoyant
cyanobacteria species (APFA and toxin‐forming MSAE) in UKL, Oregon. Sudden changes
in weather patterns can quickly impact lake thermal structure, which can rapidly
influence the competition between buoyancy regulating cyanobacteria. The intention of
the study is not to predict long‐term changes in cyanobacteria biomass or to predict the
occurrence of blooms; the analysis is meant to investigate how buoyancy impacts
competition under a changing climate regime. By modeling competition, I plan to
address how altered climate could shift the competitive advantage from the current
cyanobacterium to a toxic‐producing, bloom‐forming cyanobacterium.
I modified a coupled one‐dimensional hydrodynamic and algal competition
model, with lake specific physiological parameters pioneered by Huisman et al. (2004).
The hydrodynamic model is driven by meteorological variables, and is a system of four
partial differential equations, which describe the mechanics of momentum, heat
transfer, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent dissipation rate (Joehnk et al. 2008).
The hydrodynamic model is one‐dimensional because it models mixing of one column of
water instead of an entire lake. The algal competition model also only considers a
vertical column of water and the growth and competition of each species relative to
each other. The vertical mixing and light environment determined by the 1D model will
be used to drive the competition model. This thesis investigated the sensitivity of lake
12

thermal regimes to various weather scenarios, and how this can reassemble algal
community structure and influence the competition for light between two species of
cyanobacteria. The coupled biological‐physical model (similar to Joehnk et al. 2008) was
built in STELLA™ version 10.0.6, which allowed for the investigation of how the structure
and sensitivity of parameters interacted between variables under different lake
turbulence structures. To increase accuracy of model physiological parameters, APFA
buoyancy rates were measured from in‐lake specimens. Due to a lack of MSAE
specimens from in‐lake samples, MSAE buoyancy rates were not directly measured in
this study.

Hypotheses
Weather patterns play a large role in the outcome of competition between
cyanobacteria in UKL, and even short‐term changes can create dramatic shifts in species
composition. The difference between the relative buoyancy between APFA and MSAE
could be a key physiological mechanism for better understanding the outcome of this
competition.
Planktonic cyanobacteria species have differing buoyancy rates and this can
confer distinct advantages or disadvantages under certain mixing regimens. To elucidate
the advantages one species can have over another during small‐scale local competition,
I have formulated two hypotheses:
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Hypothesis 1: MSAE will dominate under conditions of high water temperature
due to its high optimum growth temperature.



Hypothesis 2: Fast buoyancy rates can shift the outcome of competition in favor
of the less physiologically fit (i.e. not as well adapted to the physical conditions
of the water column) species due to quick accumulation near the surface that
shades out the “fitter” competitor.

Potential study significance
Restoration and management efforts that take for granted the status quo could
be blindsided by significant cascading ecological responses to climate change. Currently,
the non‐toxin‐forming cyanobacteria APFA dominate UKL, but MSAE is present and has
been known to bloom. There is concern that shifting weather patterns could change the
current algal competition in favor of the toxin‐forming species, MSAE. This is significant
because UKL is home to two endangered fish species of suckers (that have legal
protection and cultural significance to native tribes) and is the headwaters to an
important river for anadromous fish migration. While succession between species in the
cyanobacteria genera is poorly understood, it has been hypothesized that temperature
is the most influential factor governing the succession and competition between APFA
and MSAE (McDonald and Lehman et al. 2013; Wu et al. 2015). Since climate change will
most likely increase temperature in the Klamath region, the concern about
cyanobacteria succession is justified and should be explored further. My thesis seeks to
14

identify certain weather scenarios that could lead to dangerous accumulations of MSAE
(hot calm days, or hot windy days), and identify if buoyancy regulation and/or optimum
growth curves impact algal competition in UKL.
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Figures Chapter 1

Figure 1‐1 Conceptual diagram of the factors that impact cyanobacteria physiology and species
interactions (temp = temperature, DO = dissolved oxygen).
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Figure 1‐2 Summary of effects of summer heatwaves on phytoplankton biomass (reprinted from Joehnk
et al. 2008). Three meteorological variables (air temperature, cloudiness, and wind speed) affect water
temperature and turbulent diffusion in the water column. The numbers inside the boxes represent the
relative (left) and absolute (right) differences between the summer heatwave of 2003 in Lake Nieuwe
Meer and an average summer. The phytoplankton functional groups are represented in the circles and
show the relative increase or decrease in biovolume due to changes in water temperature and
diffusivity
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Chapter 2.

Modeling water column mixing in Upper Klamath Lake

Introduction
Understanding how heat is distributed through the water column is of prime
importance to ecologists and lake managers because temperature affects the growth
rate of all aquatic species (Losordo and Piedrahita 1991). Key physical properties, such
as water column temperature, density, stability, and light availability are interrelated
and are dependent on meteorological variables such as: air temperature, wind speed
and direction, and solar irradiance (Edinger et al. 1968; Dodson 2005). High air
temperatures increase the stability of the water column, thereby reducing vertical
turbulent mixing (Sundaram and Rehm 1973). Water column stability is impacted in part
because the density of water is dependent on temperature. In stratified lakes, warmer
lighter water at the top of the water column is effectively segregated from the denser
cooler water at the bottom. This density gradient acts as a barrier for some aquatic
species (Sundaram and Rehm 1973; Reynolds et al. 1987). Convective cooling of surface
water causes increased vertical mixing, which can break down this density gradient
(Dodson 2005). Water column stratification can happen on a seasonal basis, and
nighttime convective cooling is one physical mechanism that can cause thermal
stratification to break down (Livingstone 2003). Water column mixing can occur when
the kinetic energy input from the wind is sufficient to overcome the water column’s
resistance to mixing (Losordo and Piedrahita 1991; Reynolds 1997). Thus,
meteorological variables impact how heat energy diffuses through a column of water.
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There are five main physical mechanisms through which the heat balance of a
lake is influenced (Edinger et al. 1968): i) absorption of atmospheric long‐wave
radiation, ii) emission of long‐wave radiation from the lake’s surface, iii) absorption of
direct and diffuse short‐wave solar radiation, iv) exchange of latent heat of evaporation
and condensation, and v) the convective exchange of sensible heat. Hydrodynamic
models have been created to simulate lake turbulence structure by calculating these
empirical physical mechanisms.
Hydrodynamic models that incorporate heat diffusion equations are common in
the literature and is often called a one‐dimensional (1D) k‐ε turbulence model (Losordo
and Piedrahita 1991; Rodi 1993; Mohammadi and Pironneau 1994; Joehnk and Umlauf
2001; Hutter and Joehnk 2004; Joehnk et al. 2008). k is the coefficient of the turbulent
eddy diffusion of heat, and ε is the molecular diffusivity of heat. These terms are often
combined into one term called the effective diffusion coefficient (Ez), which is greatest
at the water surface and decreases with depth to a minimum at the thermocline
(Losordo and Piedrahita 1991). The success or failure of a diffusion‐type model often
hinges on the accuracy of estimating Ez when a lake has a long residence time (Hurley
1977). With a diffusion model, heat is transferred through the water column by
turbulent mixing, which is a function of the temperature gradient and the diffusion
coefficient. The value of the diffusion coefficient varies over time and is a function of the
meteorological variables discussed above (wind speed, temperature, solar irradiance). A
one‐dimensional k‐ε turbulence model was created for Upper Klamath Lake (UKL) to
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simulate mixing regimes under contrasting weather conditions by adapting the work of
Losordo and Piedrahita (1991) and Losordo (1988).
The objective of modeling the hydrodynamic properties of UKL was to establish
mixing rates throughout a water column under varying weather conditions. A
meteorological station and two arrays of water temperature logger data were collected
for the model data inputs and verification, respectively. Four representative days were
selected for modeling: hot windy, hot calm, cool windy and cool calm. The resulting
mixing regime outputs were used as inputs for the algal competition model (see Chapter
3).

Methods
Study site
UKL is a large (232 km2), shallow (average depth of 2.8 m) lake located in south‐
central Oregon (Lindenberg et al. 2009). This natural lake is in a sizeable watershed
(9,415 km2), and a dam down river controls the height of the lake. Agency Lake is
located north of UKL and is connected to UKL via a shallow channel, and adds about 38
km2 of surface area to the UKL total surface area (Johnson 1985). The lakes are
connected by a channel and more recently through The Nature Conservancy project
where the levees were removed and lake water could move across the property. Both
lakes are hypereutrophic and have annual blooms of APFA. The prevailing winds at UKL
are westerly over the northern part of the of the lake and northwesterly over the
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southern two‐thirds of the lake (Lindenberg et al. 2009).
A meteorological station and data loggers were deployed on the Nature
Conservancy’s property in Agency Lake (Figure 2‐1), connected to and located north of
UKL. The meteorological station was launched on a levee remnant that is surrounded by
lake water (called the “turn around”). Two water temperature arrays were launched due
north of the meteorological station in a section of the lake that had an approximate
depth of 90 cm. This area is behind a locked gate with no public access however we
were granted access by The Nature Conservancy.

Data collection and selection
A meteorological station and data loggers were deployed from September 1‐23,
2016. The meteorological recorded data every ten minutes and collected the following
variables: air temperature (°C), photosynthetically active radiation (PAR, μE), relative
humidity (%), wind speed (m s‐1), gust speed (m s‐1), and wind direction (degrees). All
data were averaged to an hourly time step for the 1D model inputs. Water temperature
was recorded via two data logger arrays. The data loggers recorded temperature and lux
at a ten‐minute time step. All data were averaged to an hourly time step for model
validation and interpolation. The loggers were placed on the array at the following
depths (cm): 0, 2.5, 5, 15, 35, and 60. In addition, one array recorded sediment
temperature and lux (90 cm).
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Four day clips were selected for modeling based on the average day’s
temperature and wind conditions. Days were categorized as: hot and windy, hot and
calm, cool and windy, and cool and calm. Each day was compared to the average daily
temperature, maximum daily temperature, average daily wind speed, and max daily
gust speed to categorize a day as hotter than average, windier than average.

Hydrodynamic model
The hydrodynamic model is driven by meteorological variables, and calculates
the energy exchanges between the atmosphere and the lake surface, and between each
layer of water. The model simulates mixing and temperatures between six layers of
water: 0‐5cm, 5‐20cm, 20‐40cm, 40‐60cm, 60‐80cm, and 80cm to the sediment (Figure
2‐2). The hydrodynamic model was based from work by Losordo and Piedrahita (1991).
Losordo and Piedrahita (1991) simplify calculations by using a Fickian diffusion
equation to express turbulent eddy transport of heat:

/

Jsz is the flux of heat in the z direction. Ksz is the coefficient of the turbulent eddy
diffusion of heat (s) in the z direction. This means Ksz is a measure of the rate of mixing
from one volume element to another. A one‐dimensional (i.e. vertical) equation for heat
can be used to calculate the change in temperature in a water body:
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/

where
Twc is the temperature ( ) of water, and t is time (seconds).
ε is the molecular diffusivity of heat (m2 s‐1)
Kz is coefficient of the turbulent eddy diffusion of heat at depth z (m2 s‐1).
Φ is direct radiative heat flux (J m‐2 s‐1).
w

is density of water (kg m‐3).

Cpw is heat capacity of water (J kg‐1

‐1

).

It is common to combine ε and Kz into one term called the effective diffusion coefficient
(Ez). In general, Ez is greatest at the water surface and decreases with depth to a
minimum at the thermocline.

The model heat transfer equations can be subdivided into surface (layer 1),
water column (layers 2‐5) and sediment (layer 6). All equations come from Losordo and
Piedrahita (1991), unless otherwise noted.

Energy exchange at surface layer
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The net flow of energy from the atmosphere and the surface of the water
column can be represented as:

Net energy flow:

where
= penetrating short‐wave solar irradiance
= atmospheric radiation
= water surface back radiation
= evaporative heat transfer
= sensible heat transfer

All terms are in kJ m‐2 h‐1 units. What follows next is a description of each term in
the net energy flow for surface layer equations.

Penetrating short‐wave solar irradiance:
where
= penetrating short‐wave solar irradiance
= short‐wave solar irradiance
= reflected short‐wave solar irradiance
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The following is all for calculating

.

When short‐wave (400‐1100 nm) solar radiation hits the water surface, the
energy is either reflected or penetrates the surface. The reflection of solar radiation
depends on the angle of incidence of the incoming radiation, characteristics of the
water surface (i.e. roughness), local atmospheric conditions, and the topography of the
surrounding region (Wetzel 1983). Water Resources Engineers (WRE 1968), created the
following equation to approximate reflectivity of incoming solar radiation:
B

where
Rs = reflectivity of a smooth water surface
= solar altitude angle (radians)
A and B = empirical parameters dependent on cloudiness (2.2 and 0.97
respectively, WRE 168)

Reflectivity of the surface was adjusted for the roughness caused by wind by:

1

0.08

where
R = reflectivity adjusted for surface roughness
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Wz = wind velocity at height z (m s‐1)

Pulling this all together, the reflected short‐wave solar irradiance is calculated by:

Atmospheric radiation:
Atmospheric radiation is the emission of absorbed solar radiation by water
vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone (WRE 1968). Atmospheric radiation is calculated
(Hurley 1977) by:

1

where
r = reflectance of the water surface to long‐wave radiation (0.03)
= Stefan‐Boltmann constant (2.04 x 10‐7 kJ m‐2 h‐1)
TaK = absolute air temperature 2m above the water surface (K)
e = average emittance of the atmosphere (dimensionless). Can be calculated as:
e = 0.398 x 10‐5(TaK)2.148

Water surface back radiation:
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Water has an emissivity of approximately 0.97, so it is not a perfect blackbody
radiator. Thus, water losses energy, and this long‐wave radiation loss can be estimated
(Hurley 1977) by:

0.97

where
TwK = absolute water temperature (K)

Evaporative heat transfer:
Evaporative heat loss is a diffusive process that follows Fick’s fist law (Dingman
2002). Evaporative heat loss occurs when the state of water changes from a liquid to a
gas (water vapor) and the associated loss of heat due to the latent heat of vaporization
(Orlob 1981). Evaporative heat transfer can be calculated as:

where
N = empirical coefficient, aka Hefner formula (5.0593 kJ m‐2 km‐1 mm Hg‐1)
W2 = wind speed at 2m above the water surface (km h‐1)
es = saturated vapor pressure at TwC (mm Hg). Can be calculated by:
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25.374

.

ea = water vapor pressure above water surface (mm Hg). Can be calculated by:
25.374

.

TaC = air temperature above the water surface (°C)
TwC = water surface temperature (°C)

Sensible heat transfer:
The sensible addition or removal of heat from water surfaces is a function of
wind speed, atmospheric pressure, and the temperature gradient of the over lying air
(WRE 1968). Fritz et al. (1980) estimated sensible heat transfer as:

1.5701

Energy exchange within the water column
The transmittance of short‐wave solar irradiance and the process of turbulent
diffusion are the mechanisms through which Losordo and Piedrahita (1991) calculate
the transport of heat between volume elements within the water column. Convective
mixing also occurs when density instabilities exist, and this needs to be account for
when periods of net cooling of the water body occurs.

Heat transfer by turbulent diffusion: Ez
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The effective diffusion coefficient (Ez) is a function of: wind speed, water column
depth, and the water density gradient. The value of a neutrally buoyant effective
diffusion coefficient (Eθ,z) needs to be calculated first, then adjusted for the water
column density gradient and according to local wind speed. Henderson‐Sellers (1984)
calculated Eθ,z by:

∗
,

∗

exp

∗

where
W* = frictional velocity from wind stress (m s‐1). Can be calculated by:
∗

/

= density of water (kg m‐3)
= shear stress at the surface, caused by wind (N m‐2) and is calculated
as:

= density of air (kg m‐3)
Cz = coefficient of aerodynamic resistance
Wz = wind velocity at z height above the water surface (m s‐1)
k* = empirical decay coefficient (m‐1) and is calculated by:
k* = 6Wz‐1.84
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us = drift velocity (m s‐1) and is calculated by:
us = 30(W*)

The neutrally buoyant effective diffusion coefficient needs to be adjusted for the
density gradient in the water column at each depth. Assuming z=2:

,

,

,

where
,

= effective diffusion coefficient at depth z2, adjusted for density gradient (m2

h‐1)
= empirical coefficient, which is 0.05
Riz,2 = Richardson number. Per Sundaram and Rehm (1973), this is calculated by:
/

,

∗

∆
∆

where
1.5

10

277

2.0

10
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Tav = the average water temperature of the two adjacent volume
elements
ΔT = temperature difference (K) between the adjacent volume elements
(T1‐T2)
Δz = distance between the centers of each adjacent volume elements
g = gravitational acceleration (m s‐2)
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To calculate the rate of heat transfer due to the effective diffusion of heat from
one volume element (V1, with a center at depth z1) to the next volume element (V2, with
a center at depth z3) (see Figure 2‐2):
,

,

/

where
,
,

= heat transferred from V1 to V2 (kJ m‐2 h‐1)
= effective diffusion coefficient at depth z2 (m2 h‐1)

T1 and T2 = temperature at z1 and z3, respectively (°C)
Cpw = heat capacity of water (J kg‐1

‐1

)

For all of the equations that use wind speed, it is important to adjust the wind
speed data to the reference height. At UKL, the anemometer height was 2.5 m. The
equation to adjust wind speed is:
/
where
Wadj = adjusted wind speed for height (m s‐1)
Wz = wind speed at height zr (m s‐1)
zr = reference height of anemometer (2.5 m for UKL meteorological station)
p = calibrated constant (dimensionless)
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Convective mixing:
During periods of net cooling in a water body, convective mixing can surpass
turbulent diffusion as the dominant source of vertical mixing. In this model the issue of
density instability (which results in convective transport) was explained by setting Ez to
maximum value (Emax) when density instabilities occurred. For this model, Emax was set
to 3,000 m2 h‐1.

Energy exchange at the sediment
The two main physical processes to account for when modeling the energy
exchange at the sediment is the conductive heat exchange between the sediment and
bottom volume element, and the heat loss from the sediment volume element to the
ground water table. Heat transfer between the bottom volume element and the
sediment was calculated as:

Δ
where
= heat transfer between the bottom volume element and the sediment (kJ
m‐2 h‐1)
= thermal conductivity coefficient for the sediment (≈ 2.53 kJ m‐2 h‐1 °C‐1)
T3 = temperature of the bottom element (°C)
Ts = temperature of the sediment (°C)
Δ = distance between the centers of the elements
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The equation used to calculate the heat loss from the sediment to the ground water
table was:

Δ
where
= heat loss from the sediment to the water table (kJ m‐2 h‐1)
= thermal conductivity coefficient for the earth (≈ 2.53 kJ m‐2 h‐1 °C‐1)
Ts = temperature of the sediment (°C)
Tgw = temperature of the ground water table (≈ 20 °C)
Δ = distance between the sediment and the ground water table (≈ 5m)

Heat balance calculations
The net flux of heat for a specific volume element is needed first in order to
determine the resulting temperature of the volume element. Like the equations above,
the heat balance equations are subdivided into surface, in‐water column, and sediment
heat balance equations.

Surface heat balance for volume element 1 is determined as:
,

,

where
Hv1 = heat energy stored in volume element 1 (kJ)
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Av = volume element surface area (m2)
= net energy flow
,
,

= penetrating short‐wave solar irradiance at depth z2
= effective diffusion of hear at depth z2

Mid‐depth volume element heat balance was calculated as:
,

,

,

,

Hv2 is the heat stored in volume element 2 (kJ).

Bottom volume element heat balance was calculated as:
,

,

,

Sediment volume element heat balance was calculated as:
,

Temperature calculations
The temperature for all volume elements were calculated the same. For volume
element Vi at time t, the equation was:
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,

,

,

/

where
TVi,t = the temperature of Vi at time t (°C)
TVi,0 = the temperature of Vi at time t =0(°C)
HVi,t‐1 = heat stored in Vi at time t‐1 (kJ)

Model implementation
At the beginning of each day’s simulation, the initial temperatures recorded with
the data loggers were used for each volume element. A time‐step of one and a half
minutes was selected for simulation. At each time step the net flux of heat for each
volume element was calculated using the above heat balance equations, and the
temperature was calculated. The 1D hydrodynamic model was built to simulate
temperatures and effective diffusion rates volume elements (cm) 5, 20, 40, 60, 80, and
100. Data logger placement was at (cm) 2.5, 5, 15, 35, 60, and at the sediment (90).
Light attenuation coefficients were manually calibrated. Model temperature outputs
were linearly interpolated to the depths of the data loggers to compare model
simulations to actuals in the model verification step, and resulting temperature with
depth curves were checked for reasonability.

For model diagram and code see Appendix A. Model outputs are available at
http://www.cyanolab.research.pdx.edu/.
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Model verification
The 1D hydrodynamic model used meteorological data to calculate turbulent
mixing rates and temperature throughout the water column. The direct water
temperature recorded by the data logger arrays was compared to the model’s
calculated temperature to check the models performance and for validation. The
predicted water temperature from the model was plotted against the observed water
temperature from the data loggers to see how far points deviated from a 1:1 line. The
root mean square deviation (RMSD) was calculated for each modeled day. To interpret
the relative magnitude of the deviation, the coefficient of variation (CV) was also
calculated for each day. Absolute difference between the model’s predicted
temperature and the observed temperature was also investigated for each depth and
on each modeled day.

Results
Model day selection
The days selected for modeling were September 16th, 18th, 22nd, and 23rd
(categorized as hot calm (HC), hot windy (HW), cool windy (CW), and cool calm (CC),
respectively; Table 1, Figure 2‐3). September 22nd and 23rd were the two coolest days in
the dataset, and were 5.3 °C and 6.4 °C cooler than the average day, respectively.
September 22nd was one of the windiest days at 1.6 m s‐1 faster than the average day.
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The wind on September 23rd was 1.2 m s‐1 slower than the average day. September 16th
and 18th were 2.4 °C and 4.3 hotter °C than the average day, respectively. September
16th was one of the calmest days on record, and wind speed was 1.1 m s‐1 calmer than
the average day. Wind on September 18th was 0.5 m s‐1 faster than the average day, and
the maximum gust speed was 1 m s‐1 faster than the average maximum (Table 2‐1).
Initial temperatures throughout the water were mostly isothermal (within 0.1 °C) for the
hot days. Cool days initial temperatures were coldest at the water surface (CC was 0.8 °C
cooler at the surface and CW was .5 °C cooler at the surface). The average temperature
difference between the top and bottom of the water column was larger on calm days
(0.28 °C for CC, and 0.27 °C for HC), while the difference was less and more varied more
on windy days, depending on ambient air temperature (0.09 °C for CW, and 0.16 °C for
HW;). Complete temperature and wind speed data set can be found in Figure 2‐4.

Model predicted temperature validation
None of the observed versus predicted plots followed a 1:1 line (Figure 2‐5 to
Figure 2‐8). The RMSD was relatively even throughout the water column on each
modeled day (Table 2‐3). The hot windy (HW) day had the overall lowest RMSD and the
cool windy (CW) day had the highest overall RMSD. The smallest RMSD for a single
depth was modeled at 35cm depth for the HW modeled day (RMSD = 0.54). The largest
single RMSD was at 5cm on the CW modeled day (RMSD = 1.29). The average spread
relative to the mean was 7.38% for the cool calm (CC) day, 9.61% for the cool windy
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(CW) day, 6.34% for the HC day, and 3.41% for the HW day (Table 2‐4). The averaged
absolute difference between the predicted and observed temperature was lowest on
HW (0.5 °C), and was highest on CW (1.0 °C; Table 2‐5). The overall difference between
the predicted and observed temperatures for all four modeled days was 0.8 °C.
Similarly, the average temperature range between the modeled temperature and the
linearly interpolated temperatures were small (average of 0.09 °C; Figure 2‐9).

Model effective diffusion rates
Effective diffusion at the surface was nearly twice as high for windy days than
calmer days (Table 2‐6). The day with the highest diffusion rates was cool windy,
followed by hot windy. Cool days saw relatively lower effective diffusion rates at 60cm.
All days had nearly identical diffusion rates at the sediment. In addition, the cool windy
day saw a second diffusion rate maximum at 70cm (Figure 2‐10).

Discussion
One‐dimensional models can adequately predict the water column dynamics of
small, well mixed water bodies (WRE 1968). While UKL is large, this model focused on
small‐scale local water quality conditions and was well mixed on all simulated days. The
accuracy of the 1D model’s predicted temperature gradients varied between contrasting
weather scenarios. The variability of the model’s predicted temperature gradient was
similar for calm and windy days (CV 6.86% vs. 6.51%, respectively), but there was a
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larger difference between cool and hot days (CV% 8.49% vs. 4.87%, respectively). This
indicates that while the model performs similarly between contrasting windy conditions,
it does not perform similarly in contrasting temperature conditions. While the model
was not as accurate in predicting the temperature variations on cool days than on hot
days, the difference between the actuals and predicted temperatures was often less
than 1 °C.
Losordo and Piedrahita (1991) considered the simulated temperatures generally
accurate when the results were within 0.5 °C of actual measured temperatures, while
some of their results had temperature differences of 1.5 °C. Losordo and Piedrahita’s
(1991) study objective was to estimate turbulent vertical heat transfer in a small,
shallow aquaculture pond. Similarly, Bonnet et al. (2000) reported a low 1D model
mean square error of 0.57 °C during lake warm‐up period (June to early July), but large
discrepancies during times of steep temperature gradients (July to early September).
The average difference between the observed and the 1D model predicted
temperatures ranged from 0.5 °C to 1.0 °C. The hot windy and cool calm had the two
lowest absolute differences between the predicted temperatures and observed. As
mentioned above, the model did a slightly better job predicting the temperature
gradient on hot days than on cool days, however the average difference in absolute
degrees was negligible (0.85 °C for cool days and 0.68 °C for hot days). There was no
indication that the model performed considerably better in any one weather scenario.
Given no systematic bias for one weather scenario over another, and a similar
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difference in predicted versus actuals as Bonnet et al. (2000) and Losordo and Piedrahita
(1991), the results of this 1D model is considered accurate enough for the model’s
objective (which is to calculate effective diffusion coefficients for different weather
scenarios).
The pattern of effective diffusion coefficient with depth followed an expected
pattern. The windy modeled days had higher effective diffusion coefficients at the
surface depths than calm days. Diffusion rates were similar for all days at the bottom of
the water column. The lowest effective diffusion coefficients occurred on the calm days,
which signify greater thermal stability than windy days. The diffusion rates on the cool
windy day were higher than the rates on the hot windy day, which indicates that warm
days in UKL can sufficiently increase the thermal stability on the water column to resist
wind induced mixing. There are limitations and assumptions built into this type of 1D
turbulence models.
One‐dimensional hydrodynamic models assume that the horizontal variation in
water temperature at any given depth was negligible compared to the vertical variation.
The two data logger arrays were located within 1 m of each other, and showed similar
temperatures with depth, however, this assumption would not hold for an entire lake.
The scale of a 1D hydrodynamic model cannot be applied to an entire lake, and are
often used for developing theoretical competition theory (Huisman and Sommeijer
2002; Huisman et al. 2004; Joehnk et al. 2008), or for predicting stratification events in
small shallow agricultural ponds (Losordo and Piedrahita 1991). In this application, the
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1D model was used to demonstrate how weather patterns could influence small‐scale
local mixing patterns by estimating the effective diffusion rates from UKL that could be
used in a model that contains vertical buoyancy rates.

Conclusion
Temperature and effective diffusion coefficients can be simulated to within one
°C using a mechanistic heat diffusion model. This 1D hydrodynamic model can be used
for simulating water temperature and turbulent mixing on a single vertical plain. While
the model was slightly more accurate in predicting the water column temperature
structure on hot days vs. cool days, the difference in absolute degrees was relatively
small. Model inputs include weather conditions, such as hourly air temperature, wind
speed and direction, PAR, and relative humidity. Outputs are hourly temperature and
turbulent mixing with depth over time.
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Tables and Figures Chapter 2

Figure 2‐1 Map of the location of the meteorological station and temperature loggers in Upper Klamath
Lake.

Figure 2‐2 A schematic diagram showing how the water column was divided into volume elements for
modeling. Depth (z) is shown at the boundaries and in the center of each volume element.
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Figure 2‐3 The selected modeled days are plotted against daily average wind speed (m s‐1) and daily
average air temperature (°C). The average temperature and average wind speed for the entire data set
are plotted as vertical and horizontal lines, respectively. Categories are: CW = cool windy, HW = hot
windy, CC = cool calm, HC = hot calm.

Table 2‐1 Daily average and max air temperatures and wind speed at UKL. Asterisked dates represent
days selected for modeling.

Date

9/1/16
9/2/16
9/3/16
9/4/16
9/5/16
9/6/16
9/7/16
9/8/16
9/9/16
9/10/16
9/11/16
9/12/16
9/13/16

Average
Temp (
14.2
13.7
12.6
11.2
12.0
11.4
14.2
16.4
16.6
18.1
15.7
11.5
11.7

Max Temp
(
21.0
20.2
21.2
18.1
21.8
19.5
23.3
26.6
26.3
28.3
23.9
17.6
19.3
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Average
Wind Speed
(m s‐1)
2.2
2.5
3.7
2.6
2.5
2.3
1.8
1.9
3.2
2.3
2.5
5.1
3.4

Max Gust
Speed (m s‐1)
10.8
10.3
11.3
10.1
8.6
11.1
6.3
7.8
7.8
7.3
11.3
12.8
10.1

9/14/16
9/15/16
9/16/16*
9/17/16
9/18/16*
9/19/16
9/20/16
9/21/16
9/22/16*
9/23/16*
Average Day

12.6
14.1
15.7
15.3
17.6
14.0
12.8
10.1
8.0
6.9
13.3

21.2
23.9
26.0
24.3
22.8
24.8
19.2
17.0
11.4
12.3
21.3

1.7
1.5
1.5
1.7
3.1
1.6
3.8
3.4
4.2
1.4
2.6

8.3
4.8
7.8
9.6
10.6
9.8
11.1
10.8
14.9
6.8
9.6

Table 2‐2 The average measured temperature with depth for the four modeled days.

Depth (cm)
5
15
35
60
90
Difference
between top
and bottom

Avg °C: CC
11.14
11.17
11.10
10.84
10.86
0.28

Avg °C: CW
13.04
13.06
13.03
12.87
12.95
0.09

Avg °C: HC
17.58
17.64
17.54
17.23
17.31
0.27

Avg °C: HW
17.76
17.77
17.69
17.53
17.60
0.16

Figure 2‐4 Temperature and wind speed data for Upper Klamath Lake. Days highlighted in yellow were
selected for modeling the water column’s turbulence structure.
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Figure 2‐5 1:1 line graphs of observed temperatures versus model predicted temperatures at all depths
for the modeled cool calm day.
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Figure 2‐6 1:1 line graphs of observed temperatures versus model predicted temperatures at all depths
for the modeled cool windy day.
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Figure 2‐7 1:1 line graphs of observed temperatures versus model predicted temperatures at all depths
for the modeled hot calm day.
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Figure 2‐8 1:1 line graphs of observed temperatures versus model predicted temperatures at all depths
for the modeled hot windy day.
Table 2‐3 Model root mean square deviations (RMSD) by depth and modeled day.

Depth (cm)
5
15
35
60
90

CC
0.83
0.70
0.65
0.85
1.03

Weather
CW
1.29
1.22
1.21
1.27
1.25

Scenarios
HC
1.04
1.00
1.20
1.17
1.12

HW
0.73
0.54
0.53
0.58
0.63

Table 2‐4 Coefficient of variation (CV%) by depth and modeled day.

Depth (cm)
5
15
35
61
90
Average

CC
7.45%
6.26%
5.85%
7.84%
9.48%
7.38%

CW
9.89%
9.34%
9.29%
9.87%
9.65%
9.61%

HC
5.92%
5.67%
6.84%
6.79%
6.47%
6.34%

HW
4.11%
3.04%
3.00%
3.31%
3.58%
3.41%

Table 2‐5 The absolute difference between the model predicted temperature and observed
temperature was averaged at each depth for each modeled day.

Depth (cm)
5
15
35
60
90
Average

Average Difference Between Predicted and
Observed
CC
CW
HC
HW
0.7
1.1
0.7
0.7
0.6
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.7
1.1
0.9
0.5
0.9
1.0
0.9
0.5
0.7
1.0
0.8
0.5

Table 2‐6 The daily average effective diffusion coefficient for each modeled day with depth.

Depth (cm)
5
15
25

Daily Average Effective Diffusion Coefficient (m2 h‐1)
CC
CW
HC
HW
0.57
0.77
0.47
0.67
0.45
0.69
0.44
0.58
0.21
0.51
0.39
0.39
48

35
45
55
65
75
85
90

10

0.09
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.18
0.40
0.51

0.42
0.41
0.51
0.70
0.71
0.52
0.43

0.29
0.14
0.07
0.06
0.19
0.44
0.57

0.29
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.31
0.41
0.46

Temperature ( )
14
16

12

18

20

0
10
Depth (cm)

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
CC

CW

HC

HW

Figure 2‐9 Temperature with depth profile for all modeled days. The plotted values include modeled
and interpolated temperatures at 12pm on each modeled day.
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Average Effective Diffusion Coefficient (m2 h‐1)
0.00
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
0
10
20

Depth (cm)

30

CC
CW

40

HC
HW

50
60
70
80
90

Figure 2‐10 The average effective diffusion coefficient with depth for all modeled days.
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Chapter 3.

Modeling the competition of cyanobacteria and the sensitivity of

competition to buoyancy

Introduction
The impact of lake physical mixing and buoyancy regulation on species
interactions and competition is important in the context of human drivers and climate
change. Several theories have been developed to predict how changes in turbulent
mixing shifts competition for light between sinking and floating species of
phytoplankton. Competition theory developed by Huisman et al. (2004) predicts
buoyant algae dominate competition under low turbulent diffusivity, while sinking
species succeed under high turbulent diffusivity. Game theory developed by Klausmeier
and Litchman (2001) incorporates nutrient limitations into predictions of competition.
Under low nutrient conditions and low light attenuation, the evolutionarily stable
strategy is for a benthic layer of algae to form; and at high nutrient levels, a surface
scum is more evolutionarily stable (Klausmeier and Litchman 2001). In both ecological
theories, the conditions of nutrient supply, light availability, and physical turbulence
levels are used to explain the physiological adaptions of phytoplankton and link them to
competition between phytoplankton functional groups (i.e. sinking species and buoyant
species). However, extending these theories to explain competition between species
with similar physiological adaptions proves difficult.
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Early competition models used differential equations to describe key physical,
chemical, and biological processes in aquatic ecosystems (Chen 1970). These models
were simple descriptions of aquatic systems that helped elucidate the interactions
between nutrients, organic matter, and functional groupings such as phytoplankton and
zooplankton (Steele 1974; Wroblewski et al. 1988; Anderson 2005). Competition models
can satisfactorily predict outcomes at higher aggregation levels such as phytoplankton
community level (McCauley and Murdoch 1987), however this level of aggregation can
be an unreliable indicator of structural ecosystem shifts (Schindler 1990). Increasing
complexity has been integrated into simple community‐level models in order to explore
complicated ecological interactions.
Competition models are increasingly representing multiple biogeochemical
cycles at a time, with multiple biotic communities and their interactions (Van Nes and
Scheffer 2005). Some researchers have argued that complex models can have
misleading results due to the poorly understood ecology of the systems in question, a
lack of data, and the sensitivity of the results to model parameterizations (Anderson
2005; Shimoda and Arhonditsis 2016). Anderson (2005) and Shimoda and Arhonditsis
(2016) recommend gradual incorporation of complexity, skepticism of model outputs,
an objective assessment of the parameters, use of empirical alternatives to dynamic
representation of parameters, and an open dialogue on how to mathematically depict
complex interconnections. Thus, it is important to compare mathematical equations and
parameters used between models.
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Competition models have been used to develop ecological theory and to explore
abiotic and biotic interactions. Theoretical competition modeling has investigated
interactions such as: the competition for light and nutrients (Klausmeier and Litchman
2001), turbulent mixing and competition for light between buoyant and sinking
phytoplankton (Huisman et al. 1999; Huisman et al. 2004), influence of vertical mixing
on competition (Bengfort and Malchow 2016), influence of climate change on
phytoplankton assemblage (Joehnk et al. 2008), and competition between invasive and
native phytoplankton under various light and temperature conditions (Mehnert et al.
2010). The goals of models used in the context of water quality management are to
predict harmful algal blooms and to deduce the physiological traits of cyanobacteria
that render competitive capacity and induce shifts in species composition. Important
physiological traits include higher temperature optima, buoyancy regulation, low light‐
energy requirements, resistance to zooplankton grazing, nitrogen fixation, high affinity
for and ability to store phosphorus, and superior kinetics for different nitrogen forms
(Lampert 1981; Paerl and Huisman 2009; Carey et al 2012; O’Neil et al. 2012; Chung et
al. 2014). It is common for studies to focus on one physiological trait at a time, so in
studies that investigate buoyancy regulation, nutrients are assumed to be not limiting to
simplify model parameters (Huisman et al. 1999; Huisman and Sommijer 2002; Huisman
et al. 2004; Joehnk et al. 2008). The competition model used in this study was
developed to explore the role of buoyancy regulation in the competition between two
buoyant cyanobacteria (Aphanizomenon flos‐aquae (APFA) and Microcystis aeruginosa
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(MSAE)) in Upper Klamath Lake (UKL). In order to make the assumption that nutrient
limitation is not a factor in the competition, the role of nutrients in UKL must be
explored over an annual cycle.
There is a seasonal pattern in total nutrients in UKL, but exactly how nutrients
impact the interactions between species is unclear. Eldridge et al. (2013) reviewed toxic
microcystins, nutrient dynamics and environmental variables in 2009. They found that
from May to October, total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorous (TP) generally
increased, while the TN: TP ratios decreased. Dissolved inorganic nitrogen and dissolved
inorganic phosphorous peaked in late July, and declined right after. This peak roughly
coincides with the first APFA bloom, which occurred in June and July. After the first
APFA bloom declined, nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations increased, which
coincided with MSAE concentration increase. This has been interpreted as a causal
relationship (Eldridge et al. 2013), where early APFA blooms “feed” nitrogen to the non‐
N2 fixing MSAE, however a mechanism has not been demonstrated. Microcystin
concentration peaks in mid‐August, which means there is sufficient dissolved inorganic
nitrogen that can support MSAE growth into late summer. Unique nutrient physiological
traits allow cyanobacteria to maintain high growth rates when the epilimnetic ratio of
TN:TP is below 29:1 by weight (Smith 1983). MSAE has a high affinity for dissolved
inorganic nitrogen, and the ability to store large amounts of phosphorous (Jacobson and
Halmann 1982; Takamura et al. 1987), and APFA can fix atmospheric nitrogen (Paerl et
al. 2001). All UKL sampling sites reported TN:TP ratios of less than 29 for all of 2006,
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which indicates that the appropriate conditions existed to establish cyanobacteria
dominance over other phytoplankton (Lindenberg et al. 2009). The present study
focused on time (late summer) when nitrogen concentration is sufficient for MSAE
growth. In addition, the competition model in this study has a limited temporal scope (5
days), which further reduces the need to consider seasonal nutrient dynamics. The focus
of this competition model will be to explore the sensitivity of competition to
physiological algal buoyancy rates and the physical mixing process in UKL.
The ability to regulate buoyancy confers several ecological benefits to the
cyanobacteria species that are able to create gas vesicles. The primary benefit of
buoyancy regulation is increased fitness in the competition for light (Walsby 1994).
Buoyant cyanobacteria can overcome steep thermal density gradients in order to spend
more time near the water surface and receive more light than sinking species of
phytoplankton (Reynolds and Walsby 1975; Humphries and Lyne 1988; Ibelings et al.
1991). This allows the buoyant cyanobacteria, like MSAE and APFA, to effectively act as
a canopy species: they shade out competitors, which essentially denies other
phytoplankton of the light needed to photosynthesize (Ganf et al. 1989). Other
secondary advantages of occupying surface waters are the increased availability of free
CO2 during times of depletion (Booker and Walsby 1981; Paerl and Ustach 1982), and
atmospheric fixed nitrogen (Lewis 1983). Buoyancy regulation allows cyanobacteria to
quickly recover water surface location after a high wind event causes mixing; in one
deep Spanish reservoir, APFA was able to recover surface position within 80 minutes of
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a wind event (Moreno‐Ostos et al. 2009). Buoyancy regulation also allows cyanobacteria
to escape the surface during periods of high irradiance, which can help them avoid
photo‐oxidative damage (Reynolds and Walsby 1975; Reynolds 1987). However,
buoyancy regulation can fail: during blooms, photosynthetic activity is restricted to the
first few millimeters of the water surface, and cells are kept at the surface by a blanket
of buoyant colonies below them (Ibelings and Mur 1992). Buoyancy regulation confers
ecological advantages to cyanobacteria over sinking phytoplankton, however the role of
buoyancy on competition between buoyant cyanobacteria is not well understood and
depends on the species involved and the physical turbulence and thermal density
gradients of the water column.
Many species of cyanobacteria, including MSAE and APFA, have the ability to
regulate buoyancy, which helps them avoid conditions that are not conducive for
growth (Chung et al. 2014), however there are differences between the two species
physiological parameters. MSAE exhibits both seasonal and diurnal vertical migration
patterns, which are adaptive mechanisms that enable it to acquire adequate sunlight
and nutrients for growth (Reynolds et al. 1987; Ibelings et al. 1991; Walsby 1994). Field
observations of APFA also reveal a daily migration pattern (Reynolds et al. 1987). MSAE
has the ability to form quasi‐spherical colonies of varying size (up to 1mm in diameter)
by embedding cells in mucilage (Reynolds and Walsby 1975; Carey et al. 2012). MSAE
colony size plays a role in both vertical distribution and buoyancy regulation, since larger
colonies are less affected by mixing and experience more rapid vertical velocities than
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smaller colonies (Kromkamp and Walsby 1990; Wallace et al. 2000; Wu and Kong 2009).
The trichomes of APFA aggregate into rafts of 100 or more filaments that can measure
up to 500 x 50 μm (Reynolds and Walsby 1975). MSAE vertical flotation velocity has
been calculated at 0.5 m h‐1 (Huisman et al. 2004; Joehnk et al. 2008). APFA vertical
velocity has been calculated to be 0.9 +/‐ 0.5 m h‐1 (Walsby et al. 1995). There exists
variability in buoyancy, with turgor pressure, gas vesicle volume, cell ballast, light
intensity and light and nutrient history impacting a cells buoyancy response (Reynolds
and Walsby 1975; Brookes and Ganf 2001). The addition of gas vesicles helps cells
achieve positive buoyancy, and levels of irradiance impact cyanobacteria species
differently. Optimal photon irradiance for production of new gas vesicles is 35 μmol m‐2
s‐1 for MSAE and around 13‐22 μmol m‐2 s‐1 for APFA (Walsby 1994). This indicates MSAE
can regulate its buoyancy better in high irradiance conditions than APFA. The
physiological characteristics of buoyant cyanobacteria interact with and are impacted by
the physical and chemical properties of the lake they inhabit.
Many of the physical lake properties that are advantageous for buoyant
cyanobacteria are present in UKL. During the peak bloom season (May to November)
between 90‐100% of phytoplankton biomass is APFA, while MSAE is <1% (Kann 1998).
Typical summers are dry and hot in the Upper Klamath Basin, and wind speeds are
relatively low with average daily wind speeds less than 5 m s‐1 from June to August
(Lindenberg et al. 2009). UKL is shallow and mixes on an almost daily basis, so it is likely
that the vertical migration pattern of buoyant cyanobacteria is controlled by the
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physical turbulence and thermal density gradients of the water column, in addition to
light availability (Wood and Gartner 2010). Wood and Gartner (2010) found daily
suspended solids (which includes organic matter like APFA rafts and inorganic matter)
migration showed a near surface maximum during times of peak thermal stability
(afternoon), and exhibited a uniform distribution throughout the water column when
temperature stability was at its lowest (late night to mid‐morning). They measured
positive velocities of 0.1cm s‐1 from these suspended solids concentration. While re‐
suspended bed material would be expected to be included in this velocity calculation,
Wood and Gartner (2010) argued that by selecting the deep trench in UKL, in
combination with high lake levels and low wind speed, low levels of re‐suspended bed
materials were expected in the velocity calculation. While APFA colonies were
suspected to be in the suspended solids concentration (and thus subject to the velocity
calculation), this could not be verified. UKL is a dynamic, large and fast moving system,
and how fast cyanobacteria can move through this system could influence algal
competition and bloom dynamics.
Previous studies often treat buoyancy regulation as either present or absent in a
species, but do not investigate the degree to which varying buoyancy rates impact
competition between phytoplankton. Buoyancy is seen as an advantage in competition
because buoyant species have better access to radiance‐rich surface waters and
nutrient‐rich bottom waters (Ibelings et al. 1991; Paerl et al. 2001). Buoyant species
dominate competition under stratified conditions (Huisman et al. 2004; Joehnk et al.
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2008; Carey et al. 2012), and can quickly reestablish presence at the surface after high
wind stress events (Moreno‐Ostos et al. 2009). The advantage of buoyancy regulation is
often discussed in the context of competition for light between buoyant and sinking
species (Huisman and Sommeijer 2002; Huisman et al. 2004; Joehnk et al. 2008; Paerl
and Huisman 2008; Bengfort and Malchow 2016). The main findings of these studies
indicate that vertical mixing can influence the outcome of competition between
buoyancy‐regulating species and sinking species, but it doesn’t evaluate the degree to
which buoyancy was an influential mechanism in the outcome of competition between
two buoyant species. This thesis is unique in that varying buoyancy rates could influence
the outcome of competition between two buoyant species of cyanobacteria was the
focus of the investigation.
A theoretical competition model was used to explore if the buoyancy regulation
mechanism impacts phytoplankton community assemblage under different weather
scenarios. The model is not a predictive tool for detecting bloom development and does
not forecast changes in weather. It is hypothesized the buoyancy rates for APFA in UKL
are higher than published literature values for the species (Wood and Gartner 2010;
Tammy Wood personal communication). Observations of high APFA concentrations in
the Klamath River above expected temperature maxima suggest regional ecotypes of
APFA exist with differential sensitivities to temperature (Paerl and Otten 2016). I
investigated if regional ecotypes are also sensitive to buoyancy rate. My work aimed to
parameterize the vertical velocity of APFA in UKL for two reasons: 1) Direct
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measurement of raft movement allows for comparison to published literature values,
and 2) to use the calculated buoyancy rate in the competition model. I was unable to
verify the buoyancy rate of MSAE because I was not able to locate and measure enough
MSAE colonies to calculate the population buoyancy rate. The model allows for
parameter sensitivity analysis and for identifying depths at which dangerous
accumulations of cyanobacteria could occur. This information could be useful to lake
managers as they consider regional impacts of climate change and contemplate risk
assessment and mitigation plans for impaired lakes. The model’s parameters are based
on literature values but is not calibrated or validated with algal concentration data, and
thus is a purely theoretical tool that could be used to design studies to monitor algal
densities. MSAE growth is expected to outpace APFA growth under high temperatures
and when the water column is fully mixed, due to its superior high temperature optima
and in spite of slower vertical velocity.

Methods
Study site
UKL is a large (232 km2), shallow (average depth of 2.8 m) lake located in south‐
central Oregon (Lindenberg et al. 2009). This natural lake is in a sizeable watershed
(9,415 km2), and a dam down river controls the height of the lake. Agency Lake is
located north of UKL and is connected to UKL via a shallow channel, and adds about 38
km2 of surface area to the UKL total surface area (Johnson 1985). The lakes are
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connected by a channel and more recently through The Nature Conservancy project
where the levees were removed and lake water could move across the property. Both
lakes are hypereutrophic and have annual blooms of APFA. The prevailing winds at UKL
are westerly over the northern part of the of the lake and northwesterly over the
southern two‐thirds of the lake (Lindenberg et al. 2009).
APFA samples were collected from three locations, including Moore Park,
Howard Bay and Lake Ewuana (Figure 3‐1). Moore Park is a municipal park in Klamath
Falls and is located on the southern end of UKL. The park has boat access ramps and is a
popular birding area. Howard Bay is located on the western end of UKL and is sheltered
from local wind patterns. Lake Ewauna is a reservoir that is linked to UKL via the Link
River, and is located at the headwaters of Klamath River. The three locations the
samples were taken from were selected in order to gather specimens from locations
with widely different characteristics and properties. A more accurate lake average
buoyancy rate would be calculated by sampling APFA from many locations within the
lake.
Data collection
A meteorological station and data loggers were deployed in October 2015,
August 2016 and September 2016. This work focuses on the most recent and complete
set of data, which was collected in September 2016. Data were collected from
September 1‐23, and was collected at ten‐minute intervals. Please see Chapter 3 for
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details on variables, data processing, and modeled day selection. Four days were
selected for hydrodynamic modeling based on the average day’s temperature and wind
conditions, and were categorized as: hot and windy, hot and calm, cool and windy, and
cool and calm. The temperature and effective diffusion of heat was calculated in order
to model the water column turbulence and thermal structure. Each modeled day was
repeated for 5 days for input into the competition model.

Sampling method and processing
APFA rafts were collected from UKL between August 21 and 22, 2015. Sampling
locations included: Moore Park, Howard Bay and Lake Ewuana. Lake water was collected
at each site in brown‐colored, 125‐ml Nalgene HDPE bottles, and put directly into the
dark for 30 minutes to 5 hours before APFA raft movement was video recorded.
Samples were collected between 8am to 5pm. Thirty‐three samples were derived from
the collected APFA rafts. Samples were placed in a flat‐sided cuvette and APFA raft
movement was video recorded for approximately 10 minutes. The camera was placed
approximately 10cm from the cuvette such that the cuvette took up the full frame and
no light was directed on the cuvette.
All buoyancy rates were calculated using Logger Pro® 3 software. This software
allows users to track movement in a video, which can be used to calculate movement
rate (distance travelled over time it took to travel that distance). Videos were loaded
into the software, and the cuvettes were subdivided into ten sections (Figure 3‐2). One
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APFA raft was randomly selected from each section for tracking at a random minute in
the video. The aim of this randomization in both space and time was to decrease the
selector’s bias of choosing the easiest, biggest or fastest raft for tracking. This ensured a
random selection of rafts were chosen for rate calculation. Absolute distance travelled,
regardless of direction, was tracked. Ten individual APFA rafts were selected for
buoyancy measurement, and averaged to obtain one representative buoyancy rate per
sample. The direct observation measurement and cuvette method is similar to the work
pioneered by Reynolds (1972 and 1973), but has been simplified by the use of cameras
and tracking software. Arick Rouhe and John Rueter in the Rueter Lab at Portland State
developed the direct observation measurement and cuvette method (personal
communication).

Competition model
The phytoplankton competition model is a one‐dimensional model developed by
Huisman and colleagues (Huisman et al. 1999; Huisman et al. 2004). The competition
model was executed in the same platform as the one‐dimensional hydrodynamic model
(STELLA™ version 10.0.6). The model assumes nutrients are not limiting, and thus do not
play a role over the several‐day scale. Light availability, water temperature, mixing, and
buoyancy rates govern the model’s population dynamics. Light and temperature data
were measured in the field, the hydrodynamic model predicted the mixing parameters,
the buoyance rate for MSAE was from the literature, and the buoyancy rate was from
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my measurements described above. The model simulates the cell concentration of two
species of cyanobacteria (APFA and MSAE) in a vertical water column in seven layers at
the following depths (cm): 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and sediment (~90). The
population in each layer is dynamically simulated from specific loss and growth rates,
and exchanges from the next layer via mixing and buoyancy (Figure 3‐3). The population
dynamics are explained by a series of reaction‐advection‐diffusion equations from
Huisman et al. (2004). Let

,

be the density of species i at depth z and time t. Let I

be the light intensity (in PAR range), and T be the temperature (°C) at depth z and time
t:
,

1, … … , .

where
,

is the specific growth rate of species i and is also a function of light (I)

and temperature (T).
is the specific loss rate and is a function of temperature. The loss rate
includes cell natural mortality, grazing, and virus deaths.
is the vertical velocity (i.e. buoyancy rate) depends on the viscosity of
water, and thus, is it also a function of temperature.
is the turbulent diffusivity, and this is space and time dependent. What
follows next is an explanation of each term and how it was calculated in the
competition model.
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Specific growth rate
The specific growth rate of both species is a function of light and temperature. It
is an increasing saturation function light intensity:
,

,

,

where
= maximum specific growth rate of species i

,

= initial slope of growth under light‐limited conditions, and is determined by
temperature independent processes

It should be noted that

,

is assumed to vary with temperature, while

is

independent of temperature.
Since growth is not linear with temperature, it can be described by a
temperature optimum curve (modified from Joehnk et al. 2008).

,

,

,

,

1

1

ln
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,

1

where
,

,

= maximum specific growth rate at optimum temperature for

species i
,

,

= are variables used to form the optimum curve for species i
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The optimum curve for MSAE used values from Joehnk et al. (2008). The optimum curve
for APFA was visually fitted using growth curves from Reynolds (1989).

Since light conditions change with depth, time, and is impacted by turbidity and
phytoplankton densities, I can be described by:

,

1

exp

where
,

= light intensity at depth z and time t
= incident light intensity (PAR) at the water’s surface

r = reflection coefficient
= specific light attenuation coefficient of species i
= background attenuation coefficient

Specific loss rate
The specific loss rate increases exponentially with temperature, and has been
mathematically expressed as (Robarts and Zohary 1987):
20

/

where
20 = specific loss rate at 20°C
= describes the change in specific loss rate with a temperature change of 10°C
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Vertical flux
The vertical flux term incorporates two processes that drive the exchange of
water and cyanobacteria cells between two adjoining layers of water: vertical velocity
and turbulent diffusion. The vertical velocity of phytoplankton is inversely proportional
to the viscosity of water, which varies with temperature (Hutter and Joehnk 2004;
Reynolds 2006). The model assumes a uniform distribution of cells in each layer at the
beginning of the simulations, and was adopted from Huisman and colleague’s work
(2002).
20

where
= vertical flux of species i at temperature T
= dynamic viscosity of water at temperature T
20 = viscosity of water at 20 °C
vi = buoyancy rate of species i
C2 and C1 = concentration of cells in layers 2 and 1, respectively
Ez = effective diffusion at depth z

The effective diffusion rates were calculated from the weather scenarios
generated in the 1D hydrodynamic model (see Chapter 3). Each weather scenario was
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allowed to run for five days to see how that temperature and wind regime influenced
cyanobacteria growth.

Data analysis
Sample buoyancy rates were averaged to obtain an overall APFA buoyancy rate
estimate, and the standard deviation was calculated to obtain the variance of buoyancy
between the samples. Rate differences between locations were tested to investigate if
there were statistically significant differences between the sample locations. Boxplots
and normal QQ plots were used to visually inspect the normality of the data. The
assumption of normality was tested using a Shapiro‐Wilk test. Since the assumptions of
normality and equal variance were violated, a Kruskal‐Wallis test was used to
investigate if the median rates of all locations were equal.
There were two main questions that required statistical analysis from the
outputs of the competition model: 1) do the weather scenarios impact the
concentration of APFA and MSAE differently, and 2) are the concentrations of APFA and
MASE significantly different from each other within each layer. A repeated measures
ANOVA was conducted for both questions because repeated measures ANOVA allows
for the investigation of how the mean concentration of cyanobacteria changes over time
with weather scenario. Since layer is a source of variability (cyanobacteria are not
equally distributed throughout the water column), layer was treated as a treatment‐by‐
subjects design. This allows the investigator to test if cyanobacteria concentrations are a
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function of weather scenario or species, given the layer. The concentration of APFA and
MSAE was measured every four hours (6 times per day) across the 5 simulated days for
each layer in order to capture daily variability in cyanobacteria water column position.
For the first question, the repeated measures ANOVA investigated if cyanobacteria
concentration is a function of weather scenario, given the layer. The concentration of
APFA and MSAE was investigated separately. A Tukey test was conducted when weather
scenarios were found to be statistically significant. A 90% family‐wise confidence level
graph was made for every weather scenario combination. For the second question, the
repeated measures ANOVA investigated if cyanobacteria concentration was a function
of species, given the layer and weather scenario. The ANOVA and Tukey HSD test used
α=0.05 to signify statistical significance, but results that were close to 0.05 were also
discussed.

Buoyancy rate sensitivity
A sensitivity analysis was conducted on the buoyancy parameter for both
cyanobacteria species in every weather scenario. The species that “won” had its
buoyancy parameter decreased while the other specie’s buoyancy parameter stayed
static. In a separate analysis, the losing species had its buoyancy increased while the
other species’ buoyancy parameter was held the same. APFA’s buoyancy rate parameter
was decreased from 0.89 m h‐1 to 0.60 m h‐1, 0.50 m h‐1 and 0.40 m h‐1. The resulting
growth pattern for each species was compared to the original simulation results in order
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to elucidate how buoyancy regulation impacts competition. MSAE’s buoyancy rate was
held static for comparison. In another buoyancy sensitivity analysis, MSAE’s buoyancy
rates were increased from 0.50 m h‐1 to 0.70 m h‐1, 0.80 m h‐1 and 0.90 m h‐1 while
APFA’s buoyancy rate was held. Within each weather scenario, a repeated measure
ANOVA was used to test if cyanobacteria accumulations were a function of buoyancy
scenario (given the layer). This test was used in order to elucidate if buoyancy inferred
competitive advantage under differing mixing regimes (i.e. weather scenarios). A Tukey
HSD test was conducted when weather scenarios were found to be statistically
significant (α=0.05).

Model implementation
The competition model was executed in STELLA™. The simulation ran for 120
hours at an eight‐minute time step. Each layer was treated as a box 1m by 1m and
10cm thick, and had 1,000 cells at the beginning of the simulation. The water
temperature and effective diffusion coefficient outputs from the one‐dimensional
hydrodynamic model were used as inputs in the competition model to simulate
different mixing regimes. The result of the APFA buoyancy rate calculations was used as
a species parameter.

For a complete list of variables, model code and diagram, see Appendix B. Model
outputs are available at http://www.cyanolab.research.pdx.edu/.
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Results
APFA buoyancy rates in UKL closely matched literature
The overall calculated buoyancy rate for APFA was 0.89 m h‐1 (+/‐ 0.34 m h‐1).
The average buoyancy rates for the three sampling locations ranged from 0.79 m h‐1 to
1.12 m h‐1. The buoyancy rates of the thirty‐three subsamples were not drawn from a
normal distribution (Shapiro‐Wilk normality test, W = 0.81, p = 0.001). The variances
were not equal (F test, F = 0, df = 32, p‐value < 0.05). This is caused by a single outlier
rate from Lake Ewuana (Figure 3‐4). When this outlier is removed, the data become
normally distributed. However, since there is no compelling reason to remove this point,
the outlier was not removed. The median buoyancy rates for all three locations were
not significantly different from each other (Kruskal‐Wallis test, χ2 = 2.85, DF= 2, p‐value
= 0.24).

Four weather scenarios and competition
MSAE cell accumulations between weather scenarios were significantly different
from each other (repeated measures ANOVA, DFN=3, DFD=9, F=2.9, p=0.03), while APFA
concentrations were not significantly different between the weather scenarios
(repeated measures ANOVA, F=1.8, p>0.05). The MSAE accumulation patterns between
hot calm and cool calm conditions were nearly significantly different from each other
(TukeyHSD test, p=0.07). The MSAE accumulation patterns between hot windy and cool
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calm were also nearly significantly different from each other (TukeyHSD test, p=0.08;
Figure 3‐5).
APFA and MSAE accumulations were significantly different from each between
layers (repeated measures ANOVA, F=33,916.3 and 10,070.6, respectively, and p<0.05
for both). The F score was high in this test because of the high concentration of
cyanobacteria cells in the layers in comparison to the model’s residuals. Nevertheless,
clear patterns of accumulations developed. Both species developed accumulations at
the surface and cells were absent at the bottom of the water column at the end of the
5‐day simulation. For APFA, the 0 and 10cm layers were significantly different than all
other layers and from each other (TukeyHSD test, p<0.05). For MSAE, the 0, 10 and
20cm layers were significantly different than all other layers and from each other
(TukeyHSD test, p<0.05).
The concentrations of APFA and MSAE were significantly different from each
other in every weather scenario modeled (repeated measures ANOVA, see Table 3‐1).
Total water column cell accumulation was higher for APFA than MSAE in every weather
scenario (Table 3‐2). Total APFA accumulation outnumbered MSAE by between 15% (in
both hot weather scenarios) to 9% (cool calm scenario). While APFA outnumbered
MSAE in total and surface accumulations, MSAE had between 25‐28% higher
accumulations at near surface layers (10cm) in every weather scenario competition.
Due to its overall higher volume of cells, APFA was considered the fittest species in all
competition scenarios.
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APFA buoyancy sensitivity analysis
The column APFA cell accumulation decreased as buoyancy rates decreased in
every weather scenario, however this increase was not significant in any weather
scenario (repeated measures ANOVA, p>0.05). The general water column distribution
was the same under all scenarios: the majority of cells occupied the surface layer, and
no cells occupied the bottom half of the water column, which was around 40 to 50 cm
(Table 3‐3). Surface accumulations of APFA decreased with decreasing buoyancy as cells
accumulated at near surface layers (10cm) instead (total water column cell
concentrations were mostly unchanged; see Table 3‐3).
MSAE cell accumulation was unaffected by decreasing APFA buoyancy rates (
Table 3‐4), and there was no statistical difference between the decreasing APFA
buoyancy rates and MSAE accumulations (repeated measures ANOVA, F=0, p=1). Total
APFA cell accumulations outpaced MSAE in every weather scenario and under every
buoyancy rate.

MSAE buoyancy sensitivity analysis
The column MSAE cell accumulation increased slightly as buoyancy rates
increased in every weather scenario, however this increase was not significant in any
weather scenario (repeated measures ANOVA, p>0.05). The general water column
distribution was the same under all scenarios: the majority of cells occupied the surface
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layer, and no cells occupied the bottom half of the water column, which was around 40
to 50 cm (

Table 3‐5). While surface accumulations of MSAE increased with increasing buoyancy,
near surface layers (10cm) saw a decrease in cell accumulation. The hot day scenarios
saw a slightly increase in the total water column cell concentration for MSAE, while cool
days only saw a slight redistribution of cell location.
APFA cell accumulation was unaffected by increasing MSAE buoyancy rates (
Table 3‐6), and there was no statistical difference between the increasing MSAE
buoyancy rates and APFA accumulations (repeated measures ANOVA, F=0, p=1). Total
APFA cell accumulations outpaced MSAE in every weather scenario and under every
buoyancy rate.

Other parameter sensitivity analysis
Since changing buoyancy didn’t impact the outcome of the competition, the
MSAE’s light attenuation coefficient and optimum temperature growth curve were
changed to match APFA species parameters in order to test if the accumulations of APFA
and MSAE were significantly different from each other within each weather scenario.
The altered light attenuation coefficient had no impact on the competition overall. The
species’ cell accumulations were exactly the same as in the original simulation.
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Using the same optimum temperature growth curve for MSAE that was used for
APFA did yield different cell accumulations (Table 3‐7). Cell accumulations for APFA and
MSAE were investigated within each weather scenario to see if APFA and MSAE had
different cell concentrations within each layer. Within the layers, APFA and MSAE
concentrations were not significantly different from each other in the cool calm, cool
windy, or hot calm weather scenarios, but were significantly different in the hot windy
scenario (repeated measures ANOVA, see Table 3‐8). When a buoyancy sensitivity
analysis was conducted on the model with equal growth curves for the hot windy
scenario, MSAE layer accumulations were still not a function of buoyancy rate (repeated
measures ANOVA, F=0, p=1).

Discussion
APFA buoyancy rate in UKL
The purpose of investigating the buoyancy rate of APFA in UKL was to see if the
ecotype in UKL was significantly different from the published literature rates. There was
a high degree of agreement between the calculated APFA buoyancy rate in UKL (0.89 m
hr‐1 +/‐ 0.34 m hr‐1) with the rate published by Walsby (1995; 0.9 +/‐ 0.5 m hr‐1). Walsby
(1995) calculated APFA buoyancy from the time it took rafts to float between gradation
marks on a measuring cylinder. However, the calculated buoyancy rate was not
recorded in situ, and should not be interpreted as the in‐lake buoyancy rate of APFA in
UKL. APFA raft movement was recorded in a lab setting, and many conditions
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(temperature, light source) did not replicate in‐lake conditions. The results indicate the
APFA buoyancy rate in UKL could be similar to published literature rates. While the
results of this study could be interpreted as a physiological response of APFA under lab
conditions, it does not represent the fastest velocity possible since water column
stability and turbulence were not factors in the lab experiment. Wood and Gartner
(2010) found that when cycles of vertical velocity were present, they were out of phase
with the expected vertical movement of APFA rafts based on the theory of light‐driven
movement. This suggests that water stability (thermal gradient) and turbulence were
more important in explaining APFA’s movements in UKL than light. Thus, temperature
and mixing of the water column could have a significant impact on the vertical velocity
of APFA within UKL. Since the vertical transport of phytoplankton is driven by both the
sinking/buoyancy of the cell and by turbulent mixing of the cells through the water
column (Huisman et al. 2004), any model that attempts to simulate the movement of
APFA through water will have to account for the raft’s buoyancy and turbulent mixing.
Competition model
Overall, MSAE accumulation patterns differed between the weather scenarios,
while APFA did not. However, a pairwise comparison between the weather scenarios for
MSAE accumulation did not yield significant differences. This is because the Tukey test
controls for Type I error, and requires a larger difference for significance than ANOVA F‐
tests. Using the near significance weather scenario comparisons, the results indicate
that MSAE might be influenced by thermal and turbulent mixing regimes, while APFA
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growth is less sensitive to the modeled mixing and thermal regimes. On calm days, the
temperature difference alone was enough to significantly impact MSAE cell
accumulations. MSAE growth is more limited in water cooler than 15°C than APFA
(Robarts and Zohary 1987). The average surface temperature on the calm days fell on
either side of this temperature; cool calm scenario was 11.1 °C, and on the hot calm
scenario it was 17.6 °C. However, the cool calm scenario accumulated more MSAE cells
than the hot windy scenario, indicating that the turbulence on the windy day was more
of a barrier to accumulation than lower temperatures. The temperatures on the hot
windy scenario was also much less than the optimal growth temperature for MSAE: on
average, the hot windy day had a temperature of less than 18 °C, while MSAE’s optimal
temperature for growth is much higher (28°C; Reynolds 2006).
APFA accumulation outpaced MSAE accumulation at the surface layers, while
MSAE accumulated more cells at near surface layers (10‐30cm). Both APFA and MSAE
were absent from the bottom layers. This pattern was expected given positive and
differing buoyancies for the two species.
Within each weather scenario more APFA accumulated in the total water
column and at the surface than MSAE. This indicates that APFA is the dominant
competitor in UKL under a variety of thermal and mixing regimes. APFA exhibited the
same accumulation patterns on both hot weather scenarios, which indicates APFA was
able to accumulate at the surface regardless of the increased turbulence on the windy
day. MSAE accumulation was higher than APFA at the near surface layer (10cm), which
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suggests there was enough light to sustain growth. APFA was not able to establish itself
and shade out competitors.
The results from the buoyancy sensitivity analysis show that altering buoyancy
alone is not sufficient to change the outcome of competition. The light attenuation
coefficient sensitivity analysis also yielded no change in the outcome of competition,
which indicates APFA’s lower critical intensity was not a factor in the outcome of the
competition. However, the species optimum temperature growth curve was an
important factor in determining the outcome of competition. When MSAE and APFA’s
growth curve was set to the same parameters, APFA accumulation was insignificantly
higher than MSAE accumulation in all weather scenarios except for hot windy. However,
the buoyancy rate sensitivity analysis on the model with equal growth curve did not find
buoyancy rate to be a significant factor in MSAE concentration between the layers in the
hot windy scenario. This indicates that if species have very similar growth rates and
temperature sensitivities, a change in buoyancy rate might not be enough to influence
the outcome of competition.
There are limitations and uncertainty associated with this modeling approach.
The model is a simplistic one‐dimensional representation of a complex process. As such,
there are many natural phenomena that are not accounted for, such as: photo‐
inhibition, nutrient dynamics, lateral water movement, and varying buoyancy rates due
to vesicle formation and ballast changes. The model is also not calibrated with algal
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biovolume samples. Nevertheless, there are benefits of this simple theoretical modeling
for lake managers.
The greatest uncertainty in forecasting and mitigating the impacts of climate
change will be in understanding how species level interactions will change (Winder and
Schindler 2004). The complex interactions between APFA and MSAE are confounded by
regional response to climate change in the highly‐impacted system of UKL, and it is
unclear if lake restoration might result in a shift in species composition (Nadia Gillett,
personal communication). The insights gained from the results of this simple
competition model can assist lake managers as they assess mitigation plans and adapt
to climate change.
The dynamics between APFA and MSAE can be driven by temperature in some
lakes (Wu et al. 2015) or nitrogen dynamics in others (Lehman et al. 2009), but there is
not a clear pattern of succession established in UKL. Modeling competition and
potential succession between species can be used to gain insights and consider
mitigation plans based on regional needs. The competition model focused on population
dynamics and how species compete for light through buoyancy. It showed that mixing
regimes impact MSAE population dynamics, and MSAE’s buoyancy rate was not able to
overcome the turbulent mixing patterns modeled from UKL data to outcompete APFA.
In this shallow, enriched, and well‐mixed lake, APFA dominates the system (Eldridge et
al. 2014) and the ecotype in UKL might be accustomed to much higher temperatures
than other APFA ecotypes (Paerl and Otten 2016). UKL also mixes on an almost daily
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basis, so it is likely that buoyant cyanobacteria’s vertical migration is controlled by
physical turbulence and thermal gradients (Wood and Gartner 2010). On turbulent days,
MSAE accumulated less than on calm days, so it is possible that mixing can be used to
suppress MSAE without impacting APFA. If mixing regimes are significantly altered by
regional responses to climate change, mangers might consider reestablishing current
mixing regimes if MSAE blooms become a regular occurrence.

Conclusion
The buoyancy rate of APFA in UKL is similar to published literature values.
However, water column stability and turbulence could significantly alter the vertical
velocity of APFA under various weather conditions. The hypothesized outcome of MSAE
dominance under conditions of high water temperature did not occur. APFA was the
better competitor under high temperatures and high turbulence. The proposition that
increasing buoyancy rates would shift the outcome of competition did not occur either,
as buoyancy was not found to be a function of algal concentration. The species optimum
temperature growth curve was found to be the most important in determining the
outcome of competition between APFA and MSAE. In these competition scenarios,
MSAE had a slightly higher cell concentration that APFA on the cool calm days, however
the difference was not significant.
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Figure 3‐1 Map of Upper Klamath Lake APFA collection sites.
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Figure 3‐2 This is the Logger Pro® tracking software interface. An APFA raft video has been loaded into
the software. The subdivisions used in raft selection are marked (1‐10).

Figure 3‐3 schematic diagram of the competition model.
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Figure 3‐4 Boxplot of buoyancy rates by location (hb = Howard Bay, le = Lake Ewuana, and mp = Moore
Park). A single outlier buoyancy rate can be seen in the ‘le’ location boxplot.

Figure 3‐5 A 90% confidence level graph for concentrations of MSAE under various weather scenarios
(CC=cool calm, CW=cool windy, HC=hot calm, and HW=hot windy). Confidence intervals were
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constructed using TukeyHSD test. Two confidence intervals were significant (HC‐CC, p=0.07; HW‐CC,
p=0.08)

Figure 3‐6 Concentration of APFA cells with depth for each weather scenario at the end of simulation
(CC=cool calm, CW=cool windy, HC=hot calm, and HW=hot windy).
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Figure 3‐7 Concentration of MSAE cells with depth for each weather scenario at the end of simulation
(CC=cool calm, CW=cool windy, HC=hot calm, and HW=hot windy).

Table 3‐1 Repeated measures ANOVA table comparing the concentration of APFA and MSAE cells
between different weather scenarios.

Weather Scenario
Cool calm
Cool windy
Hot calm
Hot windy

F‐ratio
4.6
8.9
8.5
11.9

P‐value
3.20E‐02
3.00E‐03
3.60E‐03
6.10E‐04
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Table 3‐2 Total cell accumulations for each species at the end of the 5‐day simulations. Totals assume a
1m3 volume water column.

Depth
(cm)
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Cool Calm
APFA
MSAE
(cells)
(cells)
8,165
6,894
837
1,167
68
160
3
11
0
0
‐
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Cool Windy
APFA
MSAE
(cells)
(cells)
8,065
6,713
767
1,060
60
142
3
12
0
1
‐
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
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Hot Calm
APFA
MSAE
(cells)
(cells)
7,863
6,290
679
906
43
98
1
4
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Hot Windy
APFA
MSAE
(cells)
(cells)
7,867
6,304
681
910
44
100
1
4
‐
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
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‐

‐

‐

‐

9,073

APFA60

APFA70

APFA80

APFA90

Scenario
Total

3

APFA30

‐

68

APFA20

APFA50

837

APFA10

0

8,165

APFA0

APFA40

Origin
al

Species/
Depth
(cm)

9,070

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

8

132

1,131

7,799

BR:
0.6

CC

9,068

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

13

176

1,285

7,593

BR:
0.5

9,066

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

1

22

248

1,485

7,310

BR:
0.4

8,896

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

3

60

767

8,065

Origi
nal

8,893

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

8

118

1,043

7,723

BR:
0.6

8,891

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

1

13

159

1,189

7,529

BR:
0.5

CW

8,888

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

2

23

225

1,380

7,258

BR:
0.4

8,586

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

1

43

679

7,863

Origin
al

8,574

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

3

85

929

7,557

BR:
0.6

8,573

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

4

115

1,064

7,389

BR:
0.5

HC

8,570

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

8

164

1,243

7,155

BR:
0.4

8,594

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

1

44

681

7,867

Origi
nal

8,583

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

3

87

932

7,561

BR:
0.6

8,581

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

5

118

1,067

7,391

BR:
0.5

HW

8,577

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

8

167

1,246

7,155

BR:
0.4

Table 3‐3 Comparison of total APFA cells with depth in every weather scenario with decreasing APFA buoyancy rates (BR in m h‐1). Original APFA
buoyancy rate is 0.89 m h‐1. Green background indicates the highest concentration of cells within a scenario, and red indicates the smallest
concentration of cells.
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‐

‐

‐

‐

8,233

MSAE60

MSAE70

MSAE80

MSAE90

Scenario
Total

11

MSAE30

0

160

MSAE20

MSAE50

1,167

MSAE10

0

6,894

MSAE0

MSAE40

Origin
al

Species/
Depth
(cm)

8,233

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

0

11

160

1,167

6,894

BR:
0.6

CC

8,233

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

0

11

160

1,167

6,894

BR:
0.5

8,233

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

0

11

160

1,167

6,894

BR:
0.4

7,927

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

1

12

142

1,060

6,713

Origi
nal

7,927

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

1

12

142

1,060

6,713

BR:
0.6

7,927

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

1

12

142

1,060

6,713

BR:
0.5

CW

7,927

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

1

12

142

1,060

6,713

BR:
0.4

7,298

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

4

98

906

6,290

Origin
al

7,298

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

4

98

906

6,290

BR:
0.6

7,298

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

4

98

906

6,290

BR:
0.5

HC

7,298

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

4

98

906

6,290

BR:
0.4

7,318

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

4

100

910

6,304

Origi
nal

7,318

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

4

100

910

6,304

BR:
0.6

7,318

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

4

100

910

6,304

BR:
0.5

HW

7,318

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0

4

100

910

6,304

BR:
0.4

Table 3‐4 Comparison of total MSAE cells with depth in every weather scenario with decreasing APFA buoyancy rates (BR in m h‐1). Original APFA
buoyancy rate is 0.89 m h‐1. Green background indicates the highest concentration of cells within a scenario, and red indicates the smallest
concentration of cells.
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Origin
al

6,894
1,167
160
11
0
0
‐
‐
‐
‐

8,233

Species/ Depth
(cm)

MSAE0
MSAE10
MSAE20
MSAE30
MSAE40
MSAE50
MSAE60
MSAE70
MSAE80
MSAE90

Scenario Total

CC

8,234

7,220
916
93
5
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.7

8,234

7,330
827
74
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.8

8,234

7,418
753
60
2
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.9

7,927

6,713
1,060
142
12
1
0
‐
‐
‐
‐

Origin
al

7,928

7,928

7,114
745
65
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

CW
BR:
0.8

7,014
827
81
5
0
0
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.7

7,928

7,195
678
53
2
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.9

7,298

6,290
906
98
4
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Origin
al

HC

7,301

6,542
702
56
2
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.7

7,302

6,626
630
45
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.8

7,314

6,704
573
36
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.9

7,318

6,304
910
100
4
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Origin
al

7,321

7,321

6,641
633
46
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

HW
BR:
0.8
6,557
705
57
2
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.7

7,331

6,718
575
37
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.9

Table 3‐5 Comparison of total MSAE cells with depth in every weather scenario with increasing MSAE buoyancy rates (BR in m h‐1). Original MSAE
buoyancy rate is 0.5 m h‐1. Green background indicates the highest concentration of cells within a scenario, and red indicates the smallest
concentration of cells.
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Origin
al

8,165
837
68
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

9,073

Species/ Depth
(cm)

APFA0
APFA10
APFA20
APFA30
APFA40
APFA50
APFA60
APFA70
APFA80
APFA90

Scenario Total

CC

9,073

8,165
837
68
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.7

9,073

8,165
837
68
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.8

9,073

8,165
837
68
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.9

8,896

8,065
767
60
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Origin
al

8,896

8,896

8,065
767
60
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

CW
BR:
0.8

8,065
767
60
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.7

8,896

8,065
767
60
3
0
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.9

8,586

7,863
679
43
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Origin
al

HC

8,586

7,863
679
43
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.7

8,586

7,863
679
43
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.8

8,586

7,863
679
43
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.9

8,594

7,867
681
44
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Origin
al

8,594

8,594

7,867
681
44
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

HW
BR:
0.8
7,867
681
44
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.7

8,594

7,867
681
44
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

BR:
0.9

Table 3‐6 Comparison of total APFA cells with depth in every weather scenario with increasing MSAE buoyancy rates (BR in m h‐1). Original MSAE
buoyancy rate is 0.5 m h‐1. Green background indicates the highest concentration of cells within a scenario, and red indicates the smallest
concentration of cells.

Table 3‐7 Comparison of algal cell counts among different weather scenarios when MSAE parameters
were changed to equal APFA’s parameter, and the competition model was ran for a 5‐day simulation.

MSAE
parameter
changed

Original
simulation
Optimum
temperature
growth
curve
Light
attenuation
coefficient

Cool Calm

Cool Windy

Hot Calm

Hot Windy

APFA MSAE
(cells) (cells)
9,073 8,233

APFA
(cells)
8,896

MSAE
(cells)
7,927

APFA
(cells)
8,586

MSAE
(cells)
7,298

APFA
(cells)
8,594

MSAE
(cells)
7,318

9,073

9,095

8,896

8,744

8,586

8,009

8,594

8,029

9,073

8,233

8,896

7,927

8,586

7,298

8,594

7,318

Table 3‐8 Repeated measures ANOVA table comparing the concentration of APFA and MSAE cells
between different weather scenarios when the optimum temperature growth curve for APFA was used
for both species.

Weather Scenario
Cool calm
Cool windy
Hot calm
Hot windy

F‐ratio
0.005
0.4
2.3
3.7

P‐value
0.95
0.53
0.13
0.05
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Chapter 4.

Conclusions and potential future work

It is generally believed that climate change will promote and increase the
frequency and intensity of cyanobacterial blooms due to their unique physiological
adaptions (Paerl and Huisman 2008; Adrian et al. 2009; Carey et al. 2012; O’Neil et al.
2012). Thus, climate change will add more challenges to preventing and controlling
blooms. To improve and devise new management methods for bloom control, it is
critical to understand how cyanobacterial physiological adaptions interact with and is
impacted by lake morphology, watershed geology, climate, and a lake’s physical and
chemical properties. It is also critical to better understand the physiological adaptions of
lake specific ecotypes that may differ in light and temperature ranges (Paerl and Otten
2016) since competitive advantage is only exploited at the upper and lower end of a
cyanobacteria’s range tolerance. This thesis investigated buoyancy rates of
Aphanizomenon flos‐aquae (APFA) in Upper Klamath Lake (UKL), Oregon and
contributed to a better understanding of buoyancy’s role in cyanobacteria competition
under varying mixing regimes.

Aphanizomenon flos‐aquae buoyancy in Upper Klamath Lake
The buoyancy rate of APFA was calculated from in‐lake specimens in Chapter 3.
The investigation focused on determining if the vertical movement of APFA in UKL was
significantly different from the published literature values. APFA movement through
water was directly measured, in a lab setting, and the buoyancy rate of 0.89 m h‐1 (+/‐
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0.34 m h‐1) was calculated. A high degree of agreement was found between the
buoyancy rate calculated and the published literature rate. The calculated buoyancy
rate was not recorded in situ, and should not be interpreted as the in‐lake buoyancy
rate of APFA in UKL. However, the calculated buoyancy rate is an indicator of the
physiological adaptions of APFA in UKL. APFA raft movement was recorded in a lab
setting, and while some conditions replicated lake conditions (temperature, controlled
light source), others did not replicate in‐lake conditions (wind patterns, relative
humidity). In situ APFA buoyancy rates in UKL have not been recorded (although Wood
and Gartner (2010) recorded suspended particle movement, the particles were not
verified as APFA colonies). More work is needed to confirm the range of APFA buoyancy
rates in UKL.

Modeling cyanobacteria competition under different mixing regimes
Buoyancy regulation confers ecological advantages to cyanobacteria over sinking
phytoplankton, however the role of buoyancy on competition between buoyant
cyanobacteria is not well understood and depends on the species involved and the
physical turbulence and thermal density gradients of the water column. The objective of
this study was to model how weather patterns and algal buoyancy regulation influence
the competition and growth of two bloom‐forming buoyant cyanobacteria species
(APFA and toxin‐forming Microcystis aeruginosa (MSAE)) in UKL, Oregon. This was
accomplished by modifying and combining a coupled one‐dimensional hydrodynamic
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with an algal competition model, using lake specific physiological parameters following
the example of Huisman et al. (2004). The hydrodynamic model is driven by
meteorological variables, and is a system of four partial differential equations, which
describe the mechanics of momentum, heat transfer, turbulent kinetic energy, and
turbulent dissipation rate (Joehnk et al. 2008). The competition model tracked APFA and
MSAE growth with depth over 5 days, and a sensitivity analysis was conducted on the
buoyancy parameter.
In Chapter 2, weather data was collected, and turbulent mixing patterns were
modeled for days with contrasting weather patterns. In Chapter 3, the turbulent mixing
regimes modeled in Chapter 2 were applied it to short term competition for light for
periods when both APFA and MSAE were in the water column. The hypothesized
outcome of MSAE dominance under conditions of high water temperature did not
occur. APFA was the better competitor under high temperatures and high turbulence.
The hypothesis that increasing buoyancy rates would shift the outcome of competition
did not occur either, as buoyancy was not found to be a function of algal concentration.
APFA’s optimum temperature growth curve was found to be the most important factor
in determining the outcome of competition between APFA and MSAE. When MSAE’s
growth curve was set to equal APFA’s growth curve, APFA ceased to be the fitter
competitor in every weather scenario except for hot windy conditions. Since windy
conditions negatively impacted MSAE concentrations, lakes managers could investigate
localized mixing to suppress MSAE accumulations, if they become a reoccurring problem
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in UKL. While buoyancy might not play a large role in competition in UKL because the
shallow lake regularly mixes and does not develop a thermocline, future work is needed
in order to understand what governs the interaction between competing and coexisting
buoyant cyanobacteria species.

Management implications
The goal of hydrologic withdrawal and aeration is to both weaken thermal
stratification and deepen the mixing layer in order to suppress cyanobacteria blooms
(Lehman et al. 2009). Inducing physical turbulence can be a fast acting technique that
can be deployed quickly in response to a threat of a bloom. While nutrient limitation
and control is often the ultimate long‐term goal for reducing cyanobacteria blooms
(Paerl et al. 2001; Paerl et al. 2001; Paerl and Otten 2016), alternative short‐term
management strategies should be surveyed and studied in order to address potential
increasing cyanobacteria blooms under climate change (Arick Rouhe, personal
communication). The competition model supports exploring the competition of
buoyancy cyanobacteria under various mixing regimes. Results from the competition
model indicates that high turbulence and lower temperatures in UKL can negatively
impact MSAE accumulation, which agrees with previous findings from other lakes
(Bonnet and Poulin 2002; Joehnk et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2015). While more study is
needed to determine the key mechanisms of competition, coexistence, and the role of
nutrients in the succession between APFA and MSAE, results from this study indicate
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that adapting short‐term management techniques that mimic turbulence gradients that
negatively impact MSAE accumulations could be viable if MSAE blooms become a
persistent problem in late summer.

Potential future work
Future work is needed in order to understand how buoyancy is regulated in UKL.
Previous studies have shown that the vertical distribution of MSAE depends on
carbohydrate ballast dynamics and colony size (Wallace et al. 2000). To understand how
buoyancy influences the competition between APFA and MSAE, we need to understand
how key parameters of buoyancy differ between the two species present in UKL.
Parameters include: the strength of gas vesicles, the speed of carbohydrate ballast
accumulation, and the response time for physiological adjustment to an increase in
light. Once the groundwork for buoyancy regulation comparison has been laid, an
investigation of why APFA is so abundant in UKL can be conducted. Understanding the
reason why APFA currently dominates UKL could help inform management strategies if
UKL experiences a shift to more MSAE blooms due to climate change.
An in‐depth observation experiment similar to work conducted by Ibelings et al.
(1991) would be beneficial in UKL. Their study consisted of a couple 24‐hour
observational periods, where measurements of carbohydrate, protein, turgor pressure,
relative gas vacuole volume (RGV), buoyancy, and vertical distribution of phytoplankton
species was taken every two hours throughout the water column. The depth of the
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mixed layer was determined by the lake’s temperature profile and wind patterns. From
this information, diurnal changes in carbohydrate, ballast content, RGV, and buoyancy
can be tracked and compared to the vertical distribution of the species. Understanding
relationship and patterns between the vertical distribution of species and diurnal
changes in buoyancy is the first step to determining how buoyancy impacts the
competition between APFA and MSAE.
Lastly, the one‐dimensional hydrodynamic model could be used with a more
thorough sensitivity analysis to look for weather patterns that create turbulence
gradients that might result in a competitive difference between APFA and MSAE
accumulations. Temperature and turbulence gradients can be simulated using
hypothetical weather patterns that represent possible weather conditions under climate
change scenarios. Water column analysis for MSAE and APFA would be a challenging
and labor‐intensive task that would be necessary to test the model predictions.

Conclusion
The impacts of climate change and human induced enrichment has the potential
to change existing patterns of species interactions in lentic systems. Understanding how
key physiological adaptions operate is the first step to assessing the scope of this impact
and devising adaptable smart management strategies. Therefore, more research on the
physiological determinants of competition/coexistence is necessary to understand
mechanisms that influence competition for resources in lentic systems.
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Appendix A. Hydrodynamic model

Appendix Figure A‐1 Model diagram for the one‐dimensional hydrodynamic model, implemented in
STELLA™.
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Model code
conc_0_10(t) = conc_0_10(t ‐ dt) + (‐DZ_10) * dt
INIT conc_0_10 = 30
OUTFLOWS:
DZ_10 = Ez_10*(conc_0_10‐conc_10_30)/(.2‐.05)*1/.1
conc_10_30(t) = conc_10_30(t ‐ dt) + (DZ_10 ‐ Dz_30) * dt
INIT conc_10_30 = 30
INFLOWS:
DZ_10 = Ez_10*(conc_0_10‐conc_10_30)/(.2‐.05)*1/.1
OUTFLOWS:
Dz_30 = Ez_30*(conc_10_30‐conc_30_50)/(.4‐.2)*1/.2
conc_30_50(t) = conc_30_50(t ‐ dt) + (Dz_30 ‐ Dz_50) * dt
INIT conc_30_50 = 30
INFLOWS:
Dz_30 = Ez_30*(conc_10_30‐conc_30_50)/(.4‐.2)*1/.2
OUTFLOWS:
Dz_50 = Ez_50*(conc_30_50‐conc_50_70)/(.6‐.4)*1/.2
conc_50_70(t) = conc_50_70(t ‐ dt) + (Dz_50 ‐ Dz_70) * dt
INIT conc_50_70 = 30
INFLOWS:
Dz_50 = Ez_50*(conc_30_50‐conc_50_70)/(.6‐.4)*1/.2
OUTFLOWS:
Dz_70 = Ez_70*(conc_50_70‐conc_70_90)/(.8‐.6)*1/.2
conc_70_90(t) = conc_70_90(t ‐ dt) + (Dz_70 ‐ Dz_90) * dt
INIT conc_70_90 = 30
INFLOWS:
Dz_70 = Ez_70*(conc_50_70‐conc_70_90)/(.8‐.6)*1/.2
OUTFLOWS:
Dz_90 = Ez_90*(conc_70_90‐conc_90_110)/(1‐.8)*1/.2
conc_90_110(t) = conc_90_110(t ‐ dt) + (Dz_90) * dt
INIT conc_90_110 = 30
INFLOWS:
Dz_90 = Ez_90*(conc_70_90‐conc_90_110)/(1‐.8)*1/.2
Qtotal_0_10cm(t) = Qtotal_0_10cm(t ‐ dt) + (Qsn + Qatm + Qws + Qevap + Qsensible ‐ Qsn_10 ‐
Q_Eff_Diff_5) * dt
INIT Qtotal_0_10cm = 0
INFLOWS:
Qsn = (Solar_Irradiance*3600)*(1‐Reflectance)
Qatm = (2.042*10^(‐7))*(0.398*10^(‐5)*Air_Temp_Abs^(2.148))*Air_Temp_Abs^(4)
Qws = ‐((Water_Temp_Abs^4)*0.97*(2.042*10^(‐7))*1.0)
Qevap = ‐(5.0593*WS_kh*(es‐ea))
Qsensible = ‐(1.5701*WS_kh*(surf_water_temp‐Air_Temp_C))
OUTFLOWS:
Qsn_10 = Qsn_B*(EXP(‐ABS10*(10‐Zb)))
Q_Eff_Diff_5 = (4.1816*0.001*10000*Ez_10*((Temp_5cm‐Temp_20cm)/10))
Qtotal_10_30(t) = Qtotal_10_30(t ‐ dt) + (Qsn_10 + Q_Eff_Diff_5 ‐ Qsn_30 ‐ Q_Eff_Diff_20) * dt
INIT Qtotal_10_30 = 0
INFLOWS:
Qsn_10 = Qsn_B*(EXP(‐ABS10*(10‐Zb)))
Q_Eff_Diff_5 = (4.1816*0.001*10000*Ez_10*((Temp_5cm‐Temp_20cm)/10))
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OUTFLOWS:
Qsn_30 = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS30*(30‐Zb))
Q_Eff_Diff_20 = (4.1816*.001*10000*Ez_30*((Temp_20cm‐Temp_40cm)/20))
Qtotal_30_50(t) = Qtotal_30_50(t ‐ dt) + (Qsn_30 + Q_Eff_Diff_20 ‐ Qsn_50 ‐ Q_Eff_Diff_50) * dt
INIT Qtotal_30_50 = 0
INFLOWS:
Qsn_30 = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS30*(30‐Zb))
Q_Eff_Diff_20 = (4.1816*.001*10000*Ez_30*((Temp_20cm‐Temp_40cm)/20))
OUTFLOWS:
Qsn_50 = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS50*(50‐Zb))
Q_Eff_Diff_50 = (4.1816*.001*10000*Ez_50*((Temp_40cm‐Temp_60cm)/20))
Qtotal_50_70(t) = Qtotal_50_70(t ‐ dt) + (Qsn_50 + Q_Eff_Diff_50 ‐ Qsn_70 ‐ Q_Eff_Diff_70) * dt
INIT Qtotal_50_70 = 0
INFLOWS:
Qsn_50 = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS50*(50‐Zb))
Q_Eff_Diff_50 = (4.1816*.001*10000*Ez_50*((Temp_40cm‐Temp_60cm)/20))
OUTFLOWS:
Qsn_70 = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS70*(70‐Zb))
Q_Eff_Diff_70 = (4.1816*.001*10000*Ez_70*((Temp_60cm‐Temp_80cm)/20))
Qtotal_70_90(t) = Qtotal_70_90(t ‐ dt) + (Qsn_70 + Q_Eff_Diff_70 ‐ Qsn_90 ‐ Q_Eff_Diff_90) * dt
INIT Qtotal_70_90 = 0
INFLOWS:
Qsn_70 = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS70*(70‐Zb))
Q_Eff_Diff_70 = (4.1816*.001*10000*Ez_70*((Temp_60cm‐Temp_80cm)/20))
OUTFLOWS:
Qsn_90 = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS90*(90‐Zb))
Q_Eff_Diff_90 = (4.1816*.001*10000*Ez_90*((Temp_80cm‐Temp_100cm)/20))
Qtotal_90_110(t) = Qtotal_90_110(t ‐ dt) + (Qsn_90 + Q_Eff_Diff_90 ‐ Qsn_Bottom ‐ Cond_S) * dt
INIT Qtotal_90_110 = 0
INFLOWS:
Qsn_90 = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS90*(90‐Zb))
Q_Eff_Diff_90 = (4.1816*.001*10000*Ez_90*((Temp_80cm‐Temp_100cm)/20))
OUTFLOWS:
Qsn_Bottom = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS100*(110‐Zb))
Cond_S = Ks*((Temp_100cm‐Temp_Sediment)/0.20)*3.6*1
Q_Earth(t) = Q_Earth(t ‐ dt) + (Conductivity_E) * dt
INIT Q_Earth = 0
INFLOWS:
Conductivity_E = Ke*((Temp_Sediment‐Temp_Earth)/5)*3.6*1
Q_Sediment(t) = Q_Sediment(t ‐ dt) + (Qsn_Bottom + Cond_S ‐ Conductivity_E) * dt
INIT Q_Sediment = 0
INFLOWS:
Qsn_Bottom = Qsn_B*EXP(‐ABS100*(110‐Zb))
Cond_S = Ks*((Temp_100cm‐Temp_Sediment)/0.20)*3.6*1
OUTFLOWS:
Conductivity_E = Ke*((Temp_Sediment‐Temp_Earth)/5)*3.6*1
a = TAN((PI*.5)‐WD_Radians_2)*Length
ABS0 = 0.64
ABS10 = 0.34
ABS100 = 0.001
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ABS110 = 0
ABS30 = 0.18
ABS50 = 0.1
ABS70 = 0.05
ABS90 = 0.01
Adj_WS = if Wind_Vector<Min_WS then Min_WS*(10/Anenometer_H)^(1/7) else
Wind_Vector*(10/Anenometer_H)^(1/7)
Air_Temp_Abs = Air_Temp_C+273.15
Air_Temp_C = GRAPH(timer)
(0.00, 17.0), (1.02, 16.8), (2.03, 15.9), (3.05, 16.0), (4.07, 16.0), (5.08, 15.9), (6.10, 12.9), (7.12, 13.2), (8.13,
16.5), (9.15, 18.3), (10.2, 18.8), (11.2, 19.6), (12.2, 20.2), (13.2, 21.2), (14.2, 22.2), (15.3, 21.3), (16.3, 20.6),
(17.3, 20.2), (18.3, 20.7), (19.3, 18.4), (20.3, 17.8), (21.4, 16.2), (22.4, 15.0), (23.4, 11.9), (24.4, 17.0), (25.4,
16.8), (26.4, 15.9), (27.5, 16.0), (28.5, 16.0), (29.5, 15.9), (30.5, 12.9), (31.5, 13.2), (32.5, 16.5), (33.6, 18.3),
(34.6, 18.8), (35.6, 19.6), (36.6, 20.2), (37.6, 21.2), (38.6, 22.2), (39.7, 21.3), (40.7, 20.6), (41.7, 20.2), (42.7,
20.7), (43.7, 18.4), (44.7, 17.8), (45.8, 16.2), (46.8, 15.0), (47.8, 11.9), (48.8, 17.0), (49.8, 16.8), (50.8, 15.9),
(51.9, 16.0), (52.9, 16.0), (53.9, 15.9), (54.9, 12.9), (55.9, 13.2), (56.9, 16.5), (58.0, 18.3), (59.0, 18.8), (60.0,
19.6), (61.0, 20.2), (62.0, 21.2), (63.0, 22.2), (64.1, 21.3), (65.1, 20.6), (66.1, 20.2), (67.1, 20.7), (68.1, 18.4),
(69.1, 17.8), (70.2, 16.2), (71.2, 15.0), (72.2, 11.9), (73.2, 17.0), (74.2, 16.8), (75.2, 15.9), (76.3, 16.0), (77.3,
16.0), (78.3, 15.9), (79.3, 12.9), (80.3, 13.2), (81.3, 16.5), (82.4, 18.3), (83.4, 18.8), (84.4, 19.6), (85.4, 20.2),
(86.4, 21.2), (87.4, 22.2), (88.5, 21.3), (89.5, 20.6), (90.5, 20.2), (91.5, 20.7), (92.5, 18.4), (93.5, 17.8), (94.6,
16.2), (95.6, 15.0), (96.6, 11.9), (97.6, 17.0), (98.6, 16.8), (99.6, 15.9), (101, 16.0), (102, 16.0), (103, 15.9),
(104, 12.9), (105, 13.2), (106, 16.5), (107, 18.3), (108, 18.8), (109, 19.6), (110, 20.2), (111, 21.2), (112,
22.2), (113, 21.3), (114, 20.6), (115, 20.2), (116, 20.7), (117, 18.4), (118, 17.8), (119, 16.2), (120, 15.0),
(121, 11.9)
AlphaV = (1.5*10^(‐5)*(Ave_T1‐277))‐(2.0*10^(‐7)*(Ave_T1‐277)^(2))
AlphaV_2 = (1.5*10^(‐5)*(Ave_T1_2‐277))‐(2.0*10^(‐7)*(Ave_T1_2‐277)^(2))
AlphaV_3 = (1.5*10^(‐5)*(Ave_T1_3‐277))‐(2.0*10^(‐7)*(Ave_T1_3‐277)^(2))
AlphaV_4 = (1.5*10^(‐5)*(Ave_T1_4‐277))‐(2.0*10^(‐7)*(Ave_T1_4‐277)^(2))
AlphaV_5 = (1.5*10^(‐5)*(Ave_T1_5‐277))‐(2.0*10^(‐7)*(Ave_T1_5‐277)^(2))
Anenometer_H = 2.5
Area_WS = Adj_WS*Fetch_Adj
Ave_Fetch = Width*0.5/COS(WD_Radians)
Ave_Fetch_2 = Length*0.5/COS((pi*.5)‐WD_Radians_2)
Ave_T1 = ((Temp_5cm+Temp_20cm)/2)+273
Ave_T1_2 = ((Temp_40cm+Temp_20cm)/2)+273
Ave_T1_3 = ((Temp_40cm+Temp_60cm)/2)+273
Ave_T1_4 = ((Temp_60cm+Temp_80cm)/2)+273
Ave_T1_5 = ((Temp_100cm+Temp_80cm)/2)+273
b = TAN(WD_Radians*Width)
Cos_Solar_Zenith =
SIN(Latitude_in_RAD)*SIN(Declination_RAD)+(COS(Latitude_in_RAD)*COS(Declination_RAD)*COS(Hour_A
ngle_RAD))
Declination_RAD = .40928*SIN(((0.9863)*(284+JDay))*0.01745329)
Density10 = 0.99987+(0.69*10^(‐5)*Temp_5cm)‐(8.89*10^(‐6)*Temp_5cm^(2))+(7.4*10^(‐
8)*Temp_5cm^(3))
DO_adj_WS = Wind_Speed*(10/Anenometer_H)^(1/7)
DO_Saturation = SDOT*(1‐.0001*Elevation)
dT_dZ1 = (Temp_5cm‐Temp_20cm)/dz
dT_dZ1_2 = (Temp_20cm‐Temp_40cm)/dz_2
dT_dZ1_3 = (Temp_40cm‐Temp_60cm)/dz_3
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dT_dZ1_4 = (Temp_60cm‐Temp_80cm)/dz_4
dT_dZ1_5 = (Temp_80cm‐Temp_100cm)/dz_5
dz = 0.15
dz_2 = 0.2
dz_3 = 0.2
dz_4 = 0.2
dz_5 = 0.2
ea = Relative_Humidity*25.374*EXP(17.62‐(5271/Air_Temp_Abs))
Elevation = 4
es = 25.374*EXP(17.62‐(5271/Water_Temp_Abs))
Ez10 = ((Kho*EXP(‐k*.1))*3600)*Kh_Kho_10
Ez30 = ((Kho*EXP(‐k*.3))*3600)*Kh_Kho_30
Ez50 = ((Kho*EXP(‐k*.5))*3600)*Kh_Kho_50
Ez70 = ((Kho*EXP(‐k*.7))*3600)*Kh_Kho_70
Ez90 = ((Kho*EXP(‐k*.9))*3600)*Kh_Kho_90
Ez_10 = if Temp_5cm<Temp_20cm then Ez_max else if Ez10 < 0 then 5.4 else if Ez10>Ez_max then Ez_max
else Ez10
Ez_30 = if Temp_20cm<Temp_40cm then Ez_max else if Ez30 < 0 then 5.4 else if Ez30>Ez_max then
Ez_max else Ez30
Ez_50 = if Temp_40cm<Temp_60cm then Ez_max else if Ez50 < 0 then 5.4 else if Ez50>Ez_max then
Ez_max else Ez50
Ez_70 = if Temp_60cm<Temp_80cm then Ez_max else if Ez70 < 0 then 5.4 else if Ez70>Ez_max then
Ez_max else Ez70
Ez_90 = if Temp_100cm<Temp_80cm then Ez_max else if Ez90 < 0 then 5.4 else if Ez90>Ez_max then
Ez_max else Ez90
Ez_max = 0.8
FA = Mean_Fetch/Max_Eff_Fetch
Fetch_Adj = if FA>1 then 1 else if FA<0.5 then 0.5 else FA
Fric_Velocity = ((Wind_Shear/(Density10*1000))^(0.5))
grav = 9.81
Hour_Angle_RAD = (((StdHour)/100‐12)*15)*0.01745329
Imax = 1000
initial_DO = 16
Initial_Temp_10 = 16
Initial_Temp_100 = 16
Initial_Temp_20 = 16
Initial_Temp_40 = 16
Initial_Temp_60 = 16
Initial_Temp_80 = 16
JDay = 251
k = (6*(Area_WS)^(‐1.84))
Ke = 0.3
Kho = (Fric_Velocity)^(2)/(k*Us)
Kh_Kho_10 = if Ri_10 < 0 then 1 else (1+s*Ri_10)^(‐n)
Kh_Kho_30 = if Ri_30 < 0 then 1 else (1+s*Ri_30)^(‐n)
Kh_Kho_50 = if Ri_50 < 0 then 1 else (1+s*Ri_50)^(‐n)
Kh_Kho_70 = if Ri_70 < 0 then 1 else (1+s*Ri_70)^(‐n)
Kh_Kho_90 = if Ri_90 < 0 then 1 else (1+s*Ri_90)^(‐n)
KL = (.0036*(8.43*DO_adj_WS^(0.5)‐3.67*DO_adj_WS+0.43*DO_adj_WS^(2)))
Ks = 0.2
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Latitude = 40
Latitude_in_RAD = Latitude/57.2958
Length = 164
Max_Eff_Fetch = 65
Max_Fetch = Width/COS(WD_Radians)
Max_Fetch_2 = Length/COS((pi*.5)‐WD_Radians_2)
Mean_Fetch = if WD>286.96 then Mean_Fetch_1 else if WD > 253.04 then Mean_Fetch_2 else if WD >=
106.96 then Mean_Fetch_1 else if WD >= 73.04 then Mean_Fetch_2 else Mean_Fetch_1
Mean_Fetch_1 = if WD = 0 then Width else if WD = 180 then Width else Tri_Wt_Fetch+Other_Fetch
Mean_Fetch_2 = if WD = 90 then Length else if WD = 270 then Length else Other_Fetch_2 + Tri_Fetch_2
Min_WS = 1
n=1
OneOverCos_r = 1/COS(r)
Other_Fetch = Max_Fetch*(1‐Tri_Wt)
Other_Fetch_2 = Max_Fetch_2*(1‐Tri_Wt_2)
PAR = GRAPH(timer)
(0.00, 1.20), (1.02, 1.20), (2.03, 1.20), (3.05, 1.20), (4.07, 1.20), (5.08, 1.20), (6.10, 2.45), (7.12, 150), (8.13,
488), (9.15, 818), (10.2, 1098), (11.2, 1230), (12.2, 1306), (13.2, 1478), (14.2, 1252), (15.3, 553), (16.3,
294), (17.3, 167), (18.3, 205), (19.3, 7.03), (20.3, 1.20), (21.4, 1.20), (22.4, 1.20), (23.4, 1.20), (24.4, 1.20),
(25.4, 1.20), (26.4, 1.20), (27.5, 1.20), (28.5, 1.20), (29.5, 1.20), (30.5, 2.45), (31.5, 150), (32.5, 488), (33.6,
818), (34.6, 1098), (35.6, 1230), (36.6, 1306), (37.6, 1478), (38.6, 1252), (39.7, 553), (40.7, 294), (41.7,
167), (42.7, 205), (43.7, 7.03), (44.7, 1.20), (45.8, 1.20), (46.8, 1.20), (47.8, 1.20), (48.8, 1.20), (49.8, 1.20),
(50.8, 1.20), (51.9, 1.20), (52.9, 1.20), (53.9, 1.20), (54.9, 2.45), (55.9, 150), (56.9, 488), (58.0, 818), (59.0,
1098), (60.0, 1230), (61.0, 1306), (62.0, 1478), (63.0, 1252), (64.1, 553), (65.1, 294), (66.1, 167), (67.1,
205), (68.1, 7.03), (69.1, 1.20), (70.2, 1.20), (71.2, 1.20), (72.2, 1.20), (73.2, 1.20), (74.2, 1.20), (75.2, 1.20),
(76.3, 1.20), (77.3, 1.20), (78.3, 1.20), (79.3, 2.45), (80.3, 150), (81.3, 488), (82.4, 818), (83.4, 1098), (84.4,
1230), (85.4, 1306), (86.4, 1478), (87.4, 1252), (88.5, 553), (89.5, 294), (90.5, 167), (91.5, 205), (92.5, 7.03),
(93.5, 1.20), (94.6, 1.20), (95.6, 1.20), (96.6, 1.20), (97.6, 1.20), (98.6, 1.20), (99.6, 1.20), (101, 1.20), (102,
1.20), (103, 1.20), (104, 2.45), (105, 150), (106, 488), (107, 818), (108, 1098), (109, 1230), (110, 1306),
(111, 1478), (112, 1252), (113, 553), (114, 294), (115, 167), (116, 205), (117, 7.03), (118, 1.20), (119, 1.20),
(120, 1.20), (121, 1.20)
PAR_20cm = 300
PAR_5cm = 1500
Pen_PAR = (1‐Reflectance)*PAR
Pmax = 0
Pond_Area = 8200
Pond_Depth = 1.1
Pond_Volume = Pond_Area*Pond_Depth
Qsn_B = (1‐Surf_Absorbance)*Qsn
r = ARCSIN(Sin_r)
Reflectance = if Refl_Calc > 1 then 1 else Refl_Calc*Refl_wind_adj
Refl_Calc = 2.2*((180*Solar_Altitude)/pi)^(‐.97)
Refl_wind_adj = (1‐(0.08*(Wind_Speed*Fetch_Adj)))
Relative_Humidity = GRAPH(timer)
(0.00, 0.723), (1.02, 0.706), (2.03, 0.741), (3.05, 0.747), (4.07, 0.759), (5.08, 0.746), (6.10, 0.802), (7.12,
0.816), (8.13, 0.735), (9.15, 0.662), (10.2, 0.657), (11.2, 0.624), (12.2, 0.613), (13.2, 0.6), (14.2, 0.601),
(15.3, 0.578), (16.3, 0.582), (17.3, 0.607), (18.3, 0.592), (19.3, 0.685), (20.3, 0.705), (21.4, 0.709), (22.4,
0.762), (23.4, 0.796), (24.4, 0.723), (25.4, 0.706), (26.4, 0.741), (27.5, 0.747), (28.5, 0.759), (29.5, 0.746),
(30.5, 0.802), (31.5, 0.816), (32.5, 0.735), (33.6, 0.662), (34.6, 0.657), (35.6, 0.624), (36.6, 0.613), (37.6,
0.6), (38.6, 0.601), (39.7, 0.578), (40.7, 0.582), (41.7, 0.607), (42.7, 0.592), (43.7, 0.685), (44.7, 0.705),
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(45.8, 0.709), (46.8, 0.762), (47.8, 0.796), (48.8, 0.723), (49.8, 0.706), (50.8, 0.741), (51.9, 0.747), (52.9,
0.759), (53.9, 0.746), (54.9, 0.802), (55.9, 0.816), (56.9, 0.735), (58.0, 0.662), (59.0, 0.657), (60.0, 0.624),
(61.0, 0.613), (62.0, 0.6), (63.0, 0.601), (64.1, 0.578), (65.1, 0.582), (66.1, 0.607), (67.1, 0.592), (68.1,
0.685), (69.1, 0.705), (70.2, 0.709), (71.2, 0.762), (72.2, 0.796), (73.2, 0.723), (74.2, 0.706), (75.2, 0.741),
(76.3, 0.747), (77.3, 0.759), (78.3, 0.746), (79.3, 0.802), (80.3, 0.816), (81.3, 0.735), (82.4, 0.662), (83.4,
0.657), (84.4, 0.624), (85.4, 0.613), (86.4, 0.6), (87.4, 0.601), (88.5, 0.578), (89.5, 0.582), (90.5, 0.607),
(91.5, 0.592), (92.5, 0.685), (93.5, 0.705), (94.6, 0.709), (95.6, 0.762), (96.6, 0.796), (97.6, 0.723), (98.6,
0.706), (99.6, 0.741), (101, 0.747), (102, 0.759), (103, 0.746), (104, 0.802), (105, 0.816), (106, 0.735), (107,
0.662), (108, 0.657), (109, 0.624), (110, 0.613), (111, 0.6), (112, 0.601), (113, 0.578), (114, 0.582), (115,
0.607), (116, 0.592), (117, 0.685), (118, 0.705), (119, 0.709), (120, 0.762), (121, 0.796)
Ri_10 = ((AlphaV*grav*(.10)^2)/Fric_Velocity^(2))*dT_dZ1
Ri_30 = ((AlphaV_2*grav*(.10)^2)/Fric_Velocity^(2))*dT_dZ1_2
Ri_50 = ((AlphaV_3*grav*(.10)^2)/Fric_Velocity^(2))*dT_dZ1_3
Ri_70 = ((AlphaV_4*grav*(.10)^2)/Fric_Velocity^(2))*dT_dZ1_4
Ri_90 = ((AlphaV_5*grav*(.10)^2)/Fric_Velocity^(2))*dT_dZ1_5
s = 0.1
SDOT = 14.652‐0.41022*Temp_5cm+0.007991*Temp_5cm^(2)‐.0000778*Temp_5cm^(3)
Sed_Rate = 12
Sed_Rate_Tconst = 23.5
Sin_r = Sin(Solar_Zenith_Rad)/1.33
Solar_Altitude = (1.570796 ‐ Solar_Zenith_Rad)
Solar_Irradiance = PAR*4*10^(‐4)
Solar_Zenith_Rad = (pi/180)*ARCCOS(Cos_Solar_Zenith)
ST1 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS10*z10))
ST1_2 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS30*z30))
ST1_3 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS50*z50))
ST1_4 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS70*z70))
ST1_5 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS90*z90))
ST1_6 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS110*z110))
ST2 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS0*z0))
ST2_2 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS10*z10_2))
ST2_3 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS30*z30_2))
ST2_4 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS50*z50_2))
ST2_5 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS70*z70_2))
ST2_6 = EXP((‐Pen_PAR/Imax)*EXP(‐ABS90*z90_2))
StdHour = timer
Surf_Absorbance = 0.05
surf_water_temp = Temp_5cm
Temp_100cm = Initial_Temp_100+(Qtotal_90_110/836.32)
Temp_20cm = Initial_Temp_20+Qtotal_10_30/836.32
Temp_40cm = Initial_Temp_40+Qtotal_30_50/836.32
Temp_5cm = Initial_Temp_10+Qtotal_0_10cm/418.16
Temp_60cm = Initial_Temp_60+Qtotal_50_70/836.32
Temp_80cm = Initial_Temp_80+Qtotal_70_90/836.32
Temp_Earth = 10
Temp_Sediment = Initial_Temp_100+ (Q_Sediment/(.2*1760))
timer = TIME
Total_Area = Length*Width
Tri_Area = ((b*Width)/2)*2
Tri_ARea_2 = (a*Length/2)*2
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Tri_Fetch_2 = Tri_Wt_2*Ave_Fetch_2
Tri_Wt = Total_Area*Tri_Area
Tri_Wt_2 = Tri_ARea_2*Total_Area
Tri_Wt_Fetch = Ave_Fetch*Tri_Wt
Us = 30*Fric_Velocity
Water_Temp_Abs = surf_water_temp+273.15
WC_Rate_Tconst = 24.5
WC_Resp_Rate = 0.39
WD = Wind_Direction
WD1 = if WD> 286.96 then 360 ‐ WD else if WD >180 then WD‐180 else if WD> 106.96 then 180‐WD else
WD
WD2 = if WD> 270 then 360 ‐ WD else if WD >253.04 then WD‐180 else if WD> 90 then 180‐WD else WD
WD_Radians = WD1*(pi/180)
WD_Radians_2 = WD2*(pi/180)
Width = 50
Wind_Direction = GRAPH(timer)
(0.00, 259), (1.01, 200), (2.02, 199), (3.03, 271), (4.03, 276), (5.04, 171), (6.05, 139), (7.06, 145), (8.07,
111), (9.08, 213), (10.1, 175), (11.1, 215), (12.1, 258), (13.1, 265), (14.1, 261), (15.1, 303), (16.1, 304),
(17.1, 292), (18.2, 308), (19.2, 121), (20.2, 290), (21.2, 183), (22.2, 110), (23.2, 113), (24.2, 259), (25.2,
200), (26.2, 199), (27.2, 271), (28.2, 276), (29.2, 171), (30.3, 139), (31.3, 145), (32.3, 111), (33.3, 213),
(34.3, 175), (35.3, 215), (36.3, 258), (37.3, 265), (38.3, 261), (39.3, 303), (40.3, 304), (41.3, 292), (42.4,
308), (43.4, 121), (44.4, 290), (45.4, 183), (46.4, 110), (47.4, 113), (48.4, 259), (49.4, 200), (50.4, 199),
(51.4, 271), (52.4, 276), (53.4, 171), (54.5, 139), (55.5, 145), (56.5, 111), (57.5, 213), (58.5, 175), (59.5,
215), (60.5, 258), (61.5, 265), (62.5, 261), (63.5, 303), (64.5, 304), (65.5, 292), (66.6, 308), (67.6, 121),
(68.6, 290), (69.6, 183), (70.6, 110), (71.6, 113), (72.6, 259), (73.6, 200), (74.6, 199), (75.6, 271), (76.6,
276), (77.6, 171), (78.7, 139), (79.7, 145), (80.7, 111), (81.7, 213), (82.7, 175), (83.7, 215), (84.7, 258),
(85.7, 265), (86.7, 261), (87.7, 303), (88.7, 304), (89.7, 292), (90.8, 308), (91.8, 121), (92.8, 290), (93.8,
183), (94.8, 110), (95.8, 113), (96.8, 259), (97.8, 200), (98.8, 199), (99.8, 271), (101, 276), (102, 171), (103,
139), (104, 145), (105, 111), (106, 213), (107, 175), (108, 215), (109, 258), (110, 265), (111, 261), (112,
303), (113, 304), (114, 292), (115, 308), (116, 121), (117, 290), (118, 183), (119, 110), (120, 113)
Wind_Shear = 1.1988*1.3*10^(‐3)*(Area_WS)^2
Wind_Speed = GRAPH(timer)
(0.00, 3.61), (1.02, 4.11), (2.03, 2.23), (3.05, 3.36), (4.07, 3.27), (5.08, 1.85), (6.10, 0.798), (7.12, 0.292),
(8.13, 0.335), (9.15, 1.09), (10.2, 2.90), (11.2, 4.41), (12.2, 6.13), (13.2, 4.49), (14.2, 3.86), (15.3, 6.67),
(16.3, 6.34), (17.3, 5.00), (18.3, 2.90), (19.3, 3.44), (20.3, 3.06), (21.4, 1.76), (22.4, 0.798), (23.4, 1.05),
(24.4, 3.61), (25.4, 4.11), (26.4, 2.23), (27.5, 3.36), (28.5, 3.27), (29.5, 1.85), (30.5, 0.798), (31.5, 0.292),
(32.5, 0.335), (33.6, 1.09), (34.6, 2.90), (35.6, 4.41), (36.6, 6.13), (37.6, 4.49), (38.6, 3.86), (39.7, 6.67),
(40.7, 6.34), (41.7, 5.00), (42.7, 2.90), (43.7, 3.44), (44.7, 3.06), (45.8, 1.76), (46.8, 0.798), (47.8, 1.05),
(48.8, 3.61), (49.8, 4.11), (50.8, 2.23), (51.9, 3.36), (52.9, 3.27), (53.9, 1.85), (54.9, 0.798), (55.9, 0.292),
(56.9, 0.335), (58.0, 1.09), (59.0, 2.90), (60.0, 4.41), (61.0, 6.13), (62.0, 4.49), (63.0, 3.86), (64.1, 6.67),
(65.1, 6.34), (66.1, 5.00), (67.1, 2.90), (68.1, 3.44), (69.1, 3.06), (70.2, 1.76), (71.2, 0.798), (72.2, 1.05),
(73.2, 3.61), (74.2, 4.11), (75.2, 2.23), (76.3, 3.36), (77.3, 3.27), (78.3, 1.85), (79.3, 0.798), (80.3, 0.292),
(81.3, 0.335), (82.4, 1.09), (83.4, 2.90), (84.4, 4.41), (85.4, 6.13), (86.4, 4.49), (87.4, 3.86), (88.5, 6.67),
(89.5, 6.34), (90.5, 5.00), (91.5, 2.90), (92.5, 3.44), (93.5, 3.06), (94.6, 1.76), (95.6, 0.798), (96.6, 1.05),
(97.6, 3.61), (98.6, 4.11), (99.6, 2.23), (101, 3.36), (102, 3.27), (103, 1.85), (104, 0.798), (105, 0.292), (106,
0.335), (107, 1.09), (108, 2.90), (109, 4.41), (110, 6.13), (111, 4.49), (112, 3.86), (113, 6.67), (114, 6.34),
(115, 5.00), (116, 2.90), (117, 3.44), (118, 3.06), (119, 1.76), (120, 0.798), (121, 1.05)
Wind_Vector = Wind_Speed
WS_kh = if Wind_Speed<Min_WS then Min_WS*3.6 else (Wind_Speed *3.6)*(2/Anenometer_H)^(1/7)
z0 = 0
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z10 = 10
z10_2 = 10
z110 = 110
z30 = 30
z30_2 = 30
z50 = 50
z50_2 = 50
z70 = 70
z70_2 = 70
z90 = 90
z90_2 = 90
Zb = 0
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Appendix B. Competition model

Appendix Figure B‐1 Model diagram of the competition model, implemented in STELLA™.
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Variable tables
Appendix Table B‐1 Species specific parameters used in the competition model simulations.
Para
meter

α
Topt

b
R1
R2
N(0)
ki
v
m(20)
Q

Description
Max spec growth rate
at optimum
temperature
Initial slope of light‐
dependent growth
Optimum temperature

Coefficient in optimum
curve
Coefficient in optimum
curve
Coefficient in optimum
curve
Initial population
density
Specific light
attenuation coefficient
Buoyancy rate
Specific loss rate at 20
°C
Temperature
dependence of specific
loss rate

MSAE

Source

APFA

Source

Units

0.8

Reynolds 1997

1.2

Uehlinger 1981

day‐1

0.01

0.011

Mehnert 2010

28.2

model
calibration
Reynolds 1997

24

5.77

Reynolds 1997

4

Paerl & Otten
2016; Mehnert
2010
calibration

day‐1 (umol
m‐2 s‐1)‐1
°C

1.3

Reynolds 1997

1.3

calibration

‐

1.37

Reynolds 1997

1.32

calibration

‐

10,00
0
3.4
0.5
0.08
2.16

‐

cells m‐3

1,000
Huisman 2004

304

Husiman 1999

um‐2 cell‐1

Huisman 2004
Robson &
Hamilton 2004
Joehnk 2008

0.89
0.06

Brunkalla 2017
Walker 2001

m h‐1
day‐1

1.52

Foy 1976

‐

Appendix Table B‐2 Environmental parameters used in the competition model simulations.
Parameter

Description

Iin

Incident light intensity

r
Ni
Kbg
η

Reflection coefficient
Population of species i
Background attenuation
coefficient
Dynamic viscosity

Ez

Effective diffusion at depth z

Value

Source

Units

est from PAR
sin curve
0.06
1,000
0.7

calculated

umol m‐2 s‐1

calibrated

‐
cells m‐3
m‐1

η(T)

Hutter & Joehnk
2004
modeled

Ez(T)

calibrated

Model code
APFA0(t) = APFA0(t ‐ dt) + (APFA0Growth + Upwelling10to0_2 ‐ APFA0Loss) * dt
INIT APFA0 = 1000
INFLOWS:
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kg m‐1 s‐1
m2 h‐1

APFA0Growth = (APFA0*Topt5APFA*Light5/(Topt5APFA/.01+Light5))/24
Upwelling10to0_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp5)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA10+(APFA10‐
APFA0)*Mix5
OUTFLOWS:
APFA0Loss = (APFA0*.06*1.52^((Temp5‐20)/10))/24
APFA10(t) = APFA10(t ‐ dt) + (APFA10Growth + Upwelling20to10_2 ‐ Upwelling10to0_2 ‐ APFA10Loss) * dt
INIT APFA10 = 1000
INFLOWS:
APFA10Growth = APFA10*Topt15APFA*Light15/(Topt15APFA/.01+Light15)/24
Upwelling20to10_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp15)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA20+(APFA20‐
APFA10)*Mix15
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling10to0_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp5)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA10+(APFA10‐
APFA0)*Mix5
APFA10Loss = (APFA10*.06*1.52^((Temp15‐20)/10))/24
APFA20(t) = APFA20(t ‐ dt) + (APFA20Growth + Upwelling30to20_2 ‐ Upwelling20to10_2 ‐ APFA20Loss) *
dt
INIT APFA20 = 1000
INFLOWS:
APFA20Growth = APFA20*Topt25APFA*Light25/(Topt25APFA/.01+Light25)/24
Upwelling30to20_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp25)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA30+(APFA30‐
APFA20)*Mix25
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling20to10_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp15)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA20+(APFA20‐
APFA10)*Mix15
APFA20Loss = (APFA20*.06*1.52^((Temp25‐20)/10))/24
APFA30(t) = APFA30(t ‐ dt) + (APFA30Growth + Upwelling40to30_2 ‐ Upwelling30to20_2 ‐ APFA30Loss) *
dt
INIT APFA30 = 1000
INFLOWS:
APFA30Growth = APFA30*Topt35APFA*Light35/(Topt35APFA/.01+Light35)/24
Upwelling40to30_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp35)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA40+(APFA40‐
APFA30)*Mix35
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling30to20_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp25)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA30+(APFA30‐
APFA20)*Mix25
APFA30Loss = (APFA30*.06*1.52^((Temp35‐20)/10))/24
APFA40(t) = APFA40(t ‐ dt) + (APFA40Growth + upwelling50to40_2 ‐ Upwelling40to30_2 ‐ APFA40Loss) *
dt
INIT APFA40 = 1000
INFLOWS:
APFA40Growth = APFA40*Topt45APFA*Light45/(Topt45APFA/.01+Light45)/24
upwelling50to40_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp45)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA50+(APFA50‐
APFA40)*Mix45
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling40to30_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp35)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA40+(APFA40‐
APFA30)*Mix35
APFA40Loss = (APFA40*.06*1.52^((Temp45‐20)/10))/24
APFA50(t) = APFA50(t ‐ dt) + (APFA50Growth + Upwelling60to50_2 ‐ APFA50Loss ‐ upwelling50to40_2) *
dt
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INIT APFA50 = 1000
INFLOWS:
APFA50Growth = APFA50*Topt55APFA*Light55/(Topt55APFA/.01+Light55)/24
Upwelling60to50_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp55)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA60+(APFA60‐
APFA50)*Mix55
OUTFLOWS:
APFA50Loss = (APFA50*.06*1.52^((Temp55‐20)/10))/24
upwelling50to40_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp45)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA50+(APFA50‐
APFA40)*Mix45
APFA60(t) = APFA60(t ‐ dt) + (APFA60Growth + Upwelling70to60_2 ‐ Upwelling60to50_2 ‐ APFA60Loss) *
dt
INIT APFA60 = 1000
INFLOWS:
APFA60Growth = APFA60*Topt65APFA*Light65/(Topt65APFA/.01+Light65)/24
Upwelling70to60_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp65)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA70+(APFA70‐
APFA60)*Mix65
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling60to50_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp55)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA60+(APFA60‐
APFA50)*Mix55
APFA60Loss = (APFA60*.06*1.52^((Temp65‐20)/10))/24
APFA70(t) = APFA70(t ‐ dt) + (APFA70Growth + upwelling80to70_2 ‐ Upwelling70to60_2 ‐ APFA70Loss) *
dt
INIT APFA70 = 1000
INFLOWS:
APFA70Growth = APFA70*Topt75APFA*Light75/(Topt75APFA/.01+Light75)/24
upwelling80to70_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp75)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA80+(APFA80‐
APFA70)*Mix75
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling70to60_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp65)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA70+(APFA70‐
APFA60)*Mix65
APFA70Loss = (APFA70*.06*1.52^((Temp75‐20)/10))/24
APFA80(t) = APFA80(t ‐ dt) + (APFA80Growth + Upwelling90to80_2 ‐ APFA80Loss ‐ upwelling80to70_2) *
dt
INIT APFA80 = 1000
INFLOWS:
APFA80Growth = APFA80*Topt85APFA*Light85/(Topt85APFA/.01+Light85)/24
Upwelling90to80_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp85)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.05)*APFA90+(APFA90‐
APFA80)*Mix85
OUTFLOWS:
APFA80Loss = (APFA80*.06*1.52^((Temp85‐20)/10))/24
upwelling80to70_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp75)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.1)*APFA80+(APFA80‐
APFA70)*Mix75
APFA90(t) = APFA90(t ‐ dt) + (APFA90Growth ‐ Upwelling90to80_2 ‐ APFA90Loss) * dt
INIT APFA90 = 1000
INFLOWS:
APFA90Growth = APFA90*Topt90APFA*Light90/(Topt90APFA/.01+Light90)/24
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling90to80_2 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp85)+2.3719)*(APFA_Buoyancy/.05)*APFA90+(APFA90‐
APFA80)*Mix85
APFA90Loss = (APFA90*.06*1.52^((Temp90‐20)/10))/24
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MSAE0(t) = MSAE0(t ‐ dt) + (Upwelling10to0 + msae0growth ‐ msae0loss) * dt
INIT MSAE0 = 1000
INFLOWS:
Upwelling10to0 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp5)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE10+(MSAE10‐
MSAE0)*Mix5
msae0growth = MSAE0*Topt5MSAE*Light5/(Topt5MSAE/.01+Light5)/24
OUTFLOWS:
msae0loss = (MSAE0*.08*2.16^((Temp5‐20)/10))/24
MSAE10(t) = MSAE10(t ‐ dt) + (Upwelling20to10 + msae10growth ‐ Upwelling10to0 ‐ msae10loss) * dt
INIT MSAE10 = 1000
INFLOWS:
Upwelling20to10 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp15)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE20+(MSAE20‐
MSAE10)*Mix15
msae10growth = MSAE10*Topt15MSAE*Light15/(Topt15MSAE/.01+Light15)/24
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling10to0 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp5)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE10+(MSAE10‐
MSAE0)*Mix5
msae10loss = (MSAE10*.08*2.16^((Temp15‐20)/10))/24
MSAE20(t) = MSAE20(t ‐ dt) + (Upwelling30to20 + msae20growth ‐ Upwelling20to10 ‐ msae20loss) * dt
INIT MSAE20 = 1000
INFLOWS:
Upwelling30to20 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp25)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE30+(MSAE30‐
MSAE20)*Mix25
msae20growth = MSAE20*Topt25MSAE*Light25/(Topt25MSAE/.01+Light25)/24
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling20to10 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp15)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE20+(MSAE20‐
MSAE10)*Mix15
msae20loss = (MSAE20*.08*2.16^((Temp25‐20)/10))/24
MSAE30(t) = MSAE30(t ‐ dt) + (Upwelling40to30 + msae30growth ‐ Upwelling30to20 ‐ msae30loss) * dt
INIT MSAE30 = 1000
INFLOWS:
Upwelling40to30 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp35)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE40+(MSAE40‐
MSAE30)*Mix35
msae30growth = MSAE30*Topt35MSAE*Light35/(Topt35MSAE/.01+Light35)/24
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling30to20 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp25)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy /.1)*MSAE30+(MSAE30‐
MSAE20)*Mix25
msae30loss = (MSAE30*.08*2.16^((Temp35‐20)/10))/24
MSAE40(t) = MSAE40(t ‐ dt) + (msae40growth + upwelling50to40 ‐ Upwelling40to30 ‐ mase40loss) * dt
INIT MSAE40 = 1000
INFLOWS:
msae40growth = MSAE40*Topt45MSAE*Light45/(Topt45MSAE/.01+Light45)/24
upwelling50to40 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp45)+2.3719)*(MSAE°/.1)*MSAE50+(MSAE50‐MSAE40)*Mix45
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling40to30 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp35)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE40+(MSAE40‐
MSAE30)*Mix35
mase40loss = (MSAE40*.08*2.16^((Temp45‐20)/10))/24
MSAE50(t) = MSAE50(t ‐ dt) + (Upwelling60to50 + msae50growth ‐ msae50loss ‐ upwelling50to40) * dt
INIT MSAE50 = 1000
INFLOWS:
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Upwelling60to50 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp55)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE50+(MSAE50‐
MSAE60)*Mix55
msae50growth = MSAE50*Topt55MSAE*Light55/(Topt55MSAE/.01+Light55)/24
OUTFLOWS:
msae50loss = (MSAE50*.08*2.16^((Temp55‐20)/10))/24
upwelling50to40 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp45)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE50+(MSAE50‐
MSAE40)*Mix45
MSAE60(t) = MSAE60(t ‐ dt) + (msae60growth + Upwelling70to60 ‐ Upwelling60to50 ‐ msae60loss) * dt
INIT MSAE60 = 1000
INFLOWS:
msae60growth = MSAE60*Topt65MSAE*Light65/(Topt65MSAE/.01+Light65)/24
Upwelling70to60 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp65)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE70+(MSAE70‐
MSAE60)*Mix65
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling60to50 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp55)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE50+(MSAE50‐
MSAE60)*Mix55
msae60loss = (MSAE60*.08*2.16^((Temp65‐20)/10))/24
MSAE70(t) = MSAE70(t ‐ dt) + (Upwelling80to70 + msae70growth ‐ msae70loss ‐ Upwelling70to60) * dt
INIT MSAE70 = 1000
INFLOWS:
Upwelling80to70 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp75)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE80+(MSAE80‐
MSAE70)*Mix75
msae70growth = MSAE70*Topt75MSAE*Light75/(Topt75MSAE/.01+Light75)/24
OUTFLOWS:
msae70loss = (MSAE70*.08*2.16^((Temp75‐20)/10))/24
Upwelling70to60 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp65)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE70+(MSAE70‐
MSAE60)*Mix65
MSAE80(t) = MSAE80(t ‐ dt) + (msae80growth + Upwelling90to80 ‐ Upwelling80to70 ‐ msae80loss) * dt
INIT MSAE80 = 1000
INFLOWS:
msae80growth = MSAE80*Topt85MSAE*Light85/(Topt85MSAE/.01+Light85)/24
Upwelling90to80 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp85)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.05)*MSAE90+(MSAE90‐
MSAE80)*Mix85
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling80to70 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp75)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.1)*MSAE80+(MSAE80‐
MSAE70)*Mix75
msae80loss = (MSAE80*.08*2.16^((Temp85‐20)/10))/24
MSAE90(t) = MSAE90(t ‐ dt) + (msae90growth ‐ Upwelling90to80 ‐ msae90loss) * dt
INIT MSAE90 = 1000
INFLOWS:
msae90growth = MSAE90*Topt90MSAE*Light90/(Topt90MSAE/.01+Light90)/24
OUTFLOWS:
Upwelling90to80 = 1.002/(‐0.461*ln(Temp85)+2.3719)*(MSAE_Buoyancy/.05)*MSAE90+(MSAE90‐
MSAE80)*Mix85
msae90loss = (MSAE90*.08*2.16^((Temp90‐20)/10))/24
APFA_Buoyancy = 0.89
Incident_Light = if sin((time‐6)*PI/12)>0 then 2000*sin((time‐6)*PI/12) else 1.2
KAPFA = 3.04e‐10
KMSAE = 3.4e‐12
Light15 = Light5*exp(.1*(‐KMSAE*MSAE10‐KAPFA*APFA10)‐.7)
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Light25 = Light15*exp(.1*(‐KMSAE*MSAE20‐KAPFA*APFA20)‐.7)
Light35 = Light25*exp(.1*(‐KMSAE*MSAE30‐KAPFA*APFA30)‐.7)
Light45 = Light35*exp(.1*(‐KMSAE*MSAE40‐KAPFA*APFA40)‐.7)
Light5 = Incident_Light*exp(.05*(‐KMSAE*MSAE0‐KAPFA*APFA0)‐.7)
Light55 = Light45*exp(.1*(‐KMSAE*MSAE50‐KAPFA*APFA50)‐.7)
Light65 = Light55*exp(.1*(‐KMSAE*MSAE60‐KAPFA*APFA60)‐.7)
Light75 = Light65*exp(.1*(‐KMSAE*MSAE70‐KAPFA*APFA70)‐.7)
Light85 = Light75*exp(.1*(‐KMSAE*MSAE80‐KAPFA*APFA80)‐.7)
Light90 = Light85*exp(.05*(‐KMSAE*MSAE90‐KAPFA*APFA90)‐.7)
Mix15 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 0.207), (1.01, 0.207), (2.02, 0.368), (3.03, 0.306), (4.03, 0.528), (5.04, 0.551), (6.05, 0.351), (7.06,
0.204), (8.07, 0.238), (9.08, 0.399), (10.1, 0.648), (11.1, 0.601), (12.1, 0.602), (13.1, 0.622), (14.1, 0.611),
(15.1, 0.144), (16.1, 0.00637), (17.1, 0.274), (18.2, 0.6), (19.2, 0.668), (20.2, 0.611), (21.2, 0.6), (22.2, 0.6),
(23.2, 0.6), (24.2, 0.207), (25.2, 0.207), (26.2, 0.368), (27.2, 0.306), (28.2, 0.528), (29.2, 0.551), (30.3,
0.351), (31.3, 0.204), (32.3, 0.238), (33.3, 0.399), (34.3, 0.648), (35.3, 0.601), (36.3, 0.602), (37.3, 0.622),
(38.3, 0.611), (39.3, 0.144), (40.3, 0.00637), (41.3, 0.274), (42.4, 0.6), (43.4, 0.668), (44.4, 0.611), (45.4,
0.6), (46.4, 0.6), (47.4, 0.6), (48.4, 0.207), (49.4, 0.207), (50.4, 0.368), (51.4, 0.306), (52.4, 0.528), (53.4,
0.551), (54.5, 0.351), (55.5, 0.204), (56.5, 0.238), (57.5, 0.399), (58.5, 0.648), (59.5, 0.601), (60.5, 0.602),
(61.5, 0.622), (62.5, 0.611), (63.5, 0.144), (64.5, 0.00637), (65.5, 0.274), (66.6, 0.6), (67.6, 0.668), (68.6,
0.611), (69.6, 0.6), (70.6, 0.6), (71.6, 0.6), (72.6, 0.207), (73.6, 0.207), (74.6, 0.368), (75.6, 0.306), (76.6,
0.528), (77.6, 0.551), (78.7, 0.351), (79.7, 0.204), (80.7, 0.238), (81.7, 0.399), (82.7, 0.648), (83.7, 0.601),
(84.7, 0.602), (85.7, 0.622), (86.7, 0.611), (87.7, 0.144), (88.7, 0.00637), (89.7, 0.274), (90.8, 0.6), (91.8,
0.668), (92.8, 0.611), (93.8, 0.6), (94.8, 0.6), (95.8, 0.6), (96.8, 0.207), (97.8, 0.207), (98.8, 0.368), (99.8,
0.306), (101, 0.528), (102, 0.551), (103, 0.351), (104, 0.204), (105, 0.238), (106, 0.399), (107, 0.648), (108,
0.601), (109, 0.602), (110, 0.622), (111, 0.611), (112, 0.144), (113, 0.00637), (114, 0.274), (115, 0.6), (116,
0.668), (117, 0.611), (118, 0.6), (119, 0.6), (120, 0.6)
Mix25 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 0.602), (1.01, 0.603), (2.02, 0.656), (3.03, 0.635), (4.03, 0.709), (5.04, 0.717), (6.05, 0.65), (7.06,
0.601), (8.07, 0.613), (9.08, 0.666), (10.1, 0.345), (11.1, 0.202), (12.1, 0.207), (13.1, 0.265), (14.1, 0.232),
(15.1, 0.052), (16.1, 0.00213), (17.1, 0.0914), (18.2, 0.2), (19.2, 0.404), (20.2, 0.233), (21.2, 0.2), (22.2, 0.2),
(23.2, 0.2), (24.2, 0.602), (25.2, 0.603), (26.2, 0.656), (27.2, 0.635), (28.2, 0.709), (29.2, 0.717), (30.3, 0.65),
(31.3, 0.601), (32.3, 0.613), (33.3, 0.666), (34.3, 0.345), (35.3, 0.202), (36.3, 0.207), (37.3, 0.265), (38.3,
0.232), (39.3, 0.052), (40.3, 0.00213), (41.3, 0.0914), (42.4, 0.2), (43.4, 0.404), (44.4, 0.233), (45.4, 0.2),
(46.4, 0.2), (47.4, 0.2), (48.4, 0.602), (49.4, 0.603), (50.4, 0.656), (51.4, 0.635), (52.4, 0.709), (53.4, 0.717),
(54.5, 0.65), (55.5, 0.601), (56.5, 0.613), (57.5, 0.666), (58.5, 0.345), (59.5, 0.202), (60.5, 0.207), (61.5,
0.265), (62.5, 0.232), (63.5, 0.052), (64.5, 0.00213), (65.5, 0.0914), (66.6, 0.2), (67.6, 0.404), (68.6, 0.233),
(69.6, 0.2), (70.6, 0.2), (71.6, 0.2), (72.6, 0.602), (73.6, 0.603), (74.6, 0.656), (75.6, 0.635), (76.6, 0.709),
(77.6, 0.717), (78.7, 0.65), (79.7, 0.601), (80.7, 0.613), (81.7, 0.666), (82.7, 0.345), (83.7, 0.202), (84.7,
0.207), (85.7, 0.265), (86.7, 0.232), (87.7, 0.052), (88.7, 0.00213), (89.7, 0.0914), (90.8, 0.2), (91.8, 0.404),
(92.8, 0.233), (93.8, 0.2), (94.8, 0.2), (95.8, 0.2), (96.8, 0.602), (97.8, 0.603), (98.8, 0.656), (99.8, 0.635),
(101, 0.709), (102, 0.717), (103, 0.65), (104, 0.601), (105, 0.613), (106, 0.666), (107, 0.345), (108, 0.202),
(109, 0.207), (110, 0.265), (111, 0.232), (112, 0.052), (113, 0.00213), (114, 0.0914), (115, 0.2), (116, 0.404),
(117, 0.233), (118, 0.2), (119, 0.2), (120, 0.2)
Mix35 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 0.6), (1.01, 0.6), (2.02, 0.636), (3.03, 0.622), (4.03, 0.695), (5.04, 0.698), (6.05, 0.633), (7.06, 0.6),
(8.07, 0.606), (9.08, 0.603), (10.1, 0.15), (11.1, 0.00169), (12.1, 0.00844), (13.1, 0.084), (14.1, 0.0419),
(15.1, 0.006), (16.1, 0.00), (17.1, 0.00), (18.2, 0.00), (19.2, 0.276), (20.2, 0.045), (21.2, 0.00), (22.2, 0.00),
(23.2, 0.00), (24.2, 0.6), (25.2, 0.6), (26.2, 0.636), (27.2, 0.622), (28.2, 0.695), (29.2, 0.698), (30.3, 0.633),
(31.3, 0.6), (32.3, 0.606), (33.3, 0.603), (34.3, 0.15), (35.3, 0.00169), (36.3, 0.00844), (37.3, 0.084), (38.3,
0.0419), (39.3, 0.006), (40.3, 0.00), (41.3, 0.00), (42.4, 0.00), (43.4, 0.276), (44.4, 0.045), (45.4, 0.00), (46.4,
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0.00), (47.4, 0.00), (48.4, 0.6), (49.4, 0.6), (50.4, 0.636), (51.4, 0.622), (52.4, 0.695), (53.4, 0.698), (54.5,
0.633), (55.5, 0.6), (56.5, 0.606), (57.5, 0.603), (58.5, 0.15), (59.5, 0.00169), (60.5, 0.00844), (61.5, 0.084),
(62.5, 0.0419), (63.5, 0.006), (64.5, 0.00), (65.5, 0.00), (66.6, 0.00), (67.6, 0.276), (68.6, 0.045), (69.6, 0.00),
(70.6, 0.00), (71.6, 0.00), (72.6, 0.6), (73.6, 0.6), (74.6, 0.636), (75.6, 0.622), (76.6, 0.695), (77.6, 0.698),
(78.7, 0.633), (79.7, 0.6), (80.7, 0.606), (81.7, 0.603), (82.7, 0.15), (83.7, 0.00169), (84.7, 0.00844), (85.7,
0.084), (86.7, 0.0419), (87.7, 0.006), (88.7, 0.00), (89.7, 0.00), (90.8, 0.00), (91.8, 0.276), (92.8, 0.045),
(93.8, 0.00), (94.8, 0.00), (95.8, 0.00), (96.8, 0.6), (97.8, 0.6), (98.8, 0.636), (99.8, 0.622), (101, 0.695), (102,
0.698), (103, 0.633), (104, 0.6), (105, 0.606), (106, 0.603), (107, 0.15), (108, 0.00169), (109, 0.00844), (110,
0.084), (111, 0.0419), (112, 0.006), (113, 0.00), (114, 0.00), (115, 0.00), (116, 0.276), (117, 0.045), (118,
0.00), (119, 0.00), (120, 0.00)
Mix45 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 0.2), (1.01, 0.2), (2.02, 0.309), (3.03, 0.267), (4.03, 0.486), (5.04, 0.495), (6.05, 0.299), (7.06, 0.201),
(8.07, 0.217), (9.08, 0.21), (10.1, 0.0632), (11.1, 0.000562), (12.1, 0.00731), (13.1, 0.0775), (14.1, 0.0406),
(15.1, 0.006), (16.1, 0.00), (17.1, 0.00), (18.2, 0.00), (19.2, 0.284), (20.2, 0.046), (21.2, 0.00), (22.2, 0.00),
(23.2, 0.00), (24.2, 0.2), (25.2, 0.2), (26.2, 0.309), (27.2, 0.267), (28.2, 0.486), (29.2, 0.495), (30.3, 0.299),
(31.3, 0.201), (32.3, 0.217), (33.3, 0.21), (34.3, 0.0632), (35.3, 0.000562), (36.3, 0.00731), (37.3, 0.0775),
(38.3, 0.0406), (39.3, 0.006), (40.3, 0.00), (41.3, 0.00), (42.4, 0.00), (43.4, 0.284), (44.4, 0.046), (45.4, 0.00),
(46.4, 0.00), (47.4, 0.00), (48.4, 0.2), (49.4, 0.2), (50.4, 0.309), (51.4, 0.267), (52.4, 0.486), (53.4, 0.495),
(54.5, 0.299), (55.5, 0.201), (56.5, 0.217), (57.5, 0.21), (58.5, 0.0632), (59.5, 0.000562), (60.5, 0.00731),
(61.5, 0.0775), (62.5, 0.0406), (63.5, 0.006), (64.5, 0.00), (65.5, 0.00), (66.6, 0.00), (67.6, 0.284), (68.6,
0.046), (69.6, 0.00), (70.6, 0.00), (71.6, 0.00), (72.6, 0.2), (73.6, 0.2), (74.6, 0.309), (75.6, 0.267), (76.6,
0.486), (77.6, 0.495), (78.7, 0.299), (79.7, 0.201), (80.7, 0.217), (81.7, 0.21), (82.7, 0.0632), (83.7,
0.000562), (84.7, 0.00731), (85.7, 0.0775), (86.7, 0.0406), (87.7, 0.006), (88.7, 0.00), (89.7, 0.00), (90.8,
0.00), (91.8, 0.284), (92.8, 0.046), (93.8, 0.00), (94.8, 0.00), (95.8, 0.00), (96.8, 0.2), (97.8, 0.2), (98.8,
0.309), (99.8, 0.267), (101, 0.486), (102, 0.495), (103, 0.299), (104, 0.201), (105, 0.217), (106, 0.21), (107,
0.0632), (108, 0.000562), (109, 0.00731), (110, 0.0775), (111, 0.0406), (112, 0.006), (113, 0.00), (114,
0.00), (115, 0.00), (116, 0.284), (117, 0.046), (118, 0.00), (119, 0.00), (120, 0.00)
Mix5 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 0.00927), (1.01, 0.01), (2.02, 0.225), (3.03, 0.142), (4.03, 0.438), (5.04, 0.468), (6.05, 0.202), (7.06,
0.005), (8.07, 0.0508), (9.08, 0.265), (10.1, 0.8), (11.1, 0.8), (12.1, 0.8), (13.1, 0.8), (14.1, 0.8), (15.1, 0.19),
(16.1, 0.0085), (17.1, 0.365), (18.2, 0.8), (19.2, 0.8), (20.2, 0.8), (21.2, 0.8), (22.2, 0.8), (23.2, 0.8), (24.2,
0.00927), (25.2, 0.01), (26.2, 0.225), (27.2, 0.142), (28.2, 0.438), (29.2, 0.468), (30.3, 0.202), (31.3, 0.005),
(32.3, 0.0508), (33.3, 0.265), (34.3, 0.8), (35.3, 0.8), (36.3, 0.8), (37.3, 0.8), (38.3, 0.8), (39.3, 0.19), (40.3,
0.0085), (41.3, 0.365), (42.4, 0.8), (43.4, 0.8), (44.4, 0.8), (45.4, 0.8), (46.4, 0.8), (47.4, 0.8), (48.4, 0.00927),
(49.4, 0.01), (50.4, 0.225), (51.4, 0.142), (52.4, 0.438), (53.4, 0.468), (54.5, 0.202), (55.5, 0.005), (56.5,
0.0508), (57.5, 0.265), (58.5, 0.8), (59.5, 0.8), (60.5, 0.8), (61.5, 0.8), (62.5, 0.8), (63.5, 0.19), (64.5, 0.0085),
(65.5, 0.365), (66.6, 0.8), (67.6, 0.8), (68.6, 0.8), (69.6, 0.8), (70.6, 0.8), (71.6, 0.8), (72.6, 0.00927), (73.6,
0.01), (74.6, 0.225), (75.6, 0.142), (76.6, 0.438), (77.6, 0.468), (78.7, 0.202), (79.7, 0.005), (80.7, 0.0508),
(81.7, 0.265), (82.7, 0.8), (83.7, 0.8), (84.7, 0.8), (85.7, 0.8), (86.7, 0.8), (87.7, 0.19), (88.7, 0.0085), (89.7,
0.365), (90.8, 0.8), (91.8, 0.8), (92.8, 0.8), (93.8, 0.8), (94.8, 0.8), (95.8, 0.8), (96.8, 0.00927), (97.8, 0.01),
(98.8, 0.225), (99.8, 0.142), (101, 0.438), (102, 0.468), (103, 0.202), (104, 0.005), (105, 0.0508), (106,
0.265), (107, 0.8), (108, 0.8), (109, 0.8), (110, 0.8), (111, 0.8), (112, 0.19), (113, 0.0085), (114, 0.365), (115,
0.8), (116, 0.8), (117, 0.8), (118, 0.8), (119, 0.8), (120, 0.8)
Mix55 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 0.00), (1.01, 0.00), (2.02, 0.141), (3.03, 0.0863), (4.03, 0.374), (5.04, 0.386), (6.05, 0.128), (7.06,
0.001), (8.07, 0.0219), (9.08, 0.012), (10.1, 0.0186), (11.1, 0.00), (12.1, 0.00506), (13.1, 0.072), (14.1,
0.0387), (15.1, 0.00581), (16.1, 0.00), (17.1, 0.00), (18.2, 0.00), (19.2, 0.283), (20.2, 0.0453), (21.2, 0.00),
(22.2, 0.00), (23.2, 0.00), (24.2, 0.00), (25.2, 0.00), (26.2, 0.141), (27.2, 0.0863), (28.2, 0.374), (29.2, 0.386),
(30.3, 0.128), (31.3, 0.001), (32.3, 0.0219), (33.3, 0.012), (34.3, 0.0186), (35.3, 0.00), (36.3, 0.00506), (37.3,
0.072), (38.3, 0.0387), (39.3, 0.00581), (40.3, 0.00), (41.3, 0.00), (42.4, 0.00), (43.4, 0.283), (44.4, 0.0453),
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(45.4, 0.00), (46.4, 0.00), (47.4, 0.00), (48.4, 0.00), (49.4, 0.00), (50.4, 0.141), (51.4, 0.0863), (52.4, 0.374),
(53.4, 0.386), (54.5, 0.128), (55.5, 0.001), (56.5, 0.0219), (57.5, 0.012), (58.5, 0.0186), (59.5, 0.00), (60.5,
0.00506), (61.5, 0.072), (62.5, 0.0387), (63.5, 0.00581), (64.5, 0.00), (65.5, 0.00), (66.6, 0.00), (67.6, 0.283),
(68.6, 0.0453), (69.6, 0.00), (70.6, 0.00), (71.6, 0.00), (72.6, 0.00), (73.6, 0.00), (74.6, 0.141), (75.6, 0.0863),
(76.6, 0.374), (77.6, 0.386), (78.7, 0.128), (79.7, 0.001), (80.7, 0.0219), (81.7, 0.012), (82.7, 0.0186), (83.7,
0.00), (84.7, 0.00506), (85.7, 0.072), (86.7, 0.0387), (87.7, 0.00581), (88.7, 0.00), (89.7, 0.00), (90.8, 0.00),
(91.8, 0.283), (92.8, 0.0453), (93.8, 0.00), (94.8, 0.00), (95.8, 0.00), (96.8, 0.00), (97.8, 0.00), (98.8, 0.141),
(99.8, 0.0863), (101, 0.374), (102, 0.386), (103, 0.128), (104, 0.001), (105, 0.0219), (106, 0.012), (107,
0.0186), (108, 0.00), (109, 0.00506), (110, 0.072), (111, 0.0387), (112, 0.00581), (113, 0.00), (114, 0.00),
(115, 0.00), (116, 0.283), (117, 0.0453), (118, 0.00), (119, 0.00), (120, 0.00)
Mix65 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 0.00), (1.01, 0.00), (2.02, 0.134), (3.03, 0.0814), (4.03, 0.36), (5.04, 0.37), (6.05, 0.121), (7.06, 0.001),
(8.07, 0.0201), (9.08, 0.0095), (10.1, 0.0162), (11.1, 0.00), (12.1, 0.00169), (13.1, 0.0675), (14.1, 0.0362),
(15.1, 0.00544), (16.1, 0.00), (17.1, 0.00), (18.2, 0.00), (19.2, 0.274), (20.2, 0.0429), (21.2, 0.00), (22.2,
0.00), (23.2, 0.00), (24.2, 0.00), (25.2, 0.00), (26.2, 0.134), (27.2, 0.0814), (28.2, 0.36), (29.2, 0.37), (30.3,
0.121), (31.3, 0.001), (32.3, 0.0201), (33.3, 0.0095), (34.3, 0.0162), (35.3, 0.00), (36.3, 0.00169), (37.3,
0.0675), (38.3, 0.0362), (39.3, 0.00544), (40.3, 0.00), (41.3, 0.00), (42.4, 0.00), (43.4, 0.274), (44.4, 0.0429),
(45.4, 0.00), (46.4, 0.00), (47.4, 0.00), (48.4, 0.00), (49.4, 0.00), (50.4, 0.134), (51.4, 0.0814), (52.4, 0.36),
(53.4, 0.37), (54.5, 0.121), (55.5, 0.001), (56.5, 0.0201), (57.5, 0.0095), (58.5, 0.0162), (59.5, 0.00), (60.5,
0.00169), (61.5, 0.0675), (62.5, 0.0362), (63.5, 0.00544), (64.5, 0.00), (65.5, 0.00), (66.6, 0.00), (67.6,
0.274), (68.6, 0.0429), (69.6, 0.00), (70.6, 0.00), (71.6, 0.00), (72.6, 0.00), (73.6, 0.00), (74.6, 0.134), (75.6,
0.0814), (76.6, 0.36), (77.6, 0.37), (78.7, 0.121), (79.7, 0.001), (80.7, 0.0201), (81.7, 0.0095), (82.7, 0.0162),
(83.7, 0.00), (84.7, 0.00169), (85.7, 0.0675), (86.7, 0.0362), (87.7, 0.00544), (88.7, 0.00), (89.7, 0.00), (90.8,
0.00), (91.8, 0.274), (92.8, 0.0429), (93.8, 0.00), (94.8, 0.00), (95.8, 0.00), (96.8, 0.00), (97.8, 0.00), (98.8,
0.134), (99.8, 0.0814), (101, 0.36), (102, 0.37), (103, 0.121), (104, 0.001), (105, 0.0201), (106, 0.0095),
(107, 0.0162), (108, 0.00), (109, 0.00169), (110, 0.0675), (111, 0.0362), (112, 0.00544), (113, 0.00), (114,
0.00), (115, 0.00), (116, 0.274), (117, 0.0429), (118, 0.00), (119, 0.00), (120, 0.00)
Mix75 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 0.00), (1.01, 0.00), (2.02, 0.124), (3.03, 0.0741), (4.03, 0.342), (5.04, 0.352), (6.05, 0.113), (7.06,
0.001), (8.07, 0.189), (9.08, 0.206), (10.1, 0.211), (11.1, 0.2), (12.1, 0.2), (13.1, 0.249), (14.1, 0.226), (15.1,
0.204), (16.1, 0.2), (17.1, 0.2), (18.2, 0.2), (19.2, 0.402), (20.2, 0.231), (21.2, 0.2), (22.2, 0.2), (23.2, 0.2),
(24.2, 0.00), (25.2, 0.00), (26.2, 0.124), (27.2, 0.0741), (28.2, 0.342), (29.2, 0.352), (30.3, 0.113), (31.3,
0.001), (32.3, 0.189), (33.3, 0.206), (34.3, 0.211), (35.3, 0.2), (36.3, 0.2), (37.3, 0.249), (38.3, 0.226), (39.3,
0.204), (40.3, 0.2), (41.3, 0.2), (42.4, 0.2), (43.4, 0.402), (44.4, 0.231), (45.4, 0.2), (46.4, 0.2), (47.4, 0.2),
(48.4, 0.00), (49.4, 0.00), (50.4, 0.124), (51.4, 0.0741), (52.4, 0.342), (53.4, 0.352), (54.5, 0.113), (55.5,
0.001), (56.5, 0.189), (57.5, 0.206), (58.5, 0.211), (59.5, 0.2), (60.5, 0.2), (61.5, 0.249), (62.5, 0.226), (63.5,
0.204), (64.5, 0.2), (65.5, 0.2), (66.6, 0.2), (67.6, 0.402), (68.6, 0.231), (69.6, 0.2), (70.6, 0.2), (71.6, 0.2),
(72.6, 0.00), (73.6, 0.00), (74.6, 0.124), (75.6, 0.0741), (76.6, 0.342), (77.6, 0.352), (78.7, 0.113), (79.7,
0.001), (80.7, 0.189), (81.7, 0.206), (82.7, 0.211), (83.7, 0.2), (84.7, 0.2), (85.7, 0.249), (86.7, 0.226), (87.7,
0.204), (88.7, 0.2), (89.7, 0.2), (90.8, 0.2), (91.8, 0.402), (92.8, 0.231), (93.8, 0.2), (94.8, 0.2), (95.8, 0.2),
(96.8, 0.00), (97.8, 0.00), (98.8, 0.124), (99.8, 0.0741), (101, 0.342), (102, 0.352), (103, 0.113), (104, 0.001),
(105, 0.189), (106, 0.206), (107, 0.211), (108, 0.2), (109, 0.2), (110, 0.249), (111, 0.226), (112, 0.204), (113,
0.2), (114, 0.2), (115, 0.2), (116, 0.402), (117, 0.231), (118, 0.2), (119, 0.2), (120, 0.2)
Mix85 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 0.00), (1.01, 0.00), (2.02, 0.111), (3.03, 0.0642), (4.03, 0.32), (5.04, 0.331), (6.05, 0.105), (7.06,
0.001), (8.07, 0.53), (9.08, 0.602), (10.1, 0.604), (11.1, 0.6), (12.1, 0.6), (13.1, 0.616), (14.1, 0.609), (15.1,
0.601), (16.1, 0.6), (17.1, 0.6), (18.2, 0.6), (19.2, 0.667), (20.2, 0.61), (21.2, 0.6), (22.2, 0.6), (23.2, 0.6),
(24.2, 0.00), (25.2, 0.00), (26.2, 0.111), (27.2, 0.0642), (28.2, 0.32), (29.2, 0.331), (30.3, 0.105), (31.3,
0.001), (32.3, 0.53), (33.3, 0.602), (34.3, 0.604), (35.3, 0.6), (36.3, 0.6), (37.3, 0.616), (38.3, 0.609), (39.3,
0.601), (40.3, 0.6), (41.3, 0.6), (42.4, 0.6), (43.4, 0.667), (44.4, 0.61), (45.4, 0.6), (46.4, 0.6), (47.4, 0.6),
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(48.4, 0.00), (49.4, 0.00), (50.4, 0.111), (51.4, 0.0642), (52.4, 0.32), (53.4, 0.331), (54.5, 0.105), (55.5,
0.001), (56.5, 0.53), (57.5, 0.602), (58.5, 0.604), (59.5, 0.6), (60.5, 0.6), (61.5, 0.616), (62.5, 0.609), (63.5,
0.601), (64.5, 0.6), (65.5, 0.6), (66.6, 0.6), (67.6, 0.667), (68.6, 0.61), (69.6, 0.6), (70.6, 0.6), (71.6, 0.6),
(72.6, 0.00), (73.6, 0.00), (74.6, 0.111), (75.6, 0.0642), (76.6, 0.32), (77.6, 0.331), (78.7, 0.105), (79.7,
0.001), (80.7, 0.53), (81.7, 0.602), (82.7, 0.604), (83.7, 0.6), (84.7, 0.6), (85.7, 0.616), (86.7, 0.609), (87.7,
0.601), (88.7, 0.6), (89.7, 0.6), (90.8, 0.6), (91.8, 0.667), (92.8, 0.61), (93.8, 0.6), (94.8, 0.6), (95.8, 0.6),
(96.8, 0.00), (97.8, 0.00), (98.8, 0.111), (99.8, 0.0642), (101, 0.32), (102, 0.331), (103, 0.105), (104, 0.001),
(105, 0.53), (106, 0.602), (107, 0.604), (108, 0.6), (109, 0.6), (110, 0.616), (111, 0.609), (112, 0.601), (113,
0.6), (114, 0.6), (115, 0.6), (116, 0.667), (117, 0.61), (118, 0.6), (119, 0.6), (120, 0.6)
MSAE_Buoyancy = 0.5
Temp15 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.4), (1.01, 27.4), (2.02, 27.4), (3.03, 27.4), (4.03, 27.4), (5.04, 27.4), (6.05, 27.4), (7.06, 27.4), (8.07,
27.5), (9.08, 27.6), (10.1, 27.8), (11.1, 28.1), (12.1, 28.5), (13.1, 28.9), (14.1, 29.2), (15.1, 29.5), (16.1, 29.7),
(17.1, 29.7), (18.2, 29.4), (19.2, 29.0), (20.2, 29.0), (21.2, 29.0), (22.2, 29.0), (23.2, 29.0), (24.2, 27.4), (25.2,
27.4), (26.2, 27.4), (27.2, 27.4), (28.2, 27.4), (29.2, 27.4), (30.3, 27.4), (31.3, 27.4), (32.3, 27.5), (33.3, 27.6),
(34.3, 27.8), (35.3, 28.1), (36.3, 28.5), (37.3, 28.9), (38.3, 29.2), (39.3, 29.5), (40.3, 29.7), (41.3, 29.7), (42.4,
29.4), (43.4, 29.0), (44.4, 29.0), (45.4, 29.0), (46.4, 29.0), (47.4, 29.0), (48.4, 27.4), (49.4, 27.4), (50.4, 27.4),
(51.4, 27.4), (52.4, 27.4), (53.4, 27.4), (54.5, 27.4), (55.5, 27.4), (56.5, 27.5), (57.5, 27.6), (58.5, 27.8), (59.5,
28.1), (60.5, 28.5), (61.5, 28.9), (62.5, 29.2), (63.5, 29.5), (64.5, 29.7), (65.5, 29.7), (66.6, 29.4), (67.6, 29.0),
(68.6, 29.0), (69.6, 29.0), (70.6, 29.0), (71.6, 29.0), (72.6, 27.4), (73.6, 27.4), (74.6, 27.4), (75.6, 27.4), (76.6,
27.4), (77.6, 27.4), (78.7, 27.4), (79.7, 27.4), (80.7, 27.5), (81.7, 27.6), (82.7, 27.8), (83.7, 28.1), (84.7, 28.5),
(85.7, 28.9), (86.7, 29.2), (87.7, 29.5), (88.7, 29.7), (89.7, 29.7), (90.8, 29.4), (91.8, 29.0), (92.8, 29.0), (93.8,
29.0), (94.8, 29.0), (95.8, 29.0), (96.8, 27.4), (97.8, 27.4), (98.8, 27.4), (99.8, 27.4), (101, 27.4), (102, 27.4),
(103, 27.4), (104, 27.4), (105, 27.5), (106, 27.6), (107, 27.8), (108, 28.1), (109, 28.5), (110, 28.9), (111,
29.2), (112, 29.5), (113, 29.7), (114, 29.7), (115, 29.4), (116, 29.0), (117, 29.0), (118, 29.0), (119, 29.0),
(120, 29.0)
Temp25 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.4), (1.01, 27.4), (2.02, 27.4), (3.03, 27.4), (4.03, 27.4), (5.04, 27.4), (6.05, 27.4), (7.06, 27.4), (8.07,
27.5), (9.08, 27.6), (10.1, 27.9), (11.1, 28.1), (12.1, 28.5), (13.1, 28.8), (14.1, 29.1), (15.1, 29.3), (16.1, 29.5),
(17.1, 29.6), (18.2, 29.6), (19.2, 29.6), (20.2, 29.6), (21.2, 29.6), (22.2, 29.6), (23.2, 29.6), (24.2, 27.4), (25.2,
27.4), (26.2, 27.4), (27.2, 27.4), (28.2, 27.4), (29.2, 27.4), (30.3, 27.4), (31.3, 27.4), (32.3, 27.5), (33.3, 27.6),
(34.3, 27.9), (35.3, 28.1), (36.3, 28.5), (37.3, 28.8), (38.3, 29.1), (39.3, 29.3), (40.3, 29.5), (41.3, 29.6), (42.4,
29.6), (43.4, 29.6), (44.4, 29.6), (45.4, 29.6), (46.4, 29.6), (47.4, 29.6), (48.4, 27.4), (49.4, 27.4), (50.4, 27.4),
(51.4, 27.4), (52.4, 27.4), (53.4, 27.4), (54.5, 27.4), (55.5, 27.4), (56.5, 27.5), (57.5, 27.6), (58.5, 27.9), (59.5,
28.1), (60.5, 28.5), (61.5, 28.8), (62.5, 29.1), (63.5, 29.3), (64.5, 29.5), (65.5, 29.6), (66.6, 29.6), (67.6, 29.6),
(68.6, 29.6), (69.6, 29.6), (70.6, 29.6), (71.6, 29.6), (72.6, 27.4), (73.6, 27.4), (74.6, 27.4), (75.6, 27.4), (76.6,
27.4), (77.6, 27.4), (78.7, 27.4), (79.7, 27.4), (80.7, 27.5), (81.7, 27.6), (82.7, 27.9), (83.7, 28.1), (84.7, 28.5),
(85.7, 28.8), (86.7, 29.1), (87.7, 29.3), (88.7, 29.5), (89.7, 29.6), (90.8, 29.6), (91.8, 29.6), (92.8, 29.6), (93.8,
29.6), (94.8, 29.6), (95.8, 29.6), (96.8, 27.4), (97.8, 27.4), (98.8, 27.4), (99.8, 27.4), (101, 27.4), (102, 27.4),
(103, 27.4), (104, 27.4), (105, 27.5), (106, 27.6), (107, 27.9), (108, 28.1), (109, 28.5), (110, 28.8), (111,
29.1), (112, 29.3), (113, 29.5), (114, 29.6), (115, 29.6), (116, 29.6), (117, 29.6), (118, 29.6), (119, 29.6),
(120, 29.6)
Temp35 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.5), (1.01, 27.5), (2.02, 27.5), (3.03, 27.5), (4.03, 27.5), (5.04, 27.5), (6.05, 27.5), (7.06, 27.5), (8.07,
27.5), (9.08, 27.6), (10.1, 27.8), (11.1, 28.0), (12.1, 28.3), (13.1, 28.5), (14.1, 28.8), (15.1, 28.9), (16.1, 29.1),
(17.1, 29.1), (18.2, 29.2), (19.2, 29.2), (20.2, 29.2), (21.2, 29.2), (22.2, 29.2), (23.2, 29.2), (24.2, 27.5), (25.2,
27.5), (26.2, 27.5), (27.2, 27.5), (28.2, 27.5), (29.2, 27.5), (30.3, 27.5), (31.3, 27.5), (32.3, 27.5), (33.3, 27.6),
(34.3, 27.8), (35.3, 28.0), (36.3, 28.3), (37.3, 28.5), (38.3, 28.8), (39.3, 28.9), (40.3, 29.1), (41.3, 29.1), (42.4,
29.2), (43.4, 29.2), (44.4, 29.2), (45.4, 29.2), (46.4, 29.2), (47.4, 29.2), (48.4, 27.5), (49.4, 27.5), (50.4, 27.5),
(51.4, 27.5), (52.4, 27.5), (53.4, 27.5), (54.5, 27.5), (55.5, 27.5), (56.5, 27.5), (57.5, 27.6), (58.5, 27.8), (59.5,
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28.0), (60.5, 28.3), (61.5, 28.5), (62.5, 28.8), (63.5, 28.9), (64.5, 29.1), (65.5, 29.1), (66.6, 29.2), (67.6, 29.2),
(68.6, 29.2), (69.6, 29.2), (70.6, 29.2), (71.6, 29.2), (72.6, 27.5), (73.6, 27.5), (74.6, 27.5), (75.6, 27.5), (76.6,
27.5), (77.6, 27.5), (78.7, 27.5), (79.7, 27.5), (80.7, 27.5), (81.7, 27.6), (82.7, 27.8), (83.7, 28.0), (84.7, 28.3),
(85.7, 28.5), (86.7, 28.8), (87.7, 28.9), (88.7, 29.1), (89.7, 29.1), (90.8, 29.2), (91.8, 29.2), (92.8, 29.2), (93.8,
29.2), (94.8, 29.2), (95.8, 29.2), (96.8, 27.5), (97.8, 27.5), (98.8, 27.5), (99.8, 27.5), (101, 27.5), (102, 27.5),
(103, 27.5), (104, 27.5), (105, 27.5), (106, 27.6), (107, 27.8), (108, 28.0), (109, 28.3), (110, 28.5), (111,
28.8), (112, 28.9), (113, 29.1), (114, 29.1), (115, 29.2), (116, 29.2), (117, 29.2), (118, 29.2), (119, 29.2),
(120, 29.2)
Temp45 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.5), (1.01, 27.5), (2.02, 27.5), (3.03, 27.5), (4.03, 27.5), (5.04, 27.5), (6.05, 27.5), (7.06, 27.5), (8.07,
27.5), (9.08, 27.6), (10.1, 27.8), (11.1, 27.9), (12.1, 28.1), (13.1, 28.4), (14.1, 28.5), (15.1, 28.7), (16.1, 28.8),
(17.1, 28.8), (18.2, 28.9), (19.2, 28.9), (20.2, 28.9), (21.2, 28.9), (22.2, 28.9), (23.2, 28.9), (24.2, 27.5), (25.2,
27.5), (26.2, 27.5), (27.2, 27.5), (28.2, 27.5), (29.2, 27.5), (30.3, 27.5), (31.3, 27.5), (32.3, 27.5), (33.3, 27.6),
(34.3, 27.8), (35.3, 27.9), (36.3, 28.1), (37.3, 28.4), (38.3, 28.5), (39.3, 28.7), (40.3, 28.8), (41.3, 28.8), (42.4,
28.9), (43.4, 28.9), (44.4, 28.9), (45.4, 28.9), (46.4, 28.9), (47.4, 28.9), (48.4, 27.5), (49.4, 27.5), (50.4, 27.5),
(51.4, 27.5), (52.4, 27.5), (53.4, 27.5), (54.5, 27.5), (55.5, 27.5), (56.5, 27.5), (57.5, 27.6), (58.5, 27.8), (59.5,
27.9), (60.5, 28.1), (61.5, 28.4), (62.5, 28.5), (63.5, 28.7), (64.5, 28.8), (65.5, 28.8), (66.6, 28.9), (67.6, 28.9),
(68.6, 28.9), (69.6, 28.9), (70.6, 28.9), (71.6, 28.9), (72.6, 27.5), (73.6, 27.5), (74.6, 27.5), (75.6, 27.5), (76.6,
27.5), (77.6, 27.5), (78.7, 27.5), (79.7, 27.5), (80.7, 27.5), (81.7, 27.6), (82.7, 27.8), (83.7, 27.9), (84.7, 28.1),
(85.7, 28.4), (86.7, 28.5), (87.7, 28.7), (88.7, 28.8), (89.7, 28.8), (90.8, 28.9), (91.8, 28.9), (92.8, 28.9), (93.8,
28.9), (94.8, 28.9), (95.8, 28.9), (96.8, 27.5), (97.8, 27.5), (98.8, 27.5), (99.8, 27.5), (101, 27.5), (102, 27.5),
(103, 27.5), (104, 27.5), (105, 27.5), (106, 27.6), (107, 27.8), (108, 27.9), (109, 28.1), (110, 28.4), (111,
28.5), (112, 28.7), (113, 28.8), (114, 28.8), (115, 28.9), (116, 28.9), (117, 28.9), (118, 28.9), (119, 28.9),
(120, 28.9)
Temp5 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.5), (1.01, 27.5), (2.02, 27.5), (3.03, 27.5), (4.03, 27.5), (5.04, 27.5), (6.05, 27.5), (7.06, 27.5), (8.07,
27.5), (9.08, 27.6), (10.1, 27.6), (11.1, 27.9), (12.1, 28.3), (13.1, 28.8), (14.1, 29.2), (15.1, 29.6), (16.1, 29.8),
(17.1, 29.6), (18.2, 28.7), (19.2, 27.5), (20.2, 27.5), (21.2, 27.5), (22.2, 27.5), (23.2, 27.5), (24.2, 27.5), (25.2,
27.5), (26.2, 27.5), (27.2, 27.5), (28.2, 27.5), (29.2, 27.5), (30.3, 27.5), (31.3, 27.5), (32.3, 27.5), (33.3, 27.6),
(34.3, 27.6), (35.3, 27.9), (36.3, 28.3), (37.3, 28.8), (38.3, 29.2), (39.3, 29.6), (40.3, 29.8), (41.3, 29.6), (42.4,
28.7), (43.4, 27.5), (44.4, 27.5), (45.4, 27.5), (46.4, 27.5), (47.4, 27.5), (48.4, 27.5), (49.4, 27.5), (50.4, 27.5),
(51.4, 27.5), (52.4, 27.5), (53.4, 27.5), (54.5, 27.5), (55.5, 27.5), (56.5, 27.5), (57.5, 27.6), (58.5, 27.6), (59.5,
27.9), (60.5, 28.3), (61.5, 28.8), (62.5, 29.2), (63.5, 29.6), (64.5, 29.8), (65.5, 29.6), (66.6, 28.7), (67.6, 27.5),
(68.6, 27.5), (69.6, 27.5), (70.6, 27.5), (71.6, 27.5), (72.6, 27.5), (73.6, 27.5), (74.6, 27.5), (75.6, 27.5), (76.6,
27.5), (77.6, 27.5), (78.7, 27.5), (79.7, 27.5), (80.7, 27.5), (81.7, 27.6), (82.7, 27.6), (83.7, 27.9), (84.7, 28.3),
(85.7, 28.8), (86.7, 29.2), (87.7, 29.6), (88.7, 29.8), (89.7, 29.6), (90.8, 28.7), (91.8, 27.5), (92.8, 27.5), (93.8,
27.5), (94.8, 27.5), (95.8, 27.5), (96.8, 27.5), (97.8, 27.5), (98.8, 27.5), (99.8, 27.5), (101, 27.5), (102, 27.5),
(103, 27.5), (104, 27.5), (105, 27.5), (106, 27.6), (107, 27.6), (108, 27.9), (109, 28.3), (110, 28.8), (111,
29.2), (112, 29.6), (113, 29.8), (114, 29.6), (115, 28.7), (116, 27.5), (117, 27.5), (118, 27.5), (119, 27.5),
(120, 27.5)
Temp55 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.4), (1.01, 27.4), (2.02, 27.4), (3.03, 27.4), (4.03, 27.4), (5.04, 27.4), (6.05, 27.4), (7.06, 27.4), (8.07,
27.4), (9.08, 27.5), (10.1, 27.7), (11.1, 27.8), (12.1, 28.0), (13.1, 28.2), (14.1, 28.4), (15.1, 28.5), (16.1, 28.6),
(17.1, 28.7), (18.2, 28.7), (19.2, 28.7), (20.2, 28.7), (21.2, 28.7), (22.2, 28.7), (23.2, 28.7), (24.2, 27.4), (25.2,
27.4), (26.2, 27.4), (27.2, 27.4), (28.2, 27.4), (29.2, 27.4), (30.3, 27.4), (31.3, 27.4), (32.3, 27.4), (33.3, 27.5),
(34.3, 27.7), (35.3, 27.8), (36.3, 28.0), (37.3, 28.2), (38.3, 28.4), (39.3, 28.5), (40.3, 28.6), (41.3, 28.7), (42.4,
28.7), (43.4, 28.7), (44.4, 28.7), (45.4, 28.7), (46.4, 28.7), (47.4, 28.7), (48.4, 27.4), (49.4, 27.4), (50.4, 27.4),
(51.4, 27.4), (52.4, 27.4), (53.4, 27.4), (54.5, 27.4), (55.5, 27.4), (56.5, 27.4), (57.5, 27.5), (58.5, 27.7), (59.5,
27.8), (60.5, 28.0), (61.5, 28.2), (62.5, 28.4), (63.5, 28.5), (64.5, 28.6), (65.5, 28.7), (66.6, 28.7), (67.6, 28.7),
(68.6, 28.7), (69.6, 28.7), (70.6, 28.7), (71.6, 28.7), (72.6, 27.4), (73.6, 27.4), (74.6, 27.4), (75.6, 27.4), (76.6,
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27.4), (77.6, 27.4), (78.7, 27.4), (79.7, 27.4), (80.7, 27.4), (81.7, 27.5), (82.7, 27.7), (83.7, 27.8), (84.7, 28.0),
(85.7, 28.2), (86.7, 28.4), (87.7, 28.5), (88.7, 28.6), (89.7, 28.7), (90.8, 28.7), (91.8, 28.7), (92.8, 28.7), (93.8,
28.7), (94.8, 28.7), (95.8, 28.7), (96.8, 27.4), (97.8, 27.4), (98.8, 27.4), (99.8, 27.4), (101, 27.4), (102, 27.4),
(103, 27.4), (104, 27.4), (105, 27.4), (106, 27.5), (107, 27.7), (108, 27.8), (109, 28.0), (110, 28.2), (111,
28.4), (112, 28.5), (113, 28.6), (114, 28.7), (115, 28.7), (116, 28.7), (117, 28.7), (118, 28.7), (119, 28.7),
(120, 28.7)
Temp65 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.4), (1.01, 27.4), (2.02, 27.4), (3.03, 27.4), (4.03, 27.4), (5.04, 27.4), (6.05, 27.4), (7.06, 27.4), (8.07,
27.4), (9.08, 27.5), (10.1, 27.6), (11.1, 27.8), (12.1, 28.0), (13.1, 28.1), (14.1, 28.3), (15.1, 28.4), (16.1, 28.5),
(17.1, 28.5), (18.2, 28.5), (19.2, 28.5), (20.2, 28.5), (21.2, 28.5), (22.2, 28.5), (23.2, 28.5), (24.2, 27.4), (25.2,
27.4), (26.2, 27.4), (27.2, 27.4), (28.2, 27.4), (29.2, 27.4), (30.3, 27.4), (31.3, 27.4), (32.3, 27.4), (33.3, 27.5),
(34.3, 27.6), (35.3, 27.8), (36.3, 28.0), (37.3, 28.1), (38.3, 28.3), (39.3, 28.4), (40.3, 28.5), (41.3, 28.5), (42.4,
28.5), (43.4, 28.5), (44.4, 28.5), (45.4, 28.5), (46.4, 28.5), (47.4, 28.5), (48.4, 27.4), (49.4, 27.4), (50.4, 27.4),
(51.4, 27.4), (52.4, 27.4), (53.4, 27.4), (54.5, 27.4), (55.5, 27.4), (56.5, 27.4), (57.5, 27.5), (58.5, 27.6), (59.5,
27.8), (60.5, 28.0), (61.5, 28.1), (62.5, 28.3), (63.5, 28.4), (64.5, 28.5), (65.5, 28.5), (66.6, 28.5), (67.6, 28.5),
(68.6, 28.5), (69.6, 28.5), (70.6, 28.5), (71.6, 28.5), (72.6, 27.4), (73.6, 27.4), (74.6, 27.4), (75.6, 27.4), (76.6,
27.4), (77.6, 27.4), (78.7, 27.4), (79.7, 27.4), (80.7, 27.4), (81.7, 27.5), (82.7, 27.6), (83.7, 27.8), (84.7, 28.0),
(85.7, 28.1), (86.7, 28.3), (87.7, 28.4), (88.7, 28.5), (89.7, 28.5), (90.8, 28.5), (91.8, 28.5), (92.8, 28.5), (93.8,
28.5), (94.8, 28.5), (95.8, 28.5), (96.8, 27.4), (97.8, 27.4), (98.8, 27.4), (99.8, 27.4), (101, 27.4), (102, 27.4),
(103, 27.4), (104, 27.4), (105, 27.4), (106, 27.5), (107, 27.6), (108, 27.8), (109, 28.0), (110, 28.1), (111,
28.3), (112, 28.4), (113, 28.5), (114, 28.5), (115, 28.5), (116, 28.5), (117, 28.5), (118, 28.5), (119, 28.5),
(120, 28.5)
Temp75 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.4), (1.01, 27.4), (2.02, 27.4), (3.03, 27.4), (4.03, 27.4), (5.04, 27.4), (6.05, 27.4), (7.06, 27.4), (8.07,
27.4), (9.08, 27.5), (10.1, 27.6), (11.1, 27.7), (12.1, 27.9), (13.1, 28.1), (14.1, 28.2), (15.1, 28.3), (16.1, 28.4),
(17.1, 28.4), (18.2, 28.4), (19.2, 28.4), (20.2, 28.4), (21.2, 28.4), (22.2, 28.4), (23.2, 28.4), (24.2, 27.4), (25.2,
27.4), (26.2, 27.4), (27.2, 27.4), (28.2, 27.4), (29.2, 27.4), (30.3, 27.4), (31.3, 27.4), (32.3, 27.4), (33.3, 27.5),
(34.3, 27.6), (35.3, 27.7), (36.3, 27.9), (37.3, 28.1), (38.3, 28.2), (39.3, 28.3), (40.3, 28.4), (41.3, 28.4), (42.4,
28.4), (43.4, 28.4), (44.4, 28.4), (45.4, 28.4), (46.4, 28.4), (47.4, 28.4), (48.4, 27.4), (49.4, 27.4), (50.4, 27.4),
(51.4, 27.4), (52.4, 27.4), (53.4, 27.4), (54.5, 27.4), (55.5, 27.4), (56.5, 27.4), (57.5, 27.5), (58.5, 27.6), (59.5,
27.7), (60.5, 27.9), (61.5, 28.1), (62.5, 28.2), (63.5, 28.3), (64.5, 28.4), (65.5, 28.4), (66.6, 28.4), (67.6, 28.4),
(68.6, 28.4), (69.6, 28.4), (70.6, 28.4), (71.6, 28.4), (72.6, 27.4), (73.6, 27.4), (74.6, 27.4), (75.6, 27.4), (76.6,
27.4), (77.6, 27.4), (78.7, 27.4), (79.7, 27.4), (80.7, 27.4), (81.7, 27.5), (82.7, 27.6), (83.7, 27.7), (84.7, 27.9),
(85.7, 28.1), (86.7, 28.2), (87.7, 28.3), (88.7, 28.4), (89.7, 28.4), (90.8, 28.4), (91.8, 28.4), (92.8, 28.4), (93.8,
28.4), (94.8, 28.4), (95.8, 28.4), (96.8, 27.4), (97.8, 27.4), (98.8, 27.4), (99.8, 27.4), (101, 27.4), (102, 27.4),
(103, 27.4), (104, 27.4), (105, 27.4), (106, 27.5), (107, 27.6), (108, 27.7), (109, 27.9), (110, 28.1), (111,
28.2), (112, 28.3), (113, 28.4), (114, 28.4), (115, 28.4), (116, 28.4), (117, 28.4), (118, 28.4), (119, 28.4),
(120, 28.4)
Temp85 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.4), (1.01, 27.4), (2.02, 27.4), (3.03, 27.4), (4.03, 27.4), (5.04, 27.4), (6.05, 27.4), (7.06, 27.4), (8.07,
27.4), (9.08, 27.5), (10.1, 27.6), (11.1, 27.7), (12.1, 27.9), (13.1, 28.0), (14.1, 28.1), (15.1, 28.2), (16.1, 28.3),
(17.1, 28.3), (18.2, 28.4), (19.2, 28.4), (20.2, 28.4), (21.2, 28.4), (22.2, 28.4), (23.2, 28.4), (24.2, 27.4), (25.2,
27.4), (26.2, 27.4), (27.2, 27.4), (28.2, 27.4), (29.2, 27.4), (30.3, 27.4), (31.3, 27.4), (32.3, 27.4), (33.3, 27.5),
(34.3, 27.6), (35.3, 27.7), (36.3, 27.9), (37.3, 28.0), (38.3, 28.1), (39.3, 28.2), (40.3, 28.3), (41.3, 28.3), (42.4,
28.4), (43.4, 28.4), (44.4, 28.4), (45.4, 28.4), (46.4, 28.4), (47.4, 28.4), (48.4, 27.4), (49.4, 27.4), (50.4, 27.4),
(51.4, 27.4), (52.4, 27.4), (53.4, 27.4), (54.5, 27.4), (55.5, 27.4), (56.5, 27.4), (57.5, 27.5), (58.5, 27.6), (59.5,
27.7), (60.5, 27.9), (61.5, 28.0), (62.5, 28.1), (63.5, 28.2), (64.5, 28.3), (65.5, 28.3), (66.6, 28.4), (67.6, 28.4),
(68.6, 28.4), (69.6, 28.4), (70.6, 28.4), (71.6, 28.4), (72.6, 27.4), (73.6, 27.4), (74.6, 27.4), (75.6, 27.4), (76.6,
27.4), (77.6, 27.4), (78.7, 27.4), (79.7, 27.4), (80.7, 27.4), (81.7, 27.5), (82.7, 27.6), (83.7, 27.7), (84.7, 27.9),
(85.7, 28.0), (86.7, 28.1), (87.7, 28.2), (88.7, 28.3), (89.7, 28.3), (90.8, 28.4), (91.8, 28.4), (92.8, 28.4), (93.8,
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28.4), (94.8, 28.4), (95.8, 28.4), (96.8, 27.4), (97.8, 27.4), (98.8, 27.4), (99.8, 27.4), (101, 27.4), (102, 27.4),
(103, 27.4), (104, 27.4), (105, 27.4), (106, 27.5), (107, 27.6), (108, 27.7), (109, 27.9), (110, 28.0), (111,
28.1), (112, 28.2), (113, 28.3), (114, 28.3), (115, 28.4), (116, 28.4), (117, 28.4), (118, 28.4), (119, 28.4),
(120, 28.4)
Temp90 = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 27.4), (1.01, 27.4), (2.02, 27.4), (3.03, 27.4), (4.03, 27.4), (5.04, 27.4), (6.05, 27.4), (7.06, 27.4), (8.07,
27.4), (9.08, 27.5), (10.1, 27.6), (11.1, 27.7), (12.1, 27.8), (13.1, 28.0), (14.1, 28.1), (15.1, 28.2), (16.1, 28.3),
(17.1, 28.3), (18.2, 28.3), (19.2, 28.3), (20.2, 28.3), (21.2, 28.3), (22.2, 28.3), (23.2, 28.3), (24.2, 27.4), (25.2,
27.4), (26.2, 27.4), (27.2, 27.4), (28.2, 27.4), (29.2, 27.4), (30.3, 27.4), (31.3, 27.4), (32.3, 27.4), (33.3, 27.5),
(34.3, 27.6), (35.3, 27.7), (36.3, 27.8), (37.3, 28.0), (38.3, 28.1), (39.3, 28.2), (40.3, 28.3), (41.3, 28.3), (42.4,
28.3), (43.4, 28.3), (44.4, 28.3), (45.4, 28.3), (46.4, 28.3), (47.4, 28.3), (48.4, 27.4), (49.4, 27.4), (50.4, 27.4),
(51.4, 27.4), (52.4, 27.4), (53.4, 27.4), (54.5, 27.4), (55.5, 27.4), (56.5, 27.4), (57.5, 27.5), (58.5, 27.6), (59.5,
27.7), (60.5, 27.8), (61.5, 28.0), (62.5, 28.1), (63.5, 28.2), (64.5, 28.3), (65.5, 28.3), (66.6, 28.3), (67.6, 28.3),
(68.6, 28.3), (69.6, 28.3), (70.6, 28.3), (71.6, 28.3), (72.6, 27.4), (73.6, 27.4), (74.6, 27.4), (75.6, 27.4), (76.6,
27.4), (77.6, 27.4), (78.7, 27.4), (79.7, 27.4), (80.7, 27.4), (81.7, 27.5), (82.7, 27.6), (83.7, 27.7), (84.7, 27.8),
(85.7, 28.0), (86.7, 28.1), (87.7, 28.2), (88.7, 28.3), (89.7, 28.3), (90.8, 28.3), (91.8, 28.3), (92.8, 28.3), (93.8,
28.3), (94.8, 28.3), (95.8, 28.3), (96.8, 27.4), (97.8, 27.4), (98.8, 27.4), (99.8, 27.4), (101, 27.4), (102, 27.4),
(103, 27.4), (104, 27.4), (105, 27.4), (106, 27.5), (107, 27.6), (108, 27.7), (109, 27.8), (110, 28.0), (111,
28.1), (112, 28.2), (113, 28.3), (114, 28.3), (115, 28.3), (116, 28.3), (117, 28.3), (118, 28.3), (119, 28.3),
(120, 28.3)
Topt15APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp15‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp15‐24)‐1)))
Topt15MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp15‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp15‐28.2)‐1)))
Topt25APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp25‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp25‐24)‐1)))
Topt25MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp25‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp25‐28.2)‐1)))
Topt35APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp35‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp35‐24)‐1)))
Topt35MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp35‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp35‐28.2)‐1)))
Topt45APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp45‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp45‐24)‐1)))
Topt45MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp45‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp45‐28.2)‐1)))
Topt55APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp55‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp55‐24)‐1)))
Topt55MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp55‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp55‐28.2)‐1)))
Topt5APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp5‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp5‐24)‐1)))
Topt5MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp5‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp5‐28.2)‐1)))
Topt65APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp65‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp65‐24)‐1)))
Topt65MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp65‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp65‐28.2)‐1)))
Topt75APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp75‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp75‐24)‐1)))
Topt75MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp75‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp75‐28.2)‐1)))
Topt85APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp85‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp85‐24)‐1)))
Topt85MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp85‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp85‐28.2)‐1)))
Topt90APFA = (1.2/24)*(1+4*((1.3^(Temp90‐24)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.32))*(1.32^(Temp90‐24)‐1)))
Topt90MSAE = (.8/24)*(1+5.77*((1.3^(Temp90‐28.2)‐1)‐(ln(1.3)/ln(1.37))*(1.37^(Temp90‐28.2)‐1)))
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